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On Negativity

You can't have a light without a dark to stick it in.

- Arlo Guthrie
A December zorz op-ed in the Moscow Times described State Duma Deputy
Oleg Mikheyev's proposal to force Russian media to report more good news.
Mass media would have to shift the amount of positive information to 70 percent and restrict bad information to the remaining 3o percent. Too much bad
information was said to damage the human psyche - indeed, it "weakens their
ability to think and lowers their creative powers." Michael Bohm, opinion
editor of the Times, was of course critical of Mikheyev's (preposterous) hill.
Among his reasons, Bohm wrote, "Mikheyev has got the cause-effect relationship of negative information all wrong. The media is much less a cause of
society's ills than it is a mirror image of those ills."
Media are certainly as much a reflection as they are a driver of public attitudes. For the most part, media do not make us negative - they reflect our
negativity. But whether that negativity is an "ill" is another matter. Focusing
on negative information may be a perfectly reasonable means for citizens to
monitor their environment, and particularly their governments. Ongoing negativity in politics and political communication may be a problem, but it may
also be effective and advantageous.

At a minimum, negativity in politics and political communication may be
understandable. Exploring the scope of, and reasons for, this negativity is the
purpose of the chapters that follow. In short, this book is about the importance
of negative information in modern politics. The argument has three parts. First,
negativity biases are readily apparent across a wide range of political behaviors.
Sccond, similar biascs are evident in the design and functioning of political institutions. Tlrircl, it is n«rt yet cleirr whethcr thcse negativity biases are efficient
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That said, the argument presented here need not apply just to modern politics; indeed, it need not be about politics at all. The strength of the argument
is not derived from what we know about politics and political behavior nearly
so much as from what we know about humans and human behavior. This
broader body of evidence is the subject of this first chapter. The chapter begins
by reviewing the literatures in psychology on the tendency for negative information (or events, or assessments) to have a greater effect on attitudes and
behaviors than their positive equivalents. These bodies of literatures are, as we
shall see, vast. They make it rather difficult to believe that asymmetry does
not exist. That said, the evidence does not end with psychology. Subsequent
sections draw on economics, on physiology and neurology, on evolutionary
biology, and on anthropology. §7e start with the subject of the Preface: impression formation.
The Psychology of Negativity
There is evidence of a negativity bias - or, more broadly, the relative strength
of negative over positive - throughout psychology. Indeed, the overwhelming
evidence of a negativity bias has been the subject of several very valuable metareviews (e.g., Baumeister et al. zoorl Cacioppo and Gardner t999;Rozin and
Royzman zoor). Those reviews cover the literature far more thoroughly than
will be attempted here. That said, this section provides a brief but (hopefully)
convincing account of the negativity bias in the psychology literature.
We begin with "impression formation," one of the domains in which a
negativity bias was first observed, and the one in which the phenomenon has
been most explored and analyzed. The story of Elizabeth and Sara in the Preface
draws directly on this literature, and especially on Anderson's (1965) early
description of a mathematical approach to impression formation. Anderson
was interested in (and found evidence of) a primacy effect: in a list of adjectives
describing a person, those at the beginning of the list matter more to an overall
evaluation of that person than do those toward the end. He suggested several
possible models for this effect, including a "weighted-average model" in which
the effect of any single adjective was weighted according to its position on the
list, and in this case, those at the beginning received a greater weight.
A good deal of work has since drawn on Anderson's weighted-average
model of impression formation, suggesting not just that weights vary with
primacy, but that that unfavorable information has a greater impact on overall
impressions than does favorable information. (For early work, also see Feldman
ry66;Hodges r974; Hamilton and Huffman tg7r. For more recent work see,
e.g., Fiske r98o, Ronis and Lipinski r 9tl5; Singh and Teoh zooo; Virn tle r Pligt
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and Eiser r98o; Vonk ry93, 1996.) To be clear, this work suggests that the
relative weight in which a single dimension is given an overall assessment varies
systematically with the negativity of that dimension.'
Several explanations have been given for the apparently greater weights
attached to negative information in impression formation. Most work suggests that impressions are formed based on an expectation, or reference point.
These impressions can vary based on experiencel however, individuals tend to
be mildly optimistic, so the reference point tends ro be, on average, slightly
positive. (I shall return to the subject of this positive reference point in later
sections.) In one conception, this simply means a shift in perspective:
-4 looks
much worse from an expectation of +z than it does from an expectâtion of
o, and *4 is not especially impressive when it is only a little better than what
you expected (e.g., Helson r964; Sherif and Sherif 1967). An alternative rheory
suggests that the asymmetry is driven by cognitive weighting: more attention
is given to information that is regarded as unique or novel, which tends to
be information that is more extreme (e.g., Fiske r98o). So similarly, -4 is
more extreme (and thus is given greater weight) if the expectation is *z rather
than o.
This difference between what Skowronski and Carlston GSSg) refer to as
"expectancy-contrast" and "frequency-weight" theories is subtle but important. Expectancy-contrast theories suggest that the negativity bias is a product
of how we perceive negative versus positive information: a rating close to
our expectation, *2, is accurately perceived, while a rating far from our
expectation, -4, is misperceived, and that misperception tends to lead to an
estimate that is even further away from our expectation. So a rating that by
some objective, neutral standard should be a -4 is perceived to be a
-6.
Negative ratings thus play an especially important role because we tend to
misperceive the degree to which they vary from our expectations.
Frequency-weight theories, in contrast, assume that we have accurate perceptions; we just tend to give greater weight to information that is further from
expectations because we believe it is more valuable when trying to differentiate
between people (or things). So we accurately perceive the
-4 but give it greater
weight than figures closer to our expectation of -lz. These frequency-weight
theories fit more easily with the story in the Preface (and the literature on "loss

'

Borrowing directly from Anderson's model, {he,overall assessment A represents a weighted
of k number of dimensions O, a: 3#, where the weighr <»p for each dimension
l)p is a function of the negativity of that dimension, Np, <o : <r * BNp. The constant o and
coefficient p will vary from case to case, but the general idea here is that the weight begins at
rr rrtrd then increases at some interval B with one-unit increases in negativity N. The greater
thc rrcgetivity (the valuc of Np), then, the greater the weight attached to Dç. And the effect
of rrcgativity t»r the wcight of a given dimension need not increase linearly. The correct model
rnight bc irn cxlroncntirrl onc, for instlncc, whcrc or1 : o * []Nl'.
irverage
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behaviors more than we do positive behaviors (e.g., Ybarra and Stephan 1996).
tù7ork on performance evaluations of employecs and stuclents, in which assessors regularly provide both numerical skill- or attribute-specific evaluations as
well as an overall summary evaluation, suggest that negative rankings weigh
more heavily on the overall evaluation than do positive rankings (Ganzach
r995; Rowe r989; for a review, see f)eNisi et al. r9tl4). Relatedly, learning, by
both children and adults, tends to occllr faster through punishment as opposed

to reinforcernent (Constantini and lJoving r973;Meyer and Offenbach 196z;
Penney and Lupton r96r; Per-rr-rey r968; Spense ar.rd Segrrer r967; Tindirll ernd
Ratliff r974).1 In addition, bad feedback from teachers tends to be regarded as
a more crcdible indicator of teachers' assessments than does positive feedback
(Coleman, Jussim, and Abraham ryST), and when participants are presented
with videotaped evaluations from another pers()Il, they monitor the negative
evaluations for: significantly more time than the positive evaluatiorls (Graziano,
Brothen, and Berscheid rgtlo).
The relative strength of negativity is also apparent ir-r work on the effccts
of positive versus negative events. The loss of resources, social, bchavioral,
objective, or otherwisc (see, e.g., Hobfoll r988), has a greater and more longlasting in-rpact or-r psychological distress (e.g., stress or depression) than does the
cquivalent gair-r in resollrces (e.g., \ù7ells, Hobfoll, and l.avin r999). Negative
events have a more powerful effèct on daily "mood" than do positive events
(e.g., D:rvid et al. ry97). Bad days havc an cffect that often carries ovcr to
the next day, whereas positivc days sl-row no such cffect (Shelclon, Ryan, ancl
lteis r996; Marco and Suls 1993)."Adaptirtion-lcvcl" theories (Helson r964)
sllggest a rclatcd dyr-ran-ric: long-terrn happiness tends to be stalrle, because
the effects of all events wear off; but tl-re effccts of bad cvents wear off mrlre
slowly than do the effects of good events (see, e.g., Brickrnan, Coates, and
fanoff-Bulmar 1978; also Taylor r9U3).5
Prospective and retrospective evaluations of events reflect an asymmetry
as well. \üihen looking back over the day, people ter-rd.to underestimate the
lrccluency of positive affect and overestimate the frequency of negative affect
( l'lromas and Diener r99o). (But r-rote that long-term memory shows a positivity bias - this is discussed further later in the text.) Affective forecasting - the
precliction of the emotional conseqllences of events - tends also to be biased

I liut note tlrilt

punishlrent has other consequences. Ar.rd it nray be that ttre tertbook assertion
tlrrrt rervard is better than punishment is n.rotivated not so much by evider.rce of the effectiveness
ol rcrvrrrcl per sc, but b1, thc potcntial ncgrrtivc siclc cffccts of punishmcnt. Scc Baumeister et al.
roor:-]-1

'

5.

lt'lson's ( r 9(,,1) "aclapt:rtion levcl" thcory suggcsts that the irrpact of :rny cvcnt is tcrnporary t lr,r l pe oll lc rcirct r.r)ore to cha nge than stirsis, and that their reactior.r to change rvears of f o vcr tirnc.
Ilris letl to Ilriclinrrrn and Campbell's (r97r) discLrssion of the "l.reclorric treadrrill," rvl.rcrcby
lorrr,, lt'r'rrr lrrrPPirrt'ss rcrttl.rins rorrghll'constrnt lrecause thc cffcct of ;rll cvcnts cvcnturrlly r'r,clrs
oll,;rrrrl \() l() \l.l) ltrtppl,rvc tttt'tl rt coltstrutt sLrpply of p<;sitivc cltrrrtgc. Àntl it wrs t('slinll ()l
I

tlrir lrr'rIrrrit trt,rtlrrrill llr.rt srrr',r,,r'slttl tlrt'lorr1,,t'r tlrrrrrhilitl ol rrriirrtile cfli'tts.
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Another group is given these two options:
If Program C is adopted, 4oo people will die.

If Program D is adopted, there is r/3 probability that nobody will die, and zll
probability that 6oo people will die.
Programs A and C are exactly equivalent, of course: under one zoo of 6oo
are saved, and under the other 4oo of 6oo die. Programs B and D are also
identical. But while more than two-thirds of respondents select A over B, twothirds also select D over C. \ÿhen the first option is about being saved, in short,
it seems much more attractive than when it is about dying. Put differently, the
riskier option (B or D) received greater consideration when pitched against sure
losses (deaths) rather than sure gains (lives); negative information is a stronger
motivator (toward risky behavior) than is positive information.
Prospect theory is an extension of more standard expected utility theorems,
in which the preferences of individuals for various outcomes reflect a simple
(and symmetric) combination of the utility of outcomes and their respective
probabilities. In prospect theory, people assess the utility of an outcome based
on not the final status (as in normal expected utility theorems), but rather
based on a reference point, often the status quo (as in the experiment discussed
earlier). In addition, people have different attitudes about risk when they are
facing gains versus losses: they are loss averse, that is, they care more about
losses than about gains. The crux of the matter is thus not very different from
what we have in psychological work on impression formation. In this case,
we are not assessing individuals but rather making economic decisions. But
the critical dynamic is the same: in making those economic decisions, people
irre expected to have stronger short-term reactions to potential losses than to
potential gains.
Loss-averse behavior has been found at the individual level across a wide
rirnge of decision-making environments, both in the lab and in the real world.
(The literature is vast, but see, e.g., Tversky, Slovic, and Kahnemaî r99o;
Kahneman and Thaler r99r; Shoemaker and Kunreuther 1979; Arkes and
lllumer r985; Diamond r988. For a partial review, see Edwards ry96.llthas
rrls<> been evidenced in aggregate-level macroeconomic dynamics. For instance,
consumption tends to drop more when the economy contracts than rise when
tlrc economy expands (Bowman, Minehart, and Rabin 1999).Bowman and
eollcagues suggest the following explanation: because people are averse to
l«rsses, they fail to cut back on expenditures immediately following news that
t'c«rrromic performance is expected to decline, which forces them to cut back
rrrrrrc sh:rrply when the poor economic outcome is actually realized. Because
pt'oplc rlrc not averse to gains, their immediate increase in consumption following go«ld rrcws nlcrlns that there is not a steep increase in consumption
orrcc thc go«lcl «lutcotrrc is rcirlizccl. Thc nct rcsult is that currcnt incrcilscs
irr irrcorrrc lrrrvc :rn irrcrcrncrrtrrl (p«lsitivc) cffcct «rrr currcnt c«rnsrrrnpt ion,
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physiological arousal are more clearly linked than positive evenrs and physiological arousal." The assumption may be well founded.
Rozin and Royzman's ( zoo r ) review of the literature provides a particularly
cogent description of the negativity bias in our experience of sensations: "§7ith
the exception of positive sensations arising in muscles (as in massage), the
inside of the body is basically a source of evaluatively negative input" (3or).
Even on the body exterior, these authors suggest, there is a wider distribution
of pain; that is, pain can be produced anywhere, while the centers for pleasure
are much more limited.

Why Are We

So Negative?

It seems very likely that we âre so negative because evolution favors animals
that exhibit a combination of mildly optimistic and loss-averse behaviors. You
have to be willing to try new food sources. But if your friend gets eaten while
you are there, you need to be the animalthat neuer goes back.
Put a little more scientifically, work on "orienting responses" suggests that
cvolution has produced animals with attentional systems that give preference
to stimuli with adaptive significance (Ôhman et al. r998; Hunr and Campbell
tL)97). Foremost among those stimuli are signs of danger. And "[b]ecause it
is more difficult to reverse the consequences of an injurious or fatal assault
than those of an opportunity unpursued, the process of natural selection may
also have resulted in the propensity to react more strongly to negative than to
1'rositive stimuli" (Cacioppo & Gardner r999; see also the discussion in Herwig

ct al. zooT).6
This evolutionary account is supported by a body of work finding evidence
of a negativity bias in animals other than humans. Miller's early work with
rats - in which fear of shock was clearly more motivating than hunger - is
orre early example (Miller 19611 see also Garcia and Koelling t966; and for
t'arlier work, see Hodge and Stocking tgrz; Warden and Aylesworth ry27).

f ust like humans, rats tend to learn faster in response to punishment rather than
rcinforcement (though ideally both; see earlier discussion). The fight-or-flight
rclction noted in the preceding section has similarly been identified in animals
(e.g., Mahl 195z). And this behavioral evidence is buttressed by neurological
lcscrrrch on rats and monkeys, which finds that fear-inducing events leave
irrdclible memory traces in the brain, whereas there is no similar impact of very
positive events (LeDoux, Romanski, and Xagoraris r989; Quirk, Repa, and
l.cl)«rrrx r995; Sanghera, Rolls, and Roper-Hall r979).

liconomics experiments with animals provide further support for the
t'volutionary account for the negativity bias. Knetch's (r989) paradigmatic
crrtl«lwrncnt effect experiment - for humans - proceeded as follows: One group

" llrt'irlt'rt
( r tt7.r.),

tltrtt ;t rtcg:ttivity [ries rrrlty bc r procluct of cvoluti«rn is by no mciuls rcccnt.
:uttl it lts('llll tlise rrssiort ol l)rrlwin's work in l:rirlluncl (r 99 r ).
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of students received a mug and was then offered the chance to trade that mug
for a chocolate bar. A second group was presented with the opposite possibility,
that is, trading chocolate bars for mugs. And a third group, as they arrived, were
able to simplÿ take either a mug or a chocolate bar. This last group revealed
students' preferences for mugs versus candy bars, in the absence of any endowment effeit. In this case, 56 percent took mugs,44 percent chocolate bars. But
the preferences revealed by the first two groups were systematically different.
F.*e, students traded mugs for chocolate bars than we would have predicted
given the third group's preferences; and fewer students traded chocolate bars
io, *rrg, ,t *.i1. Indeed, 89 percent of students kept their mug -and 90 percent of-students kept their chocolate bar. Preferences were not independent of
ownership effects.
The same is true, it turns out, for chimpanzees. Brosnan et al. (zoo7) replicated the Knetch experiment using chimpanzees, and both food and nonfood
items (frozen juice siick versus PVC pipe filled with peanut butter, and bone
versus rope). Trades were very common for the nonfood items, suggesting to
the researchers that the interaction with the experimenter may have value over
the item itself. For food items, however, trâdes were fewer and endowment
effects were clear. To be clear: a chimpanzee attaches more value to a PVC
pipe filled with peanut butter once they believe that they own it'
This work on negativity biases and endowment effects in animals supports
the notion that the negativity bias in humans has a neurological or physiological source, and that this source is in all likelihood the consequence of evolution.
This is not to say that a negativity bias is a good thing - that is an entirely
different matter, and one that will come up repeatedly over the next few chapters. But evolution need not produce outcomes that are normatively good; it
should produce ourcomes that are empirically effective, at least where survival
is concerned. One possible product, or perhaps a side effect, of evolution is
a tendency to devote more attention, and react more, to negative information
than to positive information. This is because focusing on negative information,
even at ih. .*p.nt. of positive information, may increase chances for survival.
In short, "[t]he indiviàual remains alive after several years only if he or she
managed to survive every single day, and no degree of optimal experience on
any given day can offset the effects of failing to survive on another" (Baumeister
et al.

zoor:

358).7
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This is apparent in psychology studies of "event recall"

- even as parricipants
are affected more by negative events, they can recall more positive ones. (It is
also apparent in macro-level measures, economic and otherwise, as we shall
see in later chapters.)
Taylor's (tggr) work on the "mobilization-minimization" hypothesis is particularly instructive here. Taylor reviews work suggesting both that (a) there is
a marked short-term impact of negative events on arousal, attentiveness, and so
forth; and (b) there may be offsetting effects once the negarive event is over. put
differently, "[flollowing the occurrence of a negative event and the organism's
concerted response to it, opposing responses set in that seem to damp down,
mute, and even erase its existence" (p.72). So we are initially highly mobilized
by negative information, but the role that information plays over the long term
tends to be minimized.
This time-varying version of asymmetries in the impact of negative information helps account for why rhere can be a large body of work finding negativiry
lriases alongside research that suggests a human tendency to have generally

positive expectations. This tendency toward positive expectations has been
rcferred to as the "pollyanna principle"; the critical work is by Matlin and
Stang (r978). Positive evenrs, these authors find, are more easily recalled than
ncgative events. §ÿork on autobiographical memory provides supporting eviclcnce (e.g., Thompson r985; §Tagenaar 1986; \ÿhite r98z; but, again, there

is some disagreement here: see, e.g., Banaji and Hardin r994; Skowronski and
(larlston ry87). The more easy recall of positive evenrs may be a product of
those events having been more effectively encoded: we are better able to recall
cvents when they have been associated with other evenrs, so the higher fre(luency of positive events means that they have an advantage where memory
:rrrd recall are concerned (see Isen ry8+).
A similar kind of positive default is evident in the evolutionary account of
thc negativity bias - an âccount that is dependent not just on loss aversion in
thc presence of danger, but on initial optimism, to try new food sources, for
ifrstance. cacioppo and Gardner Gggg) refer to this as the "positiviry offser,"
"the tendency for there to be a weak positive (approach) motivational output at
zcrr) input." §ÿithout initial positivity we would lack the exploratory behavior
t ritical to survival. This positivity is reflected in research dealing with people's
:rsscssments of unknown people and future events (e.g., Brinthaupt et al. r99r;
l(lar and Giladi 1997;Regan et al. r995; Sears 1983).8

Does Positive Never'Win?

Is there really no domain in which positive outweighs negative? Actually, in
many if not most domains, there are more positive events than negative ones.
z See\ü/einberg's(rgZ5)workon"general systemsthinking"anclitsirpplicatiotttocvoltttiottfttr:t

particularly cogcnt description of how no singlc pirrt ()f a systellr câl'l cltsttrc thc syslcttr's stlcccssl
but arry sirrglc c()ttrpolltllt clrll cllstlrc tlte systclll's f,tilttrc.

r{'lltc

rel:rtive frequency of positive events over negative ones is nicely reflected in work on

l.rrtgttagcs. In :r cotnparative study of seventeen different languages, Rozin and Royzman

(zoor)
lirrtl that the Irttrnbcr of positive words is consistently greater than the number of negativc
rvortls. (Althotrgh therc is some disagreement on this issue. See Averill r9[io; sec Van Crx>zen
.rrrtl f rriitlt 1,191 {<tr sinrilirr conrpârative findings; irlso Clore and Ortony rgtlti; I(usscll ct:rl.
re95.) l{clrrtcdly, Mrrtlin ilrl(l Stirng (r9713) notc rhrt nrost r.rcgrtivc w<>rtls lrcgirr
lr)()1, rlir(l(, rrcl',,rtive tlrrorrl,,lr ;r plclix. 'l hc slrtrlirrg l)oinl i\ l)()\itiv(,.

witlr;r positivc
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That said, the tendency to recall more positive than negative events is likely
also linked to the fact that in most domains there simply are more positive
than negative events. Think about a regular day, in which you successfully eat
breakfalt, get to work, talk to friends, and so on. Most of these are positive
(albeit ofien only marginally positive) events; and, for most people most of the
time, these simple, positive events tend to outnumber negative events.
This difference in the relative frequency of positive versus negative events

is critical. Recall the "frequency-weight" account of the negativity bias in
impression formation: negative information is given more weight because it is
fuither away from the usual. It is, some work suggests, the novelty or unusualness of negative information that makes us pay more attention to it (see esp'

Fiske r98o). The relatiue frequency of positiue ouer negatiue euents is thus not
countei to the negatiuity bias - it may be the reason for the negatiuity bias'
(This testable prolosition is taken up in some detail in Chapter 4.) Note that
irom this p.rrp..iiu., the negativity bias is itself the evidence that things are,
on the whole, relatively Positive.
Alternatively, we might view negative and positive not so much as opposite
ends of the same spectium, but rather two quite distinct traits/feelings. The
strength of negativiiy does not in this view necessarily mean the weakness of
positivity - it ii not a zero-sum game. There is some evidence that negative and
positive processes may be independent, both in psychology (e.g., Diener et al.
i985; Watson and Tellegen r985) and neurology (e.g', George et al' r995;
frné .t al. ry97). Cacioppo and Berntson Ggg+) review the relevant literature
and discuss â birariate évaluative plane, whereby information is evaluated on
separate positive and negative dimensions (rather than a bipolar perspective,
*ir.r. poritiu. and negaiive are at opposite ends of a single dirnension). This
pe.spectiue fits well wiih the observation that certain stimuli appear to produce
toth pl.rr,rre and pain simultaneously. Even so, and most critically for the
..rrr.nt discussion, while positive events may outnumber negative ones, or
while the relative strength of negative emotion need not come at the direct cost
of positive emotion, the following seems to be clear: we are over the long term
relàtively optimistic, and we tend to be able to better recall positive events even as, ov;r the short term, we have a tendency to be more reâctive to negative

information.
Negative Institutions
Given the many psychological, economic, and physiological domains in which
a negativity bias is evident, it should come as no surprise that similar dynamics
u.. ipprr*, in the functioning of a wide range of social and cultural institutions. This is one of the principle implications of our negative brains. In short,
institutions reflect the same biases as the humans that created thcrr.
Political instittrtions are the subjcct «lf sut'rscqucrtt chrlptcrs, lltrt tlrc argtrltcnt thilt ilstitutions cxhibit rr ncgrttivity bias cirn ltc tlt'rtwtt lirr cxtrir-11«>liticrtl
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institutions as well. Religions may be foremost among these, Judeo-Christian
irnd otherwise. Some authors suggest no negativity bias in religions - indeed,
cven a positivity bias. Religions devote a considerable amount of time to salvation (Eliade 1982, 1985), and modern belief in heaven exceeds believe in
hell (Àries r98r). (The latter may reflect the "positivity offset" noted in the
preceding section.) But it is nevertheless true that for most religions, becoming
possessed by a malevolent force is relatively easy (Oesterreich ry741, whereas
getting rid of that force is quite difficult. Becoming a saint requires a lifetime of
good acts; failing to become a saint requires just a few immoral acts (Rozin and
Royzman zoor). The relative strength of a given unit of negativity is clearly
greater than a given unit of positivity
Cultural and social institutions reflect the same asymmetry. In the Indian
caste system, for instance, peoplc of higher castes are easily contaminated by
contact with people from lower castes. The dynamic does not work in the other
direction. And this belief is by no means exclusive to India.e The "Code Noir"
of r685, defining the conditions of slavery in the French empire, and concerned
with the purity of the white race, maintained that "any known African ancestry
renders one black" (Haney L6pez ry96: z7). The colony of Maryland provided
in r664, "That whatsoever free-born [Englishl woman shall intermarry with
rrny slave . . . shall serve the master of such slave during the life of her husband;
lnd that all the issue of such free-born women, so married shall be slaves as
their fathers were." The Nuremburg laws produced a similar definition for
.f

cwishness.

Rozin and Royzman (zoor) link these various social phenomena to the
of "contagion," initially laid out in anthropological accounts of magical
rrnd ritual practices in ancient cultures (Frazcr [r89o] 1959; Mauss [r9oz]
rrl7z). According to the law of contagion, things that have been in contact
crrn continue to affect each other even after the contact has ceased. The "law"
n<>tion

appears to hold in modern times as well: Rozin and colleagues find experimental
cvidence of contagion effects, though notably more often negative ones (Rozin

Nemeroff ry9o; Rozin et al. ry86; Rozin et al. ry89).
Whether "contagion" matters in politics is not clear (but it is clearly an
'§fhat
intcresting line of analysis for future work).
is most critical here is that
tlrcre are considerable bodies of work, across many fields in the social and

rrncl

physical sciences, finding evidence of negativity biases in humans and in humanrlcsigned social and cultural institutions. Note that this does not necessarily
lx)int to a steady downward spiral into increasingly more negative behaviors
rrrrcl environments. The effects of all events, even negative ones, decay over
tinrcl moreover, there are in most domains more positive events than negative
orrcs. As noted earlier, it may be the frequency of positive events that makes the

''
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to decrease'
the proportion of positive events
negetive more salient,. and were
well decrease'
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The next

politics.

Notl.ring travels faster than light, with the exception of bad news, which follows
its orvn rules.
- Douglas Adams

ls rr uegativity bias evident in work on politics as well? Yes, although the
,rlrscrvation that negative inforrnation carries more weight in political decision
rrr:rl<ing has been somewhat dispersed and spread across several subfields. There

.n('some domains in which negativity has clearly received a good deal of
.rrtt'ntion, of course; for instance, there is a considerable body of work on
rrt r,,rrtive campaign i,rdvertising. As a discipline, however, political science has
l,,trr rather slow to come around to the idea that negative information may
r, r lcr- rnore than positivc information does. This is sornewhat ironic, given that
,,rrt rlocs not have to look very far to find critiques arguing that politics and
,,, rvs rrredia are too focused on the negative. Nevertheless, the incorporation of
r n('rlirtivity bias into political scientists' views of political behavior, of political
,,,nrrrrunication, or of electoral and legislative politics more generally has yet
r r

r

r,r ltrrpl-rcrt.
llris cl'rapter gets the ball

rolling by pulling together a disparate but, as
tlrrrll
see, relatively consistent body of work concemed with a negativity
',,
l,r,r,, irr politics. The chapter reviews work on evaluations of political leaders,
l,,,lrtitrrl cconomy, political advertising, and political communications. Much
,,1 rlrt chaptcr is a review of existing work - a state of the discipline, where
,,1,',r'r r,:rtious of negativity biases are concerned. The chapter ends with a new
,,1,,r rr,.rtion, however: it proposes that the negativity bias is evident in the
,1, '.r)irr olr political and legal institutions. More specifically, the chapter includes
rrr rrrrorlrrctiont«lthcargumentthatawiderangeof politicalandlegal institurr,rr1', 11,,t lrccn clcsisr.rccl to process information likc the human brain, focusing
Irr rrr.rt'«rrr rrcgrllivt'irtlortttrtti«rn thrtt-t <ln 1'r<lsitivc inforntatiort. ('[-hat slitl,
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this chapter includes just an introduction to this topic; the link between evidence in subsequent chapters and the design of political institutions is given
further attention in Chapter 7.) First, however, I begin with early work in
political behavior.

Discussion

Actually, there is no need for a discussion. Enough data have been presented
to show that the "asymmetry" between "liking" and "disliking" does exist in

enough cases and has a striking enough effect to question the simple "push-pull"
model of attitudes and opinions inherent in the contemporary scales we use to
measure them; consequently, it merits - in fact, demands - further reflection and
research. (.]ordan 19652 Szzl

Jordan may well have been the clearest on the matter, but he wâs not the
only one to make such an observation around that time. Campbell, Converse,
Miiler, and Stokes noted in their seminal book, The American Voter, that
"changes in the party balance are induced primarily by negative rather than
positivi attitudei toward the party controlling the executive branch of fed-

t96o;554-55), for instance. Nevertheless,
a rather limited number of political scientists have since taken up Jordan's

è."1 governnenr" (Campbell et al.
task.

That said, those who have searched for a negativity bias in political behavior
have tended to find it. Perhaps the best place at which to leap into the political
science literature is with the work that most clearly parallels what we have
already seen in psychology: work on impression formation. Klein has applied
impression formation theories to survey data on U.S. presidential evaluations.
Ai99, paper finds that traits (such as inspiring, strong, intelligent, etc.) on
which a respondent ranks ry84 and r988 presidential candidates lower matter
more to their overall assessment of those candidates. A subsequent paper (Klein
ry961 confrrms the dynamic for the r99z presidential candidates.

This role of negativity in respondents' perceptions of presidential candiof different survey instruments' For
instance, Richard Lau's (r982) early paper covers several approaches across
twelve years of U.S. elections. Lau looks Êrst at the asymmetric effects of presidential approval versus disapproval on turnout and dcfectior.r. Hc thcn looks
at thc effôcts orl v()ting clccisi<lns from rcsponscs to, "N«rw I'tl likc t«r rrsk yotl
allout thc good rrncl brrd points «rf the l)crrr<lcrrttic irrtcl l{clttrlllicltll crtrttlitlatcs

dates has been identified using a variety
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for Presidents. Is there anything in particular about <candidate,s name> that
might make you wanr to vote for him?" The survey captures up to five possible answers, and a subsequent question asks about ,àro.r, to vote against
the candidate. Analysis suggests that the negative mentions matrer more to
the voting decision than positive menrions do., Finally, Lau looks at the relationship between voting and responses to a checklist'of seven different traits

The Negativity Bias in Political Behavior
Nehemiah Jordan was among the first to feature the argument that, in public
opinion surveys on political issues, negative attitudes may matter more than
pàsitive attitudes do. Jordan's l]Ig6S) paper reviewed some work on the issue
ty psychologists and urged political scientists to follow their lead. The first
paragraph ofJordan's discussion is relatively clear:

Politics

(both.positive and negative) voters may have felt a candidare possesses.
Again,
negative traits have more predictive power than positive traiti do..

Relatedly, Kernell Gszz) was among the first to suggest not just that
midterm congressional elections were partly a referenduâ on the popularity of the current president, but that unpopularity has a much greater effect
on voting decisions than does popularity. These "negative voting; results have
been_contesred by other authors, suggesting alternatiie hypothesJs rhat account
for the regularity with which presidents' pàrties lor" ,.ri, i, rnidterm elections
(e.g., Hinckley 198r; cover 1986; Born r99o). Recent work suggesrs
a story
more in line with Kernell but based on a prospec rheory r..o.r.,Iihu, emphasizes the relationship berween disappointment with the current presidential
administration and electoral turnour (patty zoo6). Aragones,s (i997) work
suggests a related negarive-reaction account for declining popularityih.'lo,rg.,
a candidate stays in office.
There is an accumulation of similar findings in work on economic voting
as well. Early work linking economic conditions to supporr for the incumbent
government met with varying results: some studies found evidence of a link
between the economy and government support, others did not. Bloom and
Price's Ggl s) effort to resolve the issue led to the realization rhat economic
clownturns have a powerful effect on u.s. House elections, but eco.omic prosperity does not. Their findings reflect observarions in several earlier sr;dies,
including campbell et al.'s $96o) work on electoral behavior and Mueller,s
lrgzt) study of u.s. foreign policy. subsequent work on economic voting
confirmed that negative economic swings haà a greater effect on parties, and
1'rresidents'vore shares than did the positive equivalents (e.g., KLwet r9g3;
olaggett ry86). similar results were found elsèwhere for-instance, in the
lJnited Kingdom (Headrick and Lanoue r99r; soroka zoo6) and in Denmark
(Nannestad and Paldam ry97).
Two recent studies in political behavior are particularly notable, not just
lr,r the finding that negative information mafter; mo.e than positive, but for
tlrc argument - in line with what we have seen in psychology that optimism
(:r positive reference point) is at the heart of the nÀgativity
bias. Niven (zooo)
rrrl{ues that declining trusr in government is partlyl .onr.qr.,r..
of citizens,

' lhis lirrili,g
'

is evidenced further in recenr work by Holbrook et al. (zoor), using a model
'lllowirrg ft>r both asymmetry and nonlinearity in the effects of positive versus negative traits.
lrr rr srrbscrlucnr pirpcr dealing with similar data, Lau (r9g5) .,rn,.urr, psychol<igical
ancl ec,rrorrric rlccourrls f()l the apltarent âsytl-)ll-lctry.
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(perhaps unrealistically) high expectations. Drawing on earlier work suggesti"g ,nà, high expectniio,l, ".. at the heart of decreasing confidence (Craig
lqi;iMlff* ry)4;Citrin ancl Green r.)BG),Niven finds a strong relationship
trusr or confiberween measures ot Optirnisn-r (in life gencrally) ar-rd levels of
and thus have
optimistic,
more
are
dcnce in government. That is, people who

political
a high eife.tatio'r, clf governmenis, te,d to react more strongly to
(zoo8)
Owen
experiment,
survey
.iir"ip"i"i"-,e*ts. Relatàiy, using an onlir-re
policy
negative
by
affected
strongly
nr.,a, tn"t canclidate evaluations are more

demonstration of the
change than by positive policy change' This on its own is a
chapter. But Owen
previous
the
ancl
f.iraif "ry,rÀË,.y detailecl through this
policy
change are very
is
no
there
also finds that assessments in situations when
the ncgativity
that
He
suggests
close ro those in which thc change is negative.

thc expectabias may thus be a procluct of positive expectations. To be clear:
to
marginally
only
react
rcspondents
iositive policy change means that
"f
change.
negativc
".,
and
no
cha,ge
pÀri,ir. changeïut quite sriongly to both

Negativity in Political Advcrtising
most
The area of research in political science that has undoubtedly seen thc
advertising'
political
is
effccts
negativity
cctnsidcration, and reconrideration, of
ij* ,f,,rg is ctearly not clisputed: over the postwar cra, anc{ particularly over

À. p"r, tîo
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disaffection, for instance, is based largely on lab-based experimental studies,
while opposition to that argument draws mairrly on survey data. The "external validity" (generalizability beyond the lab) of experimentat studies features
prominently in the early debate, therr, although more recent work finds evidence on both sidcs of the argr,rment, usir-rg both techniques. Lau et al.'s

l-ty.lg)

statistical meta-irnalysis of existing findings reveals no colrsistent effccts where
either turnout or voting is concerned.
That said, there are sorne issues for which the body of evidence is somewhat
more suggestive. Of the studies investigating respondents' ability to remember
ads, either positive or negâtive, all suruey-based studies srlggest that various
aspects of (or carrdidates in) negative ads arc more likely to be remembered than
âspects of (or canclidates in) positive ads (Brians and \rVattenberg r996;Lang
r99r; Newhagen and Reeves r99r; Roberts r995; Sulf:rro L998). Lab-based
erperirnents with undergraduates, with only one exception (Shapiro and Rieger
r99z), suggest thc opposite (Hitchon and Chang r995; King et al. r998; I(aid,
Chanslor, and Hovind r99za; Kaid, l.eland, ancl 'Whitrrey r99zb; Thorson,
Christ, and Caywor.tl ry9t). The difference may have to do with the timing
involved - lab experiments clearly involve rnuch less time than do surveybased analyses. But the bulk of the survey-based evidence here at the very least
raises some questions about thc cxternal validity of the lab erperiments; ert the
most, it confirms whirt we would expcct given the literature in psychology and
elservhere: people are more atterrtive to negetive âds.
Also in line with what we knor,v from work in psychology, tl.re information
conveycd in negative ads is more likely to be rernembered tl-riu the information
conveyccl in positive ads (e.g., Babbitt irnd I-au r994; I(ahn and I(enney r99tlb).
Indeed, this may be thc onc finding about which there is no eviclencc to the
contrary. And this fits with the fact that the volume of negative advertising has
been ancl continues to incrcase, in the United States and perhaps elsewhcre as
well.
Elscwhcrc in (Political) Communication
Advertising is by no rleans the only communications domain in which there is a
good degree of negative content. The same trend is irpparcnt throughout media,
both print and televisior-r. There exist content analyses showing the relatively
high proportion of news contcnt that is serrsationalistic, certainly (e.g., Davie
arrd Lee r995; Harmon r989; Hofstetter and Dozier r9tl6; Ryu r98z), and
rr good deal of work documenting a tendency toward negative stories (c.g.,
l)irrnr«rnd r978; Fallows 1997; Just et aL. ry96a; Kerbel r995; Lichter and
N«rycs r995; Niven zooo; Patterson r994; Robinson and Levy r985; Sabato
r9r2r).
\ù7hrt r.rccor.luts f«rr the apparent negativity in rnedia contcnt? llxplalrations
irrclrrrlc tlrc atlrrrirrislriltivc ()r 1]rrancial structurc <lf ncrvs orerurizrrtions, tlrt'
lrirtst's ol t'tlil,,r's ot :trrtlit'rtct's, tlrc bchrrvir;r rrrrtl priolities ol: joru'rrrtlisls rrs rr
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profession, and so on. The media gatekeeping literature has been particularly
useful here. Gatekeeping "is the process by which the billions of messages that
are available in the world get cut down and transformed into the hundreds
of messages that reach a given person on a given day" (Shoemaker r99r:
r). The original idea of gatekeeping is derived from Lewin's (r95r) work on
community dynamics; §Uhite's (ry;o) case study of a wire editor at a srnalltown daily newspaper was the first to use the term in communications. Like
\ü/hite, early work focuses on the role of individual editors' interests and whims
in gatekeeping, but later research emphasizes more systematic biases, including
(r) organization-level factors sLlch as administrative characteristics, working
procedures, and cost and time constraints (e.g', Bass r969; Berkowttz t99r;
Dimmick r974;Donohue, Olien, and Tichenor r989; Gieber r964; Jones et al.
r96r; McCombs and Becker r979; Shoemaker et al. zoor; Sigal ry73;'ü/estley
and Maclean 1957)t (z) story-level factors such as the geographic proximity of
rhe srory, visual features (for television), clarity (ready interpretability) of the
story, and story typcs - disasters, economics, crime' and so forth (e.g., Abbott
ar-rd Brassfield r989; Berkowitz r99o; Galtung and Ruge r965); and (3)extraorganizational, or professional, factors such as journalistic valucs and norms
and vicws of "newsworthiness" (c.g., Johnstone et al. ry72; Gans r979).)
.ù7hat does the gatekecping litcrature tell us about negative news? As noted
earlier, one of the main focuses of the literature is thc tendency for news to be
both sensationalist and negative; a consequence not just of the preferences of
individual journalists and editors, but of the entire structure of the practice of
journirlisrn, as well as of the mediums themselves - newspapers, but especially
television. Altheide's (rS9Z) rccent work is especially relevant here. He argues
that media news content is irtcreasingly presented using a "problcm fratnc."
Altheide draws on work suggesting that news content is heavily conditioned
by media practices and news format, and that auclience interests can over
rime bccome conditioned to expect news ir-t certain f<trmats (Altheide r9tt5;
Altheidc and Sr-row r99r; Ericson, Baranek, and Charr r9tl9; Meyrowitz r9135).
Thc "problem framc," he argues, reprcsents one fileans by which ncws can
be adapted to increasingly entertainment-orientcd news format. But fran"ring
all news as a problcrn - highlighting distress and suffering - and selecting
news that tends to fit that frame more easily has consequences. Sorne of these,
Altheide ârgues, include the increasing perception that life is dangerous, and
an increasingly fearful population.+
Whcre does this bias in media content come frorn? Some popular accounts

suggest, implicitly if not explicitly, that iournalists or editors might just be
cynical people, drawn to present negetive news whenever possible. But there is,
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f«rlkrwing from all of the work cited earlier, a much more convincing answer:
joumalists and editors are humans, creating content that will be consumed by
other humarrs, rrnd hunrans are more interested in negative than in positive
information.
Note that this is not an argument for negativity in media content, nor does
it preclude the possibility that economic incentives produce an unfortunate
bias in media corrtent. A considerable body of work explores the potentially
detrirlental conseqLlences of a profit-driven media (e.g., Herman and Chomsky
rgtttt). This work may well be correct; indeed, it may partly be driven by the
asymmetric attentiveness to positive versus negative behavior detailed earlier.
A media that is entirely profit-driven will provide whatever sells most, after all,
and r-regative news sells more than positive news. This fact will be demonstrated
in s«rmc dctail in Chapter 5, although there is some existing work that already
points to this conclnsion. In a sirnple but telling psychology experiment, when
asked if they rvould rather hear the good or bad news {irst, roughly 8o percent
of participants chose bad r-rcws (Marshall and Kidd r 9 8 r ). Another experiment
in which participants were asked to choose between hyperlinks to different new
stories about a fictional campaign suggested a similar dynamic: negative stories
were consister-rtly chosen over positive ones (Meffert et al. zoo6).
There rnay, in short, be a link between the general tor-re of media content
and biases in thc hurlan brain (see Shoemaker r996a;Ju zoo8).'\X/e are rnore
irrterested in negative information than in positive information, and audienccseeking r-nedia provide the kind of ir-rforrnation in which we âre most interested.
But tl-re propensity for rnedia to ovcrrcpresent negativity may be a product r.rot
just of profit maximizatior.r - it may also bc a product of the very design of media
as an institution. That is, it may be that media outlets' emphasis on negative
news reflects one «rf their principle institutional functions in a democracy:
holding current govcrnments (and companies, and indeed some individuals)
accourrtable. The r-rotion of mrrss media as a "F'ourth Estate" (Carlyle r84r)
has been promincnt both in the literature on newspapers (e.g., Merrill and
Lowenstein r97r;Hage et al. r 976; Small ry72) and in the pages of newspapers
thcn-rsclves. Surveillance of this kind mainly involves identifying problems. §7e
rnight corrsequeutly e\pect thar rnedia cmplrasize ncgative information in part
bccause it is their job to do so. (lndeed, we might expect this of a wide range
of political institutions; more on this in discussions that follow.)
Ileyond Political Bchavior and Communications
There clearly are accumulating bodies of work in political behavior and comnrunications that point toward a bias in the ways in which individuals react
to ncgative versus positive information in the political sphere. Prospect theory,
l«rss rrvcrsior-r, and asyrnmetry more broadly construed have played an important r'«>lc in a widc ranse of political scicncc subfields. There exist several recent
rcvicr'vs of thc litcrattrrc inf«rrnrccl by plospcct thcory (Lcvy zooj; McDcrnrom
:or>.1; Mt'rct'r:oos); rr1,,rtirr, I will rcvit'r,v only a sanrple ltcre. li,vcn so, thc v:rlicty
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risk averse. Negative circumstances thLls can produce quite dramatic responses,
rvhcreas positive circumstances produce only increr-r-rental responses.
Similar asymmetries are evident in recent work on welfare state retrenchment, which suggests that the politics of taking away benefits are quite different
than are the politics of extending them (e.g., Pierson rr;.14, r996). On the one
hand, Pierson argues, welfare state retrenchrnent involves "concrete losses on a
concentrated group of voters in return for diffuse and uncertain gains" (ry94,
U). The consequence is that there a specific subset of a population that has an
interest in and is mobilizing in order to block welfare state retrenchn.rent. More
to the point for our purposes, however, Pierson highlights tlre fact that welfare
retrenchment (losses) does not have the same potential political benefit as welfare expansion (gains). Politicians will highlight the latter; they will simply try
to evoitl [rlarrrc for the formcr.§
Blame Auoidance

In fact, there is a considerable body of work on blan-re avoidance in government. This literature has a lor-rg lineage - it is reaclily cvident, for instance, in
Machiavelli's oft-citcd suggestion that "princes should delegate to others the
enactment of unpopular measures and keep in their own hands the distribution
of firvours" (Machiavelli zool: 6r). But the importance of blilme avoidance
in modern work on policy making can generally be traced to'§ÿeaver's ft986)
ser.ninal account: politicians must "be at least as intcrestecl in avoiding blame
for (perceivcd or real) losses that they either imposecl or acquiesced in as they
are in 'claiming credit' for benefits they have granted" (372).
§Teaver's argument is based on work suggesting a negativity bias in economics and political science - work that suggests that politicians sceking
reelcction are better served by blame avoidance than by claiming credit. (See
the discussion of asymrnetry in politicaI behavior earlier in the chapter.) That
behavior, §Teaver argues, has real consequences for policy. Rather than welcome opportunities for change frorn the stâtLls quo wher.r appropriate, the
importance of blame avoidance encourages policy makers to often avoid that
change. Their calculations are roughly as follows: while tl-rere may be credit to
be taken for policy change, there rnay also be blame, and the potential costs of
the latter are often greâter than the potential benefits of the former.
'\Xleaver's annunciation

of the various situations in which blame avoiding
is rnost likely, and the various strategies by which officials will try to avoid
blarne, has led to a growing body of literature on the importance of blame
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avoiding in policy making. It clearly is an important precursor to Hood's (zooz)
influential work on blame avoidance, and particularly his emphasis on the
growing concern with risl< regulation and managcment in government. (Hood
lzooTl also notes the tensiott between increasecl transparency in govcrnment
and the desire within govcrnment for blame avoidance - in short, transparency
is difficult for governrnerlts in part because it reduces their ability to avoid
blame.) In sl-rort, Hood's work, like Veaver's, emphasizes the important role
that negative irrformatioû can play in policy decisions by both elected and
unelected ofûcials.
This en-rphasis on negative information in policy seems well placed given
the body of empirical evidence on the ways in which blan-re avoidance and risk
have structured policy outcomes. For instance, Sr-rlitzeanu-Kenatl (zoro) shows
that an important ntotivation for the 2lppointment of Commissions of Inqr.riry
afrer crises in the Unitcd I(ingdorn is short-tcrm blan're irvoidance. Essentially,
the ilppointmcnt of commissiot'rs of inquiry allows a government, temporarily
at lcast, to cxtract itself frorn a situation and confuse, if nclt also shift, the
attribution of blirme. Sirnilar argurnents havc been rn:rcle about legislative processes in tlre United States as wcll (e.g., F-iorir-ra r982, t986; Ellis r994; Twight
r99,r; McGraw r99r). Bartlir-rg and Fiscl-rbacl.rer's (zorr) economics cxperiments reveal the micro-level dynarnics behind these policy clecisions. Their
work suggests that :rvoiding blame is an important motivation for, and an
effective outcome of, delcgatior.r clf authority.
Thcre is, in sum, a pcllicy literature that mirrors what we have seen in
work on public opit.tion, particularly work rclated to governnlent support'
Publics are morc iikely to pcnalize elccted officials for errors thar.r reward tl-rem
for successcs. Oflicials are accordingly likely to crr on the side of caution;
that is, they have a stroltg incentive to avoid responsibility in order: to avoid
blame, even in situations where claiming creclit is possible, becausc the poterrtial
gains of clair-ning credit may pale in comparison to the costs of accepting
blame. Onc likely rcsult is that policy will be systematically biased towârd
conservativism - not in the ideological sense, but rather in the tendcncy to
move increuentally :rnd avoid significirnt cl.range. There is of course a vast
literature doculncnting incrcmeutalism in policy making (e'g., Lindblom r975;
\ü/ildavsky r984; Baumgartncr and.|ones r993; Tsebelis zooz). That literature
focuses on thc number of policy irctors, or.r the structure of political institutions,
and/or on limited attentiveness from policy makers as the principle culprits.
But a negativity bias - in the form of penaltics for errors that greatly outweigh
rewards for success - may be just as important.

Altruistic Punisltment and Common-Pool Resources
The vast body of work on altruistic punisl.rrlent and corntnort-pool rcs()ttrccs
rcflccts sir.r'rilitr, asymrnetric tenclcncics irr hurnrrn bchavior. Altruistic lttrrtislrntcnt l'cfcrs to ir willingrrcss t(), irr groul'r scttinlls, ltcrtrrlizc lt()llc()()l)('t'ilt()t's t.v('ll
tlrorrlilr (rr) thc costs olrirrllictirrg pt'rrrtltics ru't'sullt'rt'tl lry',r sirrlilt'irrtlivitlrr;rl,
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and (b) the benefits (in the fonn of more cooperative behavior in the future
by the noncooperator) are enjoyed by the entire group. Consider thc following example. Somcone throws trash orr the sidewalk, so yoll pick up the trash
ar.rd confront the litterer. This cornes at a cost to yolr - yolr are holding trash,
and you are argr-ring with a strânger. And evcn if the confrontation leads the
stranger to not litter rrext time, that benefit is not yours alone (if at all), but
cveryone's. More to the point from an evolutionary stanclpoint: everyone reaps
the benefits, while you alone pay the costs. So cvolution should produce far
rnore shirkers (non-punishers and/or litterers) than punishers. §fhy then are so
rnany people willing to engage in this kind of altruistic punishmer-rt?
Perhirps littering is not the best example - there seem to be far too many
people willing to litter. But cnvironrnental management has been central to a
related literature on "governing the commons," which I turr-r to later. And for
tl're time being, what is critical is that altruistic punishment is - sornewhat perplexingly for those focused on processes of natural sclection - readi[y evident
ir-r a wicle range of environments and species. For instance, there is a considerable body of work in erperimental economics showing a willingness to punish
asocial behavior, cvcn when doing so involves clear, personal costs (e.g., Carpenter zoo6; Fehr and Fischbacher zoo4). This appears to be true âcross a wide
rirnge of cultures (Henrich et al. zoo6). There is a large of body of literature
clocumenting the same dynamic in other ar.rimals as well (e.g., Clutton-Brock
and Parker r99S).(For a valuable review of thc reccnt literature on humans,
see Sigrnurrd zoo7.)
Why is this the case? Fehr and Gachter (zooz) point to (humans') emotions
r.rs one lil<ely cause: "Our results suggest that frce ridirrg causes strong negative
clrlotions and that n-rost people expect these emotions" (r39). This sugr:cstion

is in linc with findings in neurology, specifically, de Quervain ct al.'s (zoo4)
finclir-rg that "altruistic pur.rishment provides relief or satisfaction to thc punisher
xllcl activatcs, therefore, reward-related brain regions" (r258; also see Seyrnour
ct al. zooT). Evolutionary processes may well be a factor in tl-re widespread
tcndency for altruistic punishment, then. Lr short, we rnay be hardwired to
punish noncooperâtors.
Moreover, this may in fact be in linc with, rather than contrary to, evoIutionary principles. Economics cxperiments suggest that cooperation among
prlrticipants is more likely when there is the threat of punishment for noncoopcrators, after all (e.g., Fehr and Gachter zooo) zoozl Gâchter et al. zoo8).
Anthropological simulations also suggest that cooperation is rnore likely over
thc long terrn when a population includes a sufficierlt number of altruistic
ptrnishers (Boyd et al. zoo3). Fowlcr's (zoo5) pathbreaking work linking evolutionary biology and politics suggests sirnilar results. When cooperation is
r)('ccssary, altruistic punishment is both a coûrmon ancl effective strategy. (For
i) rcccut review in political science, see Smirnov zoo7.)
l)crhaps nr()st iurportant for thc currcnt projcct is thc iact not just that rrltrrristic prrrrislrnrcrrl is pr«lrnincnt anrl cffcctivc, btrt thrrt 1-rott'rrlirrl llrnrislrrrcrrts
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seem to be more effective in generating cooperation that do potential rewards'

This has been seen in experimental economics (e.g., Andreoni et al. zooS;
Dickinson zoor; but also see the literature reviewed in Chapter r). In a
study of the impact of reputation on the effects of rewards and punishments,
Sigmund, Haueit, and Nbwak (zoor: ro76z) summarize the state of the lit..àtu.. rather well: "The possibly irritating message is that for promoting

cooperative behavior, punishing works much better than rewarding."
The relative cffectiveness of punishment may be a product of our being
particularly loss averse. But there may be other reasons for the reliance on
punishme.rts rather than rewards to produce cooperation as well. Price et al.
(roor) suggest that punishment may have other evolutionary advantages ,nt o,rly ÀIght p"nisitment be effective at encouraging cooperation; it may be
an effective way to decrease the health of free riders (and thus lead to more
cooperarors oue. the long term). Oliver (r98o) suggest§ another reason for
the àpparent dominance of punishment over rewards. Oliver makes clear that
the viâbility of punishmeni and/or reward strategies is linked to the size of
populationi, anà the balance of cooperators and noncooperators. In larger
populatio.rs where cooperation is likely to be relatively frequent, for instance,
..*r.dr are simply untenable because the cost of those rewards is likely to be
very high. In these contexrs, punishment is iust much more affordable.
'ih.".o.rn..rion between the size of a community and the mechanisms available to most effectively produce cooperation - or at least not shirking - has been
a central theme in work on common-pool resources (and on collective action
more generally). Hardin ft9681 provides a seminal account of the commonpo.rl .Isor.ce-problem. He describes a pasture, available to anyone, in which
àach herder's pe.so.,al gains from increasing the size of their herd far outweigh
the personal iosts of damaging the shared pasture. Each herder has a strong
incentive to overuse the pasture immediately rather than cautiously preserve it
so that all herders can bènefit over the long term. The end result is a "tragedy
of the commons" - herders pursue their own best interests, and the pasture is
destroyed.

Buiiding on rhis work, Elinor Osrrom's (rggo) Gouerning the Commons
provides what is likely the most influential discussion of "how best to govern
.r"t,r.rl resources uscd by many individuals in common" (r; but see also the
related body of work on the difficulties in sustaining collective action, starting
with Olson r965). There certainly has been a considerable body of work since
(see, e.g., Anthony and Campbell zorr), and that work has contributed greatly
not juJ to how we understand the management of environmental resources,
but to how we understand and build institutions for collective action more
'§ÿhat
is critical here, however, is the effectiveness of various incengenerally.

Iiu., ,o produce cooperation in the use of common-pool resources' Ostrom has
emphasized the importance of face-to-face communication in producing more

cfficicnt outcolncs (e .g., Ostrom zooz; Ahn ct al. zo ro); he r findings arc cch<lcd
irr wrlrk tlrrtt sh<lws tÈrtt thc rclativc cffcctivcrtcss tlf ptrnishnlcllts ovcr rcwrlrcls
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disappears in public-goods experiments in which, after each round, players are

able to reward or punish the person who has just cooperated (or not) with
them (Rand et at. zoog).In short, "targeted" interactions may allow rewards
to matter as much, if not more, than penalties. But targeted (person-to-person)
interactions are possible only when community size is small.

One implication is that the relative effectiveness of punishment may be
conditional on the size of the community in which cooperation is required.
Altruistic punishment may only be an effective strategy once community size
exceeds some limit, then. But that limit may be relatively small - once we are
interacting with others we do not know well, which is nearly always the case in
national politics for instance, then using face-to-face communication (a) instead
of penalties and rewards or (b) to affect the relative effectiveness of penalties
and rewards is either impractical or impossible. So too, as Oliver has suggested
earlier, is our ability to pay out rewards, rather than inflict penalties, on a
large scale. For most of the kinds of political environments on which we have
focused previously, sanctions for noncompliance appear to be the dominant,
rnost effective, and most affordable strategy.
What is the importance of this literature to an argument about negativity in
politics? There is, first, evidence in work on altruistic punishment that negative
emotions can be particularly powerful, and evidence in research on commonpool resources finds that penalties will often be more effective than rewards
are. That said, the latter literature also points to other ways of governing the
commons, in particular ways that focus more on positive than on negative
feedback. This will be important in the final chapter, when I consider changes

in the design of political institutions.

Negatiuiÿ uersus Reason? (and Defining Negatiuiÿ)
There is a growing body of work on the role of emotion in political psychology.
That literature is not concerned with negativity per se. But this work does
speak to the importance of "affect" in politics; indeed, it suggests that affect
and emotion may not be contrary to, but are rather a central part of, political
reasoning. This literature also helps identify two different types of negativity
relevant here. A short review is in order.
§7ork on emotion and reason has a long lineage, starting with ancient Greek
philosophers concerned with the role of emotion in political life. One central
cluestion, reflected in this early work but revisited over and over again, is this:
Are reason and emotion opposed, in the sense that we rely on one or the
«rther, or are there ways in which the two can be complementary) or at least
used simultaneously? Some early thinking supported the former proposition.
One can, in this view, rely on reason or emotion; or, rather, the ideal is to
rcly on reason, and relying on emotion tends to get in the way of sensible
rlccision making. This line of thinking is evident in the ancient philosophical
nr()vement rcfcrred to as Stoicism (see, e.g., Brennan zoo5), but also iu w«lrk
by scvcrttct'rtth ccntuly thinkcrs including l)cscartcs. It is also al)pârcnt in crrrly
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(thougl-r, in comparison with Descartes, relatively recent) work in psychology
and neurology.
That said, modern political philosophers have for the most part abandoned
the idea th:rt reason and emotion are in opposition. Indeed' even at thc time
of the Stoics therc was considerable debatc on the matter; questions on the
interrelateclness of emotion ând reâson are evidcnt in the writings of Cicero
(writing in the first century BC, around the time of Stoicism), as well as in the
w,r.k of Aristotle and Plato before him. Aristotle's work suggests that practical
reasoning in many cases relies on the emotions (Abizadeh zooz.; Elster r999)a
Plato suggests a similarly nuanced reliltionship between emotion ant{ reason -

a relationship in which the former can most certainly accompany, and even
enhance, the latter (Tarnopolsky 2oo41 zoro).
This syn-rbiotic relatiolship proposed in political philosophy is supported
by work in psychology and ncurology. Dan-rasio's (rgg4) writing on the issue
is particularly well known. Damasio's work builds on accounts of the famous
case clf Phineas Gage, a nineteenth-century railway worker who suffered a brain

i1j1ry, ancl a moderr-day cquivalent, Elliot, wh«l suffercd sirnilar frontal-lobe
injuries as a consequence of a sizable tumor. The behaviors that both Phineas
and Elliot exhibited after their iniuries suggested to Damasio that reason and
emotion are linked, both physiologically and functionally speaking. That is,
Damasio elrgues, reâson and ernotion do not emergc from entirely exclusive
parts of thc brain, and the effcctive use of rcasotr c{epends in part on emotion.
Damasio,s hypothesis is supported by a considerable body of work in psychology suggesting, for instance, that the ability to monitor and react to emotions is important to life succcss (Golernan r995; Mayer and Salovey r993),
and that emotiolts can be importirnt to attention and perception (Niedenthal
ancl Kitayam a 1994;Zalonc 1998), memory (Bradley et al. r995; Cahlll *196;
phelps and Anderson rggT), and reasoning and clecision making (Forgas r995;
Sclrwarz and Clore r996).lndeed, neurological work suggests that the brain is
organized partly as an affect systenl, where stirnuli have more than just purely
objective featrrres - where something hot can be pleasant, or not, clepending on prevailing conditions, for instance (Shizgal I998). Indeecl, the importri-,.e nf affective responses is evidenced by the fact that organisms, including
but not exclusive to humans, have developed reflexes - affective rather than
ccrgnitivc reactions - for dealing quickly rvith stimuli (Berntson et al. r993;
Zajonc r98o).
\ü/e should not at this stage get pullecl too far from politics, however, and
we indeed need not do so. §flork on political information processirrg suggests
a similarly important role for emotion. There is, on the one hand, a body of
work suggesting that emcltior-rs can be important determinants of political attitucles. Atrelson et al. (i982) use survey questions on canclidate clualitics and
fincl thrrt variotts affective responses (afraicl, angry' happy, ctc') wcrc systclllatically rclrrtcd to cancliclatc lrrtings. (l rcturrt r«r thcir linclings irl s«rrnc clctrril
irr Olrrrptt.r i.) (iorrovcr rrrrtl lit'ltlrnrrrr (r9ti6) t'rplot'c tht' politic:rl t'llt't't ol'
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emotional responses to economic information; these authors suggest that taking into âccount emotional reactions, rather than just cognitive ones, makes a
real differer-rce to how we understand and measure information effects. People may well forget the details in a given media story, for instance, but their
emotional reaction to that story may be more enduring. And these authors find
that affective judgments, above and beyond cognirive ones, are systematically
related to presidential assessments. (See also Kinder ry78.)

Marcus and colleagues suggest a similarly important role for elnorion in
their "affective intelligence" theory of political information processing (Marcus
zooz; Marcus and MacKue:n 1993; Marcus et al. r995, zoo6). The crux of the
argumcnt is similar to what I have reviewed in the psychology and neurology
literatures earlier: "[Tlhe human mind uses emotional evaluations of threat
and novelty to engage action and rational calculation" (Marcus et al. zoo6:
3). Individuals process information more thoroughly when they are anxious;
it follows that emotion and rationality can be fundamentally intertwined. (For
other work on the importance of affect in political information processing, sec
.fust, Crigler, and Neuman r996b; Ottati et al. t99z; Rudolph et al. zooo; \Vay
and Mastcrs 1996.)

Emotions and reason are not diametrically opposed, then;

in fact,

they

rnay bc fundamentally interdependent, for political considerations as for other

domains. This

it

link between emotion and reason is important hcre because

suggests that negativity, as an affective characteristic

of information/media

content/people, may be in-rportant to politics. Note that this is different than
saying that we react to information that has potentially negative consequerces.
Negative consequences can be purely objective - a given policy change might

rrean we pay more tax (and we don't want to do that), for ir-rstance. The
work on emotion and reason suggests that we should perhaps consider two
different versions of negativity: objectively negative âssessments (less disposable income) and emotionally ncgiltive assessments (anger about the tax change
brought about by the pirrty we voted for).
§7e might alternatively make the followir-rg distinction: there are charac-

teristics that are qualitatiuely negative, such as fear or anger, and there are
characteristics that are quantitatiuely negative, such as a monetary value that
is lower than we expected or a proposal that sliifts policy away from our
preferred level. Both types of rregativity may matter. The existing literature
on emotior.r clearly focuses on the fonner; the chapters that follow deal with
hoth. For instance, changes in the unemployment rate, used in Chapter 4, are
qrlantitatively defined as positive (clecreases) or negâtive (ir-rcreases), but the
tone of media content, used in Chapter 5, reflects, some combination of the
two forms of negativity - tone is c:rptured using words that could be either
(«rr both) qualitatively or quantitatively positivc or negative. The sarne is truc
Ior thc rncrlsurcs usccl in Cl-rapter 3's analysis of irnpression fornration: rrrtirrq

ior intclligcncc ()r honesty is ir funclamcntally qurultitilrivc vcn
Irrrc irr tlrc torrlt'rt ol:l'r srrrvcy cxpcrinrcrrt, brrt irr rcrrlity it lilicly rs .r nrolt'

trtrtcliclrrtcs
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qualitative reaction. The survey instrument produces quantitative data from
what is normally a qualitative, largely emotional sentiment.
The difficulty of separating out the qualitative/emotional and quantitative

(/objective?) componeirts of negativity may be why the vast literatures reviewed
in preceding sections tend to either avoid defining negativity or remain agnos-

tic about which forms of negativity matter most. Forthcoming chapters

are
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quantitative
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and
defined as negative by both

the debate about emotions in politics makes clear that (a) the two forms of
negativity are not easily separable, and (b) both matter to politics. Though
idàl, then, a clear separation between quantitative and qualitative versions of
negativity may not matter where assessing the role of negativity in politics is
concerned. Either form of negativity is important.
Negative Political Institutions?

work on blame avoidance highlights the role of negativity in policy making.6
In that literature, the underlying assumption is that it is a focus on negative

information by voters that drives biases, and incrementalism, in government.
This is one potential outcome of negativity in politics.
There is à potentially more profound impact of the negativity bias where
policy making and political institutions are concerned, however, one hinted at
i., ,orn. of ttre literatures reviewed earlier but not yet laid out explicitly. It is
the political version of what I have discussed in regard to social and cultural
institutions in Chapter r, namely the possibility that many major political institutional arrangements are designed to process positive and negative information in roughly the same way as the human brain. That is, political institutions
have been designed to highlight negative information and to largely ignore
positive information. This may not iust be a consequence of the fact that these
institutions are populated with humans, whose brains are predisposed toward
this asymmetry. It may be, as work on common-pool resources suggests, a
fundamental aspect of the design of those institutions.
Consider, briefly, the fundamental importance in work on political institutional design accorded to checks and balances. These were central to early (and
current) thinking about presidential systems; they were similarly core ideas in
the evolution oiparliamentary systems; and discussions of federalism, and of
courts, focus in great detail on the importance of checks and balances. Representative democracy has been, to a large extent, about giving the power to
6 The prominence of error detection and loss aversion is apparctrt in lcgal rr.rirttcrs as well' Iirt

example, the act of cgmmitting a crime is treated morc hrrrshly th:tn tlrc failure to prcvcttt thitt
crime from happening; as [-cvy (zoo3)writes, "sin.rillrly, socirrl ttorrtts rtgrtitlst lrttrting;trlotltt'r
irrc prol;irlrly nrorc cttnrpclling thalt ttornrs to hclp itnothcr'" (z to).
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govern to one group and then surrounding that group with as many checks
and balances as are necessary to minimize error.
One consequence of focusing such a large proportion of our representative
democratic systems on "checks" may be a predominance of negative information in everyday politics. \We should not lose sight of the fact that we have
made governments - this is no small feat, and requires a certain amount of optimism. But once a representative democratic system is established, the regular
functioning of that system is predominantly negative in tone. To be clear: only
sitting governments produce (they hope) predominantly positive information;
all other institutions/individuals/parties/groups involved in governance produce
predominantly negative information. This makes good sense: we cannor simply
let elected representatives do what they wish, with only periodic elections ro
hold them atbay.Indeed, without the many checks in a system of government,
the amount of information that citizens have to assess government performance
would be greatly reduced. But the need for constant error moniroring means
that everyday politics is rather negative.
There is much more to review where institutional negativity is concerned consider these paragraphs a foreshadowing of a much more detailed discussion in Chapter T.lnthe meantime, this chapter has revealed passing if not
prolonged discussions of various forms of asymmerry across a wide range of
political science subfields. Prospect theory has played an imporrant role in work
on comparative politics, and especially international relations.'Work on political and voting behavior has intermittently drawn on rheories from psychology,
mainly to account for the tendency of politicians and government to be penalized for negative trends but not similarly rewarded for positive ones. Similar
tendencies are apparent in work on blame avoidance in policy making and in
the management of common-pool resources. These and other bodies of literature suggest that the notion that negative information has a grearer impact
than positive information might travel, beyond psychology, and economics,
and physiology, to a wide variety of political domains.

(Political) Impression
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Evaluations of Presidents
3

The empirical demonstration of asymmerry begins here with an illustration
of what is essentially the "impression formation,, story in psychology, but
applied in the political realm. Recall that the literature on impréssion foÀation
suggests that our view of orhers will be more heavily affected by negative
assessments than by positive assessments. This dynamic is easily captuied in
election surveys, which regularly ask for respondents' overall aisessments of
presidents andlor party leaders, alongside a host of other variables capturing a
wide range of domain-specific assessments. This chapter relies on responses ro
these, using the American National Election Study (NES) ro illusrrare the ways
in which political leaders âre more affected by negative assessmenrs than by

(Political) Impression Formation

The evil that men do lives after them; the good is oft interr'd witl.r their bones

-

Shakespeare

A set of new investigations into negativity biases in public opinion begins here,
with an analysis of U.S. presidential evaluations, building directly on models of
impression formation in the psychological literature discussed in Chapter r. As
past work in psychology suggests, negative domain-specific evaluations matter
*or. to overall U.S. presidential assessments than do positive domain-specific
evaluations. Analyses demonstrating this fact, which follow in this chapter,
are partly a replication of past work, albeit with considerably more data and
a somewhat different approach to modeling the asymmetry. But subsequent
analyses then extend considerably what we know about political impression
formation. First, comparative results make clear that the same dynamic is
evident in other countries, supporting the notion that the negativity bias is not
just a U.S. phenomenon. Subsequent analyses reveal heterogeneity in negativity
biases as well. In short, they make clear that some people rely more strongly
on negative information than do others. A final section then considers the
difficulties in distinguishing "neutral" in interval-level measures - difficulties
that make capturing the negativity bias difficult in some circumstances, and
that point to the possibility that some past work finding a lack of evidence of
a negativity bias may have been mistaken.
Each of these issues is dealt with in turn throughout this chapter. Demonstrations rely on individual-level survey data drawn primarily from the American
National Election Studies, but also from a series of Australian National Election
Studies. In sum, results make clear the connection between work on impression formation in psychology and public attitudes toward political candiclates.
M<>rc«)ver,
bcl.rrtvi«rr.

thcy provide strong illustrirtions of a negirtivity bias in political

positive ones.
There are several bodies of literature concerned with leader assessments in
the united states and elsewhere. Generally speaking, existing work focuses on
one or more of several related issues, for example: How do assessments on
leader traits (e.g., intelligent, caring) relate to overall leader evaluations? How
do assessments of leader traits relate to vote choice? How do overall leader
eÿaluations relate to vote choice? In each case, as we shall see, there is the
possibility of a negativity bias.
The clearest case - where both the basic symmetric relationship and the case
for asymmetry are concerned - is the link between leader traiis and overall
leader evaluations. overall leader evaluations are typically captured using a
thermometer score, the NES version of which is as follows:
I'd like to get your feelings roward some of our political leaders and other people
who are in the news these days (r99o: have been in the news). I'lr read the name
of a person and I'd like you to rate that person using (r9g6-LATER: something
we call) the feeling rhermometer. Ratings between 5o and roo ('9g6-LATER:
degrees) mean that you feel favorably and warm toward the person; ratings
between o and 5o degrees mean that you don't feel favorably toward the person
and that you don't care too much for that person. (,9g6-LATER: you would
rate the person at the 5o degree mark if you don't feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person.) If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize,
you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next
one. (r978-1984:lf you do recognize the name, but you don't feel particularly
warm or cold toward the person, then you would rate the person at the
5o degree
mark.)

Alongside these general attitude questions about candidates, there are in
some surveys a series of leader traits questions. The NES versions are as
follows:
I am going to read a list of words and phrases people may use to describe political
figures. Think about the President. In your opinion, does the phrase
ftraitfl
clcscribe the President extremely well, quite well, not too well, or not well at all?

\ÿhirt about ltrditzl? Does the phrase ltraitzl

..

.
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Traits are presented in a list. The most commonly used in the NES over the
past three decades are "intelligentr" "knowledgeable," "moralr" "provides
,,rong leadership," and "cares." These trait questions were initially used to
better"understanï structure of feelings toward candidates, the focus of work
led by Kinder and colleagues (Kinder et al. ry79;Kinder ry83, ry86)' Related
..r.ar.h focused on the Jharacteristics important to citizens'view of an "ideal
president,' (Kinder et al. rgSo), for instance, and on the structure of trait
ï'dime.r.ions," and variation in the importance of traits across candidates (e'g',
Funk rggg; Pancer et al. rygÿ. (A thorough account of the literature is available in Bittner zorr.)

Relationships between traits and other variables also have been investigated.
That responses to traits questions are connected to overall thermometer scores
has always been relatively cl.rr. Asymmetric relationships between traits and
thermometer scores - exactly as we would expect following the impression
formation story in the Preface - have also seen some attention in the literature.
Lau (rggz) finàs evidence that negative information matters more than positive
information does in overall assessments, for instance. Klein (r99r, r996) finds
that trait scores below the mean matter more to overall assessments of U'S'
presidents - over several elections - than do trait scores above the mean' And
fuilding in part on the work by Kinder GgZB), Goren (zooz:634) finds an
asymmàtric 1-pu.t of traits on leader evaluations, mediated by partisanship:
..[ir]artisan bias strengthens the impact of character weakness on evaluations
oi àpporition party incumbents." There is, in short, a good deal of evidence
suggeiting an asymmetric connection between leader traits and overall leader
assessments.

The objective of analyses here is to further explore this asymmetric relationship between traits and general assessments, first by extending the sample to a
grà,". number of U.S. elections and by looking more closely at the how the
iry**.t.i. relationship differs from the symmetric one. To do so, the analysis relies on the cumulâtive data file for the NES. The variables used here are
not available for all years, but are available over a reasonable number of elections: analyses that follow rely on data from the six presidential elections over
the twenty-year period from r984 and zoo4. (Estimations thus benefit from a
sample size of a little more than ro,ooo.)
Tïe models themselves are relatively simple. The dependent variable is an
interval-level variable, capturing responses to the "thermometer" question' on a
scale of o to roo, about Àe .u.i..ttlt.tident. (See question wording presented
earlier.) The current president is in a larger list of political leaders, but the
analysis that follows fàcur.s on these presidential responses only' This variable
is mtdeled as a function of a relatively simple set of demographic variables,
party identification, election-year dummy variables, and leader traits. More
specifically, the variables are as follows:
Fcmalc: a variablc cqual to ottc for fcnlalc resporrclcnts

Âgc: rr v:rrirrlrle crprirl to thc;rgc <lf tlrr rcsp«rrttlt'rtt at tlrc titttc ol: thc srtt'vcy
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ÿ)ducation'. A binary variable equal to r for respondents who have more than
high school education (i.e., some college, or completed college or university)

Party ldentification: Avariable equal to r for respondents whose party ID matches
the president's party. Party ID is based on the standard question, "Generally
speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat' an
Independent, or what?"

Traits: Trait questions vary somewhat by yeâr. Not all traits were used each
yeâr, nor were a[ traits presented to all respondents. In an effort to maximize
the number of respondents, I rely just on those traits that are most commonly
used: "intelligent," "knowledgeable," "moral," "provides strong leadership,"
and "cares." Each variable is rescaled so as to be centered on zero: "extremely

well" is r.5, "quite well" is.5, "not too well"

it -.5,

and "not well at all" is

-r.5. Centering on zero in this way means that positive assessments have positive
values and negâtive assessments have negative values. This is useful when we look
for asymmetry, below.

The models thus control for some of the basic demographics known to affect
vote choice, and examine the relative contribution of five different trait assessments to overall feelings about the current president.
Results are estimated using simple ordinary least squares (OLS), and presented in three stâges in Appendix Table B.3.r: first with basic demographics
alone, then with the symmetric traits variables, and finally with traits divided
so that positive ratings can take on different values from negative ratings.
The most important results - coefficients for the various traits variables - are
summarized in Table 3.r.
The first columns show OLS coefficients for each of the standard (symmetric) traits variables. '§ÿe can see here that all traits are positively and significilntly related to the thermometer score. A one-point increase in the (-r.5 to
1r.5) rating for intelligence is associated, for instance, with an avelage r.73point increase in the thermometer rating. As has been seen in past work, some
traits seem to matter more than others: "intelligent" and "knowledgeabler"
lirr instance, have much smaller coefficients than "cares." This is the basic
symmetric model.
The test for asymmetry is in the following columns that show results from
rnodels in which each of the five traits variables are allowed to have an asymnrctric effects - specifically, these models allow negative assessments to take
on different coefficients than positive assessment. They do so by splitting each
tlirit variable in two: for instance, lntelligent(posl is equal to Intelligen when
Intelligent is greater than zero, and lntelligent(pos) is equal to zero otherwise; Intelligent(neg) is equal to Intelligenl when lntelligent is less than zero,

lrtcl Intelligent(neg) is equal to zero otherwise. lntelligent(posl and Intelli11t'nt(neg) thus capture all of the variance in lntelligenü, but allow for data
()n ()nc siclc of ucutrrll t<» havc a diffcrent effect than data on thc othcr sidc
olrncrrtral. (llcfficicnts lirr b«lth sl.r<lulcl still bc positivc: positivc âsscsstttctlts
(with vrrltrcs gr(.rtt(.r'tlrirn zt'r'o) slrorrkl ptrll thc thcrtnontctcl'scorc rr1t, whilc
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Presidential Tbermometer Scores and Traits, United States
DV: Incumbent Presidential Thermometer
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contain OLS regression coefficients, with standard errors in parentheses. All
estimates used the cumulative NES file, and all presidential elections from r984 to zoo4. Models
include controls for gender, age, education, party ID, and election' Full models are listed in
Table 8.3.r.

negative assessments (with values less than zero) should pull thermometer
scores down.
Models in Table 3.r show evidence of asymmetry for all five traits; that
is, for each of lntelligent, Knowledgeable, Moral, Leadership, and Cares, the
coefficient for negative assessments is greater than the coefficient for positive
assessments. Moving one unit on the positive side of the moral scale is associated with a 2.4-unit upward shift in the thermometer score, for instance,
whereas moving one unit on the negative side of the moral scale is associated
with a 7. r-unit shift. Moving one unit on the positive side of the intelligent scale
has no statistically significant effect, whereas moving one unit on the negative
side of that scale is associated with a 4-point shift. The gap between each of
five asymmetric coefficients is statistically significant.
§7hat are the implications of this asymmetry? In terms of model fit, the
overall impact of allowing for this kind of asymmetry is relatively slight - the
R-squared for the symmetric model is .6r, while the R-squared for the fully
asymmetric model is only marginally greater, .63 (see Table B.3.r). The asymmetric impact of each individual variable is critical theoretically, however - it
demonstrates a fundamental issue in the way individuals process political (and
nonpolitical ) information.
Figure 3.r illustrates the difference between the symmetric and asymmetric
models - it shows the predicted values for the thermometer score, based on each
of the models in Tablc a. r. The dotted line in Figure 3. r shows the synrrnetric
cffcct - thc stcady upward shift in thc tl-rcrm«rn.rctcr rating associirtccl with
i,r,'rr';rsinrlv rr«rsitivc rlsscssnlcnts of tlrc 1'rrcsiclcrrt's irrtclligcncc.'l'ltc s«rlicl lirtc

Not well at all

Not too well

Quite well

Extremely well

Assessment of lntelligence
FIGURE

3.r.

Impression Formation and U.S. Presidents: Intelligent.

shows the predicted effects allowing for asymmetry, that is, allowing for a slope
on the negative side of neutral that is different from the slope on the positive
side. The two slopes are noticeably different; more to the point, the asymmetric
slope shows very little change on the positive side of lntelligent, but a striking
drop on the negative side. The same is true in Figure 3.2, which shows similar

results for Moral.
Results confirm the potential value of taking the negativity bias into accounr
when thinking about the ways in which we judge political leaders. The overall
impact of positive versus negative assessments shown in Table 3.r serves to
summarize things nicely: the linear combination of all positive coefficients is
164o3 (se : .6r8), while the linear combination of all negative coefficients is
37.2r4 (se : .rt r 1. Put differently, the effect of a one-unit shift on the negative
side of neutral is associated with, on average, nearly twice the impact of a
similar shift on the positive side of neutral.

Voting for Presidents

Is the same phenomenon evident when we look at votes rather than just
thcrmoureter scores? Thermometer scores are associated with v«rting clccisiorrs,
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3.2. Impression Formation and U.S. Presidents: Morals'

to be sure. So we know already that the asymmetries discovered earlier are
related to political outcomes, indirectly if not also directly. The connection
between trait assessments and vote can be shown directly, however, by using

the same model as earlier to estimate the likelihood of voting for the incumbent
president.
There is already an existing body of work that attempts exactly this. That
research finds evidence of the basic relationship, certainly: leader traits are
connected to vote choice, both in the united states and elsewhere (e.g., Pierce
rgg3;Bean and Mughan rg8g; Bittner zorr). There is evidence of asymmetry
as least *hele the connection between traits and voting is concerned,
^tÇétt,
although it is more difficult to find similar levels of support for.a negativity
bias in the connection between general leader and/or party evaluations and
vote choice, an issue discussed in more detail later. Indeed, there is some disagreement on how much, and even whether, these general assessments matter

to parties' electoral success at all.

two arguments against the value of leader assesslnents in understanding voting decisions. The first focuses on their limitcd strbstantivc im1'ract:
thirt whilc lcaclcr asscssmellts n.lily bc irr linc witlr v«rtirtg
King (zloz)

ïh.r. ,r.

"igu",

j9

is, the distribution of the vote tends to change only very marginally based
on leader evaluations. (Note, however, that this conclusion is not at all clear;
see Bittner zor r.) The other argument focuses on issues of endogeneity: Bartels
(zooz) suggests, for instance, that we cannot easily tell whether candidate traits
and assessments drive the vote or simply reflect respondents' rationalization of
their vote choice.'Thermometer scores covary with voting decisions, but the
direction of causality is unclear.
These issues may be of only tangential importance here. I am not looking
to improve models of vote choice by using leader assessments; I do not require
that trait assessments have an exogenous impact on voting. What matters most
for the current purpose is just that the connection between negative ratings and
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vote choice arc stronger than the connections between positive ratings and vote
choice are. If one believes that there is a causal impact of ratings on vote, then
this asymmetry reflects the fact that voters give negative ratings more weight
in their overall assessment. If, alternatively, one believes that the rating-vote
connection is endogenous, then this asymmetry reflects individuals' tendency
to give strong negative ratings to a candidate they did not vote for, while only
giving somewhat positive ratings to the candidate they did vote for. Either way,
there is an interesting asymmetry between positive and negative ratings.

These connections between traits and voting decisions are explored in
Appendix Table B.3.r, with the most critical results reported in Table 3.z.The
model is identical in every way to the one used for incumbent presidential thermometer scores (above), although in this case the dependent variable is binary
and equal to one for respondents saying they voted for the candidate from
the incumbent presidential party. Estimates are produced using probit regression; coefficients are reported as marginal change coefficients, interpretable in
roughly the same way as regular OLS coefficients. Table 3.2 shows just the
traits coefficients from the symmetric and asymmetric models.
The connection between trait ratings and vote is weaker than the connection
between trait ratings and thermometer scores, as we should expect. (Many other
factors drive vote choice, of course.) Nevertheless, in the basic (symmetric)
model, all traits except intelligence are significantly related to vote choice.
Again, "cares" matters a great deal - a one-point shift in "cares" is associated
with an increase in the likelihood of voting for the incumbent presidential party
by z3 percent.
The asymmetric model for voting decisions is also less clearly asymmetric
than for thermometer scores, but, again, there is evidence of asymmetry overall. Three of the negative coefficients are not statistically different from their
positive equivalents. The exceptions are Leadersbip,where the impact of a shift
on the negative side of the scale has an impact more than four times greater

'

Note that Lau (r982) tries to address this issue by focusing on voters who hacl not yct nrntlc thc
tlccision who to votc f<»r.
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(Whether this reputation is justified is unclear, mind you, but that parricular
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o p ( .o5; rp ( .ro. Cells contain marginal change coefficients from a binary probit estimation,
with standard errors in parentheses. All estimates used the cumulative NES file, and all presidential
elections from r984 to zoo4. Models include cont(ols for gender, age, education, party ID, and
election. Full models are listed in Table B.3.r'

than does an equivalent shift on the positive side of the scale, and Cares, where
the impact of a shift on the negative side of the scale has an impact roughly 6o
percent greater than does an equivalent shift on the positive side of the scale.
Two of the other variables point toward a negativity bias, but the results are
not on their own statistically significant. Only one trait, Knowledgeable, points
in the other direction, but here the coefficients are very close to equal - indeed,
statistically speaking, they are.
Summing the positive and negative coefficients is revealing. Doing so more
clearly illustrates the (statistically significant) negativity bias in the connection
between traits and voting decisions. Here, the linear combination of all positive coefficients is.35z (se : .o33), whereas the linear combination of all
\Where
negative coefficients is just less than twice the size,.649 (se:.o3r).
vote intentions are concerned, the connection with negative ratings outweighs
the connection with positive ratings by a factor of roughly r.8:r.
Evaluations of Australian Prime Ministers

If the evolutionary/biological
story is correct - if humans really are hardwired to react more strongly to
negative information - then there should not be anything particularly American
Is this asymmetry iust an American phenomenon?

about asymmetric responsiveness. That said, most existing research on the topic
has been done in the Unitcd States, and thc United States has a reputation for
having particularly negirtivc political canrpirigns, rrncl rncclia Irr«rrc gcrtcrally.

discussion is beyond the scope ofthe current chapter.) It is easy to believe that
asymmetric responsiveness is a peculiarly American trait, perhaps. It is mostly

likely not.
The possibility that a negativity bias is a more general phenomenon is examined here with a replication of the analysis of U.S. presidents but using data
for Australian prime ministers. There is nothing particular about Australia per
se for this analysis; however, the Australian National Election Study is one of
the few outside the United States that has consistently asked a range of closeended trait questions alongside thermomerer scores. I am thus able to estimate
a near-identical model to the U.S.-based model offered earlier in the chaprer.
The full estimation includes pooled Australian elections from r993 to zoo4
and the same control variables as in the earlier U.S. example. Specification for
those variables is identical here, albeit focused on the incumbent prime minister
rather than the incumbent president. There are a few minor differences. The
thermometer rating in the AES is a o-ro scale, for instance, and question
wording is as follows: "Again using a scale from o to ro, please show how
much you like or dislike the party leaders. Again, if you don't know much
about them, you should give them a rating of 5. How do you feel about
[name]." Trait question wording is: "Here is a list of words and phrases people
use to describe party leaders. Thinking first about [name], in your opinion
how well does each of these describe him - extremely well, quite well, nor too
well or not well at all? Now thinking about [namel. . . . " The traits commonly
used in the Australian case are also a little different: intelligent, compassionate,
sensible, leadership, and inspiring. As for the United Srares, Australian traits
are rescaled so that "extremely well" is r.5, "quite well" is .5, "not too well"
ir -.5, and "not well at all" is -r.5. For the symmetric models, the entirc
scale is used in its regular form. For the asymmetric models, the scale is dividccl
at o.
A summary of results is presented in Table 3.3, with full results shown irr
Appendix Table B.3.2. As in the U.S. models, in the symmetric model all fivc
traits are positively and significantly related to the incumbent prime ministcrs'
thermometer score. (Also like the United States, it is compassion - "cares" in tlrc
U.S. study - that seems to matter most.) The asymmetric models produce results
that are, overall, similar to the U.S. results as well. There are some differenccs irr
the details, however. In this case, there is no sign of asymmetry for "sensiblc";
results for "intelligent" actually point toward a positivity bias, but the c«rcf{i
cients are not quite statistically different (p:.rZ); results for leadership also
point toward a positivity bias. The two rrairs that show the strongest link with
thermometer scores are compassionate and inspiring, however, arrd l'rotlr ol'
these show powerful negativity biases. As a consequence, the combirrccl irnl'rirct
of negative traits outweighs the combined impact of positive ones. Inclcccl, whilc
thc rrragrritudc of cocfficients hcrc is diffcrent tl-ran in thc prccccling LI.S. nrorlt,ls
(bccirusc «rf a diffcrcrrt rangc f«lr thc traits irncl thcrn.r«rrnctcr varirrblcs, rrow olr ;r
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follows, for Goren, that voters are likely to seek out information irlxrrr( tlrc
flaws of the candidate they do not support, and they are likely to givc th«rst,
flaws greater weight in their overall assessment of that candidate.
Goren's analysis focuses on the tendency for co-partisans to focus on traits
on which the candidate is known to excel, and for other partisans to focus
on the candidates' known weaknesses (based on aggregate-level ratings for
the candidates on a range of traits). Here, I test the possibility of a negativity
bias, mediated by partisanship, by re-estimating models of the relationship
between overall assessments and trait ratings, but breaking respondents apart
by partisan identification. I use the U.S. election studies, because they provide
the largest body of data.
One relatively simple way to capture differences across in- and out-partisans

zz.64o
43.51"

)

OLS regression coefficients, with standard errors in parenAES 6le, using all elections from ry93 to zoo4' Models
combined
thàr.r. Ail-.rii-ates used a
in
in.lrd. .ont.ols for gender, age, education, p".ty Ib, and election. Full models are listed
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( .ro.Cells contain

Table B.3.2.

to ro), the ratio of the combined negative impact to the combined
positive impact is nearly as grear as in the united states: the combined negais.
iive impact'is roughly 5o p..i.nt greater than the combined positive impact
Looking trait to tiait, t"here is less évidence of a negativity bias in Australia than
assessthere is in the united states; taking traits together, however, negative
are to u.s.
they
as
ministers
prime
Australian
to
damaging
be
as
to
-.rra, ,pp.ur
scale from o

presidents.

Heterogeneity in the Negativity Bias

way for
Models have thus far assumed that the negativity bias works the same
more
than
.u.ryorr., that is, they have assumed that negative ratings matter
in
p"riiir" àr"r, fo, all respondents. There is likely to be heterogeneity the
.rut.r.. and magnitude of the negativity bias, however'
'§7e

may be
One likely iorrr.. of heteroleneity is partisan identification.
for
more inclinei to dwell on the n.grtiu. for the other parties' candidates,
This
instance; for our own, we may acùally underweigh negative assessments.
is the crux of Gorenls (rooL\ argument, in which he draws on theories of
motivated reasoning to build a -oàel in which partisan identification mediates
will
the negativity bias. Motivated reasoning theory suggests that individuals
try to iit.rpret information in a way that is consistent with their predispositions
r99z;
(see, ..g., Baumeister and Newma n r994;Fischle zooo; Klein and Ktlrrdir
pyszcz.ynski
It
r9tl7).
and Grcc,bcrg
krna""i99o; L.clgc and Ta['rer zooo;

is to interact the trait variables with the party ID variable - where party
ID, as mentioned earlier, is a binary variable equal to one for respondents
with the same party ID as the candidate in question. \X/ith five traits variables - ten once divided into positive and negative - however, there are simply
too many interactions, and collinearity is an issue. To facilitate this kind of
interaction, then, I begin by combining the trait variables into two indices:
one capturing all five positive trait indicators and the other capturing all five
negative indicators. In both cases, results are summed and divided by five, so
that the range in each of the two variables is the same as that for the independent traits variables. In this way, we can compare directly the results of this
two-variable approach to the results of the preceding ten-variable approach.
Obviously, there should be some minor loss of information - different traits
matter to somewhat different degrees, as we have seen in an earlier discussion,
and the working assumption in this two-variable model is that all positive
trait ratings have the same impact and all negative trait ratings have the same

impact.

That said, the results in Table 3.4 suggest that the loss of information in
the two-variable model is relatively small. The first column shows the results
from a replication of the asymmetric model in Table 3.r, except that this
one uses just measures of (a) positive and (b) negative traits combined. The
coefficients for the combined indices in this case are only marginally different
from the summed coefficients in Table 3.r. And having just two variables
makes interactions much more feasible, so the results in the second column of
Table 3.4 show the consequences of interacting these two variables with party
ID. (The fullmodels are included in Appendix Table B.3.3; Table 3.4 includes
just the coefficients for the summed positive and negative indices, alongside the
interaction effects.) In this second column, the positive and negative coefficients
represent the impact of each for respondents who do not declare the same party
ID as the incumbent president. For those who do have the same party ID as
the incumbent president, the impact of positive trait ratings is the coefficient
f<»r l'ositiuc plus the coefficient for Positiue * Party ID; negative ratings work
thc sanrc way.
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.o5.Cells contain selected OLS regression coefficients, with standard errors in parentheses. All estimates used the cumulative
NÈS 6le,-and all presidentiaI elections from r984 to 2004. Models include controls for gender, age, education, party ID, and election.
Full models are listed in Table B'3.3.
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as a challenge needing a response, whereas the latter see it as a threat needing
avoidance (see, e.g., Arch ryy). Determining which of these accounts is most

likely is beyond the scope of the analysis here, of course. But it is nevertheless
possible to see whether a gender difference exists.
Alongside gender, Table 3.4 includes a test for differences in the negativity
bias acÀss education levels. This interaction is motivated not so much by the
literature in psychology as by work in political behavior in which education,
or political sophistication, is found to augment the connectedness between a
range of ,"p"i"t" attitudes about policy and/or politics. More sophisticated
,.rfond..rtt are, in short, better able to connect one idea to the next, and thus
more likely to have coherent, structured attitudes. It follows that education
might either (a) enhance the asymmetry bias, insofar as it makes it more likely
thal individuals connect their negative trait ratings to their overall candidate
assessments; or (b) decrease the negativity bias, by making individuals better
able to connect their positive trait ratings to overall assessments. Past work
on the matter suggests the latter: Gâchter et al. (zoo7) suggest that education
tends to enhancs individuals' ability to correctly perceive trade-offs and thus
reduces loss aversion.
Table 3.4 thus includes two more models, interacting the positive and negative asseisments with both gender and education. In the case of gender, recall
that the variable is equal to one for female respondents; for education, the
variable is equal to onè for those who went to school beyond their high school

diploma. In toth cases, the interactions are statistically significant, and both
point to*ard a strengthening of the negativity bias. Results for gender suggest
ihat, in comparison with the coefficients for male respondents, the positive
coefficient is weaker for women, and the negative coefficient is grcater. Indeed,
for men the impact of negative versus positive is roughly 2.2:I' whereas for
women it is 3:r. Results for education suggest a similar story: for the less educated, the impact of negative versus positive is z.z:t, whereas for the more
highly educated it is 2.8:r.
The gender differences found here are thus in line with existing work on
gender àiff"t..,..t in risk aversion. And it is interesting, if a little hypothetical
iwhich is to say, complerely unproven by the data presented here), that the
various accounts for gender differences, outlined earlier, point toward some
'§flomen may
combination of cultural but perhaps also evolutionary causes.
be socialized in ways that make them more cautious, or nervous, about risk.
'§ÿomen may also be less risk-taking because it had evolutionary advantages.
(Note that the two accounts are not in competition with each other - socialization and evolution can work simultaneously. See, e.g., Belsky et al. ry9r.)
Consider work on how testosterone affects levels of competitiveness, which
links behavioral differences to biological differences (for a review, see Bateup
et al. zooz; for a direct link to economic behavior, see Hoffman et al. zooS).
Consider also work that links differences in risk aversion to evoluti«rnary theorics about sexual selcction (for a rcview, see l)rcbcr ancl Hoffrrran zor r ). Thc
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gender difference observed in Table 3.4 likely supports some combination of
cultural and evolutionary accounts.

The findings for education are, in contrast, at odds with existing work
suggesting that education leads to more accurate/balanced assessments of gains
and losses, and thus less risk aversion. The impact of education may be quite
different in the context of presidential evaluations, perhaps. But it does seem
clear in Table 3.4that education enhances the connection between negative trait
assessments and overall evaluations, while making no difference where positive
trait assessments are concerned. Like the findings for gender, this evidence of
heterogeneity in the negativity bias is new in political science and suggests a
host of additional research possibilities. For the time being, however, what

is perhaps most critical is the fact that although the negativity bias varies in
magnitude across partisanship, genders and education groups, it is evident in
all cases. That is, we are not talking about whether the negativity bias exists or
not, but rather about the magnitude of the bias.
Where Exactly Is Neutral?
One major advantage of the analyses thus far is that they rely on trait questions
for which there is a clear dividing line between negative and positive. There
are two clearly positive responses and two clearly negative ones - "extremely
well" and "quite well" versus "not so well" and "not well at all." Dividing
variables into positive and negative is not always so simple, however. For a
good number of variables, including thermometer scores, the neutral point is

unclear. As a consequence, so too is the negativity bias.
Do negative ratings on thermometer scores matter more to vote intentions
(among other variables) than positive ratings do? §fle cannot easily tell, because
thermometer scores have an ambiguous neutral point. To be fair, the introduction to thermometer ratings used in surveys often flags 50 as a midpoint. (See
NES wording earlier.) But it seems unlikely that respondents actually regard
50 as neutrall moreover, it is unlikely that they regard all scores above 5o
as positive. Consider the following hypothetical: a survey respondent is asked
about two candidates. They give a score of 8o to one and a score of 55 to the
other. This is very likely - indeed, the distribution of responses in NES data
suggest this is rather typical. Does a score of jj suggest that the respondent is
simply neutral about the candidate, or that they dislike him/her? Probably the
latter.
The issue is highlighted in a recent paper by Aarts and Blais ( zo r r ), in which
the authors look for signs of an asymmetric connection between thermometer scores for parties and leaders and vote intentions across eight countries
(Australia, Canada, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, and the

United States). Results do not support the notion that assessments of parties
and leaders are dominated by the negative; rather, they suggest that (a) average
ratings tior dl partics and leirders, across a// countries, are abovc 5o; and
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(b) below-5o thermometer scores matter no more to vote choice than do above5O scores.l
If 5o is indeed the neutral point for thermorneter scores, then it appears not
j.r.t ,, though positive ratings matrer as much as negative ones do, but that
p.opl. nr. Ànrily pleasecl wlih all parries and leaders. Note that this includes
prrii., ancl lea4ers receiving rather small proportio,s of the vote. This seerns
unlikely, not iust given pubLic disaffection for parties captured_ in other survey

questions, but given thàt many of the smaller parties in multiparty systems
*ill lruu. r..y f!* partisans. These parties'high ratings will-necessarily be the
procluct of otnu.-io thermomerer scores from the vast bulk of respo.rdents
not voting for them, then. At a minimum, it seems worth considering
*hu
"..
the possibility thaiscores of 5o, and perhaps even some unknown range above
negative'
-5o, should be regardcd as (at least mildly)
a
This issue has been identiÊed before. ln paper exploring sears' ft969: 424)
contentiot.t that there is a "predominance of positive evaluations" in Americans'
views of political leaclers and parties, sniderman et al. (r9tlz) consider the use
of therrnomerer scores as indicàtions of positivity and negativity. They note first
that thermometer scores give the "impression of positivity" - the overwhelming
maiority of responses (mo.e than 8o percent) give over-5o scores to each of the
majc,r parties. They write:
seet-n too rnuc[r of a goocl thing for the first post-Watcrgatc presidential
fceling thcrmometers may accufately sort out those who fcel vcry
The
clectiorr.
positively abor,t thà parries from those wl.ro feel lcss so' But ever.r if it reliably

f'his woulcl

p..."ru.. the rank-oicler of individuals, this tech.ique probably

overestimates

how many are positivc (rzo).

The authors go on ro note other variables showing the large proportion of
respondents irlro gir. the parties poor ratings on other_(not-thermometer)
quËrtin,rr. It looki they suggest, as though a good number of respondents

*l1o ,pp.", positive usi.,g tÈ.r*orneter scores (where 5o is assumed to be the
neutral point) are in fact mostly negative about parties'
Resuits from a r979 NES I'iiot Sirrvey point in the same direction. 1-r a study
focused on the effects of moving to a different design for the thermometer
'§Teisberg and Miller (t979: zr)
scoring card used in face-to-face inrerviews,
.o*po-r. thermometer scores to vote intentions' They find that:
few people would vote for candidates they rate below 5o. The 5o category alscr
,rr,.,i or, to be fairly negarive, with few respondents bei'g willing t. vote for a
candidate thcy rate -5o.. . . There are too few cases in key categolies to be sure
exactly where the rarings really become positive. It appears that ratings of 6o
with the old ther.rnomcter card are still r.regative while ratings of 55 and 6o with
the new card are somewhat negâtive.

I

on
Thcrntomctcr scalcs vary country t() country, so strictly speaking all estilnations clo rl()t rt'ly

io

as thc

neutril poillt, lltlr its ctltlivalertt, clepcrttlinu on the scale'
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The differcnce between cards is not critical here; the difficulty in determining
a neutral point - somewhere above 5o - clearly is. It follows that the actual
distribution of positive and negative rhermometer ratings is not quite as it seerns
using 5o as the neutral point.
Just hor,v far up the thermometer scale does "negative" go? Researchers
have used a number of different cutoffs from as low as 5 r to as high as 8o
(in ascending order; see Miller et al. r979; McEvoy r97r; Buell and Sigelman r9tl5). The answer seems to vary across interview mocles - both across
different pictures of thermometers and from cards to telephone interviews
(\X/eisberg and Miller r979). The answer also seems to vary across individuals.
Wilcox et al. (r989) explore individual-level differences in thermometer scores
and find tl.rat mean therrnometer ratings across sirteen groups (not including
parties and leaders) were systematically related to respondents' education, gender, and church attendancc, for instance. Standard deviations in thermorneter
scores vary systematically as wcll, suggesting that certain groups (including
the more highly educated) use a widcr range of thermometer scores than do
others.

How then can we distinguish the neutral point in thermometer scores - a
neutral point that is on average something above 5o, but that also likely varies
from one individual to the next? Clearly it is hard, and as a consequence, we
are as yet unable to easily test the possibility of a negativity bias in the application of thermometer ratings to other attitudes and behaviors (such as voting).
\ü/e know that negative information on traits matters more than positive information does, both for thermometer scores and for voting. '§7e kr.row this in
large part because trait assessments are captured using r:esponse categories for
which the neutral point is clear. But thermometer scores, with an arnbiguous neutral point, present a real problem where assessrnents of asyrnmctry are
concemed.
Regardless, this n-ruch seerns

to be clear: not all evaluations arc negative.
There are good candidates and good parties, and there are large bodies of
evidence suggesting that we are able to recognize them as such. But there is
also a growing body of work, including the analyses presented in this chapter,
suggesting that negative information - when we can identify it as negative,
at least - can be particularly powerful in political behavior. This clearly is
true where imprcssion formation of political candidates is concerned. Other
domains ir-r which negative inforrnation n-ray be particularly powerful are the
subject of the chapters that follow.
Taking Stock

Work on the negativity bias in impression formation quite clearly translates
rclatively easily to the political context. Past research has already identified a
ncgativity bias in presidential evaluations; earlier in this chapter, those arralyses wcrc cxtcuclccl to a much larger bocly of data in thc llnitccl Statcs, not
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just for presidential assessments but for voting decisions as well. They were
.*tËnd.d beyond the United States: a similar dynamic is also evident in
"lro
assessments of Australian prime ministers. Results in this chapter thus suggest
the possibiliry that the negàtivity bias is not an American phenomenon, a fact

thaiwill

be tésted much further

-

that is, across a far wider range of countries

-

in the chapter that follows.
The results introduced earlier also make clear that there is heterogeneity
in the negativity bias, at least where presidential evaluations are concerned'
Analyses ,rrppo.t past work suggesting that women show a greater negativity
bias ihen dô m.n- It also upp.àit as though education enhances' rather than
reduces, the role of negative information in the assessment of political candidates. The fact that is most critical may not be the details of heterogeneity,
however, but the fact that even accounting for that heterogeneity, a negativity
bias is evident across all cohorts, by partisanship, gender, and education. To
that
be clear: the magnitude of the negativity bias varies across individuals, but
must
be
a
leader
political
bias always upp.rrc to be there. (Being a popular
pretty tough iob.)
' oi.o,rÀ., not only political leaders suffer from the negativity bias. Chapters
r and zmaké clear thaithe negativity bias should be widespread, readily evident
across a wide range of domains, political and otherwise. The following chapter
sticks to the poliical sphere, but widens the scope beyond leaders - to the
economy, economic sentiment, and government approval'

4
Economic Sentiment and Government Approval

Bad news goes about in clogs, good news in stockinged feet.

-

§7elsh proverb

The preceding chapter focused on negativity biases in individual-level political
behavior. Here I turn to aggregate-level data. Results are driven by the same
underlying, individual-level tendencies, but a major advantage of aggregatelevel survey data is that they are more readily available over extended periods of time and across many countries. Aggregate-level data also provide an
opportunity to consider not just the immediate, asymmetric impact of negative
versus positive information, but also the possibility that the impact of negative
(or positive) information varies over time.
The chapter begins with time-series models of economic expectations using
a combination of data from the Michigan Consumer Surveys and the European Economic Sentiment Index. Results suggest that economic expectations
react asymmetrically to macroeconomic trends, not just in the United States
but across the developed world. Then, the chapter connects both U.S. presidential evaluations and UK government approval with economic expectations - it
examines asymmetries in the link between how voters feel about the economy
and how they feel about their leaders/governments. These analyses are impor-

tant in that they provide additional evidence of negativity biases in political
behavior. But they are also partly just a precursor to the penultimate section,
which explores the possibility that the negativity bias shifts in periods of predominantly positive or negative information. Overall, negative changes in the
economy matter more to public preferences than do positive changes. But do
negatiue cbanges in the economy matter as mucb when the economy is already
rather bad? The answer to this question appears to be no, and that answer
forms a critical part of my view of negativity in politics. The negativity bias is
rccluccd when thc information environment becomes predominantly negative.
<t
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This helps explain why we are not endlessly negative - at some point, when
things are particularly bad, we start focusing on the positive. This finding opens
up the possibility that negativity in politics is self-correcting.
There are two parts to the story that follows, then. On the one hand, there
is evidence of compounding asymmetries: from macroeconomics to economic
expectations, and then from economic expectations to assessments of governments. In each case, negative change matters more than positive change. On
the other hand, analyses also make clear that there are limits to the negativity
bias. Repeated findings of negativity in media content and in public attitudes
can lead to the impression that things can only get more and more negative.
But this is not the case. There are negativity biases throughout the political
world, to be sure, but the very process that generates that negativity bias also
appears to limit it.
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Asymmetry in U.S. Economic Sentiment

Evaluations of presidents and prime ministers in Chapter 3 have offered a
relatively clear case of asymmetric responsiveness to negative versus positive
information. One other domain in which a negativity bias has been given
some attention is economic sentiment - focused in some cases on the impact
of economic shifts on sentiment itself, but in many cases on the connection
between (a) the economy, and/or sentiment, and (b) government popularity
and/or voting behavior.
The present section focuses on economic sentiment itself (while voting behav-

ior is addressed in a subsequent section that follows). In so doing, this work has
much in common with research in economics focusing on the aggregate-level
implications of loss aversion. The literature is vast; for our purposes, note just
that a negativity bias in both consumer sentiment and consumption, reacting
to a range of economic measures, has been identified in the United States and
elsewhere (e.g., Apergis and Miller zoo6; Shea r995; Shirvani and'§Tilbratte
zooo; Kuo and Chung zooz; Pattersoî 1993; Karnizova and Khan zoro;
Bidwell et al. r995). Relatedly, there is a body of work exploring the asymmetric responsiveness of markets to news about economic sentiment (e.g., Akhtar
et al. zorr; Busse and Green zoozl Chan zoo3; Chen et al. zoo3; Chuliâ et al.
zoro; Jain r988; Kurov zoro; May zoro; McQueen et al. L9g6.) In political
science, and motivated in part by work suggesting the political significance of
economic sentiment, my own past work (Soroka zoo6) also finds strong evidence of a negativity bias in the relationship between economic changes and
economic sentiment in the United Kingdom. The asymmetry is partly driven by
media content (discussed in the forthcoming chapters), but also by the direct,
asymmetric reaction of the public to upward and downward changes in the
unemployment rate (or leading indicators).

Iü/ith the same motivations in mind, this chapter explores aggregatc-lcvcl,
asymmetric responsiveness in economic sentimcnt. As in Clraptcr 3, I bcgirr witlr

-100
1980m1
FTGURE

4.r.

1990m1

2000m1

20i0m1

Economic Sentiment and Unemploymenr, United States

an explorarory analysis in the united States. I start with a simple rime-series
of economic sentiment, drawn from the Michigan consumer sentiment Index
survey in which (retrospective egotropic) economic sentiment is captured using
the following question: "'§ÿ'e are interested in how people are g.tting alorr!
financially these days.
Y:yld you say rhar you (and your familihving there]
are better off or worse off financially than you \Mere a year ago?,, I use a simple
measure, in which the percent saying "worse novrr" is subtracted from ihe
percent saying "better now." Positive values indicate that more people feel
the
economy is "better now," whereas negative values indicate that màre people
feel the economy is "worse now." In principle, the measure ranges from roo
to *roo. In practice, over the period investigated here, the
runs from
-.rir..
-g+ (in November zoo8) to *Sg (in January zoor).
The resulting series is illustrated in Figure
4.r, alongside the unemployment
rate. clearly, the rwo are related - when unemployment is high, thË p,rbh.,s
view of business conditions tends to be low. Àsymmetry is ioi easiîy identified in the figure, however, so we turn to a time-series analysis regressing
economic sentiment on levels of and changes in economic condirions. Foll
lowing recent work (e.g., De Boef and Kellstedt zoo4), economic senriment
is modeled as an error-correction model (ECM) that is, a model in which
current changes in the dependent variable are regressed on lagged levels of
the clcpendent variable alongside both lagged levels and .u.r.",ri cha.rges ir.r
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for an equilibrium
the independent variables. In so doing, the model allows
on current
,.i"ii."tnip, captured in the long-term impact of lagged levels
one-periodof
impact
.h;;g;t, ,, *.11ï, the impact of shîrt-term fattt"t in the
see Baneriee et al. t99yin
lagged changes. (For more information on EMCs,
used here is as
political science, see Clarke and Stewart L994)' The model

TABLE 4.

Econcsmic Sentiment, United States, Retr<tspectiue Egotropic

DV: A Economic Sentiment,
Model r
Sentimentr-,

cr.o

'| [3,ÀEconomy, -l 9.(Sentiment,-, * BrEconomyt-')*et

(+..

Unemployment,-,

Inflation,-,
Misery Indexl-,

)

whereB,capturestheshort-termirnpactoftheeconomyoneconomicsentiment
,ra B. ."p*.., the long-term equilibrium relationship'
is that short-term

A Unempl

A Inflation,
A Unemployment, (Pos)
A Unemployment, (Neg)

charrgesarerathereasilydrvidedintopositiveandnegativeshifts.Irrcreasesin
irr unemployment
,n.nîptny-ant, for it-trtan.., are llegative, whereas decreases
chapter. And so
in
the
later
used
also
infl-ation,
p.,ririu.. tlr. ,u-. i, i..r. fo,
at least' (But note

in unemployrlent or inflation is nil'

AfinalmodelinTable4.Irepeatstheprocessbutreplacesunemployment
rate
a.d inflation with the ,"r-rireiy index - a sum of the current unemploymcnt rrrc
t6crc
ar-rcl th.trg6
;i; ;h. rate of inflati.n. ttt.ra.t fit clecreases s.ucwhat,

-.rzr't (.o28)
-.5r1 lz68)
-.226" (rrz)
-j.4oo (r.S8Z)
-.829 lZ6rl

-.rjB"
-.-5rl
-.Ltr

(.ozS)
(.26g)

3

-.ro6'r (.orl)

(.rrz)

-.252"

(.roZ\

Constant

N

r.54J b.6rt)

-7.39o" (e.r+s)
.9Lr (r.z8z)
-2.987* ft.+ol)

A Inflation, (Pos)
Â Inflation, (Neg)
A Misery Indexl (Pos)
A Misery Index, (Neg)

"..
theE,CMallowsustotest,rathereasily,thepossibilityofasymmetricreactions

effects are displayed
Full results for the rnodels of syrnmctric ancl asymmetric
syrnmetric model,
basic
a
frorn
results
show
i., r"rt" 4.r. The first columns
inflation' Variunemployment.ancl
both
by
where the economy is represented
are included
in
changes
variables
rows;
first
ir-r
the
ables in levels are incluclecl
is negative,
sentiment
cconomic
lagged
for
i., ,rrbr.qu.nt rows. The coefficient
to be assotend
month
previous
the
in
_
senriment
L"p*i.a higl-rer levels of
I-agged
current.month'
",
thc
in
decreasËs)
(or
greater
ciated with lo*.. ir.r."ses
coefficient
(although
the
negative
also
are
infl"ation
levels of un.-ployrn.,1, nn.l
this is as we
l"r-",r.r"pr.yà..,, slips iust bclow starisrical significance), Again,lead
to lower
,ho.,ld .*p.., - higherun.-p1,ry-ent and/or higher inflation
both unemployment and
levels of economic sentiment. concurrent changcsin
is statistically
inflation are negati;;lf ,igntd, as they should 6c' but neither
significant.
- "ih.
is nlrlre robust
impact of concurrent cha.gcs in ecclnomic indicators
results from a model
in the second set of col,mns in TÀle 4.r, which show
changes in unemployallowing for asymmetric responsiveness.^Here positive
changes are clearly
negative
but
insignificant'
ment and inflation nr. ,tnti,titolly
associated with an average
sig^ificant. A one-point increase i,. ur-r.*ployment is
increase in inflation
a
one-point
sentiment;
economic
decrease of 7.4 points in
of a decrease
impact
The
points'
z'9
of
decrease
is associatei with an average

Model

Changes

xui. tLat an additiJnal oduort"g. of the ECM setup

to positive and negative economic shifts, in the short term
thatwhethernochangeirrurremploymentorinflationisactuallytherreutral
later.)
p,ri., i, up for discusslor-r. This issue is discussed in more detail

Model z

Leuels

follows:

Àsentiment,:

r.
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4.97 S"ft.97 5)
394

6.r63't' (2.o36)

Rsq

.o5

AdiRsq

5

394
.o69

.o43

.o5 3

.47o (r.3rr)
-2.s11 È'ts+)
j.778" (r.lo+)
394

,o45

.o54

" p (.o5.

(lells contain C)l-S regression coefficicnts, rvith standirrd errors in parcnrl.reses. Moclel
irrcltrdesr.r.ronthlyclatafrom.|anuary 1c178toNovembcrzoro.SurvevdataarefromtheMichigan
Consumer Sentimenf Index survey, rvhcre the rneasllre is 7, saying "bctter nou," rninus 7n saying
"lvorse norv" in rcsponse to the follorving qucstion: "1ù(/e are interestecl in hor.v people are getting
along fir'rancially these days. Woulcl you say tl.rat you (and vour frrnrily living there) are bettcr off
or worse off financially than lou rvere a year ago?"

hints of an âsymmctric relationship, negative shifts in the misery ir-rdex fall just
below statistical significance. Clearly there are benefits to including unemployment and inflation indepenclently. That said, the rniscry index provides a nice
summary of the basic relationship between positive ancl negative shifts in the
economy and economic sentiment. It is useful in further analyses, which follow.
Indeed, the first of those analyses is included in Table 4.2. The resuks erplore
the possibility that a negativity bias is cvident in responses not just ro the retrospective egotropic questiolr. hut in othcr rneasures of ecorromic sentiment
as well. The existing literature distinguishes between four types of economic
scntilrent, basecl on two dimensions: (-r) egotropic, relating to respondents'
own income, versus sociotropic, focusing on the country generally; and (z) retrospective, related to past economic conditions, vcrsus prospective, related

to cxpectations of future conditions. (The literature is vast, but in politic:rl scicncc see, e.g., Lcwis-Beck and Stegmaier zooT; I(inder and Kicwict
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4.2. Effects of Cbanges in the Misery lndex on Economic Sentiment,
United States

TABLE

F-Test of
Dependent Variable

Indcpendent Variables

Retrospective Egotropic

.47o
A Misery Index, (Pos)
A Misery Index, (Neg) -2.53j
A Misery Indexl (Pos) -.o98
À Misery Indexl (Neg) -3.563"
A Misery Indexl (Pos) -.497
À Misery Indexl (Neg) -4.51;-"
À Misery Index, (Pos) -.882
A Misery Index, (Neg) -4.079"

Prospective Egotropic

Retrospective Sociotropic
Prospective Sociotropic

* p ( .o5. Cells contain OLS

Equivalence

(r.3rr)

(r.or5) 4.or"
(r.o66)

(z.oz7) r .l 8
(r.oz+\

from the one for positive changes. However, for both sociotropic mcasurcs,
tlrc
negative coefficient is statistically significant whereas the positive
coefficicnt is
not; indeed' in no case are positive changes in the misery index systematically
related to economic senriment. Asymmetiy is thus not a peculia.
ierrlt for retrospective egotropic evaluations - it is evident across a range of
measures of

1.94

(t-4zo)

regression coefficients, with standard errors
includes monthly data from January t978 to November zoro. Survey data
Consumer Sentiment Index survey, where the measure is % saying "better
"worse now" in response to the questions noted in the text. Full models
Table 8.4.r.

)

economic sentiment, and perhaps most strongly where pro$ective
egotropic
evaluations are concerned, a possibility thatïe will test alain
later. In the
meantime, it is clear that a one-unit negative shift in ..ono-1. conditions
has
a strong negative impact on economic sentiment; a one-unit positive
shift in
economic conditions appears to have no impact at all.

r.8r

G.ts+l

G.l6s)
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Asymmetry in European Economic Sentiment

in parentheses. Model
are from the Michigan
now" minus 7" saying
are listed in Appendix

Is asymmetric responsiveness to the economy a u.s. phenomenon?
Recall that
we expect asymmetric responsiveness to be pervasive in the united
states,
certainly, but also around the world. In the preceding chapter, we
saw a simple
extension of work on leader traits from thà united states to Australia.
In ihe
case of economic sentiment, the net can be cast much wider.

'

r98r.) The archetypal questions drawn from the Michigan surveys are

as

follows:
Retrospectiue egotropic (as above): We are interested in how people are getrinB
along Ênancially these days. Would you say that you (and your family living
there) are better off or worse off financially than you were a year ago?
Prospectiue egotropic: Now looking ahead - do you think that a year from now
you (and your family living there) will be better off financially, or worse off, or

just about the same as now?
Retrospectiue sociotropic: \(ould you say that at the present time business conditions are better or worse than they were a year ago?
Prospectiue sociotropic: And how about a year from now, do you expect that in
the country as a whole business conditions will be better, or worse than they are
ât present, or just about the same?

These measures have been shown to have varying relationships with political variables, such as presidential or government approval. But no existing
research considers the possibility that a negativity bias may be more or less
evident in one or more of them. Table 4.2 includes results from the first such
test, then. Only the coefficients for positive and negative changes in the misery
index are shown in Table 4.2;full results are listed in Appendix Table B.4.r.
Retrospective egotropic evaluations actually show weaker evidence of asymme-

try than do prospective egotropic evaluations. Indeed, while coefficients point
toward asymmetry in all four cases, prospective egotropic evaluations are the
only ones for which the coefficient for negative changes is significantly cliffcrcnt

Economic sentiment outside the united states is captured here
using ques-

tions from the Joint Harmonized EU programme of Business and
Surveys, as follows:
R.etrospectiue egotropic: How has the financial situation
changed over the last rz months?

consr*.,

of your household

Prospectiue egotropic.: How do you expect the financial position
of your household to change over the next rz monthi?

Retrospectiue sociotropic: How do you think the general economic
situation in

the country has changed over the pasr r2 months?

P.rospectiue sociotropic: How do you expecr the general economic
situation in
this country to develop over the next rz monrhs?

In each case, analyses rely on net measures (% positive
-7o negative). Monthly
data are available from February r9g5 to FeÈ..ra.y r.orr,
there is
"'irho.rgh
some variation across countries. Table
countries for
44 shows the seventeen
which data are available, alongside the fiist and last monrhs included
in the
estimations that follow. (Data availability here is based not just on
rhe ESI data
but on the availability of economic measures as well.)
The model itself is identical to the model used for the united states
in the
preceding section, although in this case the analysis is based
on a time-series
cross-sectional dataset. Economic indicators are from the OECD.stat
database.
Estimates are produced using GLS with fixed effects., Full results
are listed in

' N,tc that results
c0rrcctcrl

st

arc robrst ancl change littre using other estimators, e.g., or_s with pancr_

iUr(lil r(l (.t.r()rs.

rAr,LE
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4.i.

Size

First

Month

Sample

Austria

t84

r99Smrr

Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland

1r3

r985mz

Last Month

A Misery Index, (Pos)

zorr.mz

Austria

zorrmz
zolrmz
zolrmz

279

r987mrz

20r rmz

France

jrl

zorrmz

Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland

Germany

LOIIfiIZ

France

ZOTOrI]TL

Germany

ZOTIfiL

Greece

193

1r1

1995m2
r9 8 5mz

2Jo

r985mz
ag9zml

Greece

qB

r98 5m5

Hungary

zz8

r99zm3

lreland

)oo

r98 5mz

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal

3r3

r98 5mz

Spain
Sweden

296

zoorm6
ry86m7
r986m7

r84

r99 5mr r

JT3

r98 5mz

lIJ

Italy

United Kingdom

rr7

zg6

r985mz

zorrmz
zorrmz
zorrmz

Hungary

2OTTfiIZ

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal

Ireland

Italy

20rrmz

zorrmz
zorrrnz

Spain
Sweden

20r rm2

AppendixTableB.4.z;Tab|e4.4showsjustthecoefficientsforpositiveand
shifts in the misery index.
nègative
"The

relative impact of negative over positive shifts in the misery index is,
in the united
irr r*, roughly simila. in European countries to what we found
shifts
negative
of
impact
stronger
is
a
States. In eJ.h'.ur. in Table 4.'4,there
'TAriLE

Sentiment' EU
4.4. Effects of Changes in the Misery Index on Economic

Dependcnt Variable
Retrospective EgotroPic

A Misery Indexl (Pos)
À Misery Indexl (Neg)
Â Misery Indexr (Pos)
A Misery Indexl (Neg)
A Misery Index, (Pos)
A Misery Index, (Neg)
A Misery Indexr (Pos)
A Misery Index, (Neg)

Prospective EgotroPic

Retrospective SociotroPic
Prospective SociotroPic

Equivalence

-.185 (z1z)
-t.47r" (.213\

7.60''

(284\
r.5or" (.286)
-r.o98" (.4721

6.49"

-r.tz6" (.5t6)

,17

-lry

-r.û6"

.54

(.415)

-r.476t (.518\

from

GLS regression coefficients,.with standard errors in parentheses,
to February zor r '
r
Êxed-effects TSCS estimation. M-odel includes monthly data from January 98 5
and consumer surveys,
sr.u.y dr," are from the Joint Harmonized EU Programme of Business
o/o saying "got a little worse"
.elie, on o/o saying"go, lo, better" or "got a little better" minus
"
.,got a lorworse,, in response
models are listed in Appendix
Full
text.
to questiJns noted in the
or

* p ( .o5. cells contain

Table 8.4.2.

A Misery lndcxl (Ncg)

-.463

-r.544
-r.J18
- r.305
- j. j64"
-r.579"
-r.og3
-.8r3

-.o71

-r.5ro"

'r99

-2.525
-3.o92"
-.225

-.42J

.302

-.784
,o24

ô64
-.7 67
,oz5

-z.rr6
- 3.r89o
-r.411
.oo8

,425

.zr8

-.442

- 5.7?4"
-r.386

-2.1,-40

United Kingdom

-,LO5

-.81S
-2,o84

Auerage

-.463

- r.849

" p (.o5.Cells contain OLS regression coefficients, with standard errors in parentheses. Model
includes all available monthly data from January r985 to February zorr. Survey data are from
the Joint Harmonized EU Programme of Business and Consumer Surveys, relies on %, saying "got
a lot better" or "got a little better" minus 7o saying "got a little rvorse" or "got a lot worse" in
response to qucstions noted in the text. Full models are listed in Appendix Table 8.4.3.
than of positive shifts, although while the difference between the positive and
negative coefficients is statistically significant for both egotropic measures, it
is not for the two sociotropic measures. Again, it is egotropic prospective
evaluations for which we find the greatest asymmetry. Here, the impact of
positive shifts in the misery index are negligible, while a one-point negative
shift in the misery index is associated with an ayerage 3.6-point decrease in

F-Test of
Independent Variables

,,,1

TABLE4.5. Effectsof CbangesintheMiserylndexonEconomic,\t,tttttttr'ttt,llt,
by Country

Countries and Sample Sizes inTSCS Estimation

Country

Approual

a

economic sentiment.
TSCS estimates may mask differences across countriesl moreover, it is difficult to distinguish the extent to which coefficients are driven by over-time
variance within countries as opposed to cross-sectional variable across countries. Table 4.5 accordingly presents results on a country by country bases.
I{esults are estimated using OLS, for each country independently. The full
rlodels âre shown in Appendix Table B.4.3. Table 4.5 shows just the critical
c«refficients - those for positive and negative concurrent changes in the misery
inclex. And bccause results do not change dramatically from one measure of
ccon«rmic scr.rtinrclrt t«r thc othcr, Table 4.5 shows results fron.r tl.rc mcasurc
thrrt wc stirrl('(l witlr,:rb«rvc - rctr()spcctivc cg<ltro;'lic cvrrltrati«lrrs.

-I
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By-country estimates are much less robust than the TSCS estimates, to
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r

be

Bloom and Price ftSlS) were among the Êrst to explore the possibility that

,,r.". Brt sample sizes are also considerably smaller here, not iust in comparison
to the full TS-CS estimation, but in comparison to the preceding U.S. estimates

negative economic circumstances mattered to congressional election outcomcs
more than did positive economic circumstances - their results suggested that

(u.s. estimates rely on nearly 4oo months' worth of data, whereas
European countries range from 3r3 cases down to iust rr7, in Poland.) Even
as well.

so, tËere is evidence of aiymmetric responsiveness across most countries' In all

countries, the coefficient for negative changes in the misery index is correctly
negatively signed; coefficients for positive change are variously signed. In six
.o[rrtri.s, thà negative coefficient is statistically significant, whereas the coefficient for positivJchanges is not. And in all but one country, the magnitude of
the negative coefficieniis greater than the magnitude of the positive coefficient
(albeiito varying degrees - there are clear differences between the coefficients
in Denmark, for instance, but less clearly in Ireland).
The Netherlands is the only real outlier here. In this case, it is positive changes
that are systematically connected to economic sentiment. I cannot account for
the difference in this country - it may be that there is no negativity bias; it may
be that macroeconomic iniicators do not adequately (or at least differently)
capture the state of the national economy, or the parts of the national economy
thÀt matter most to economic sentiment. I suspect, given the pervasiveness of
the negativity in other countries, that the latter options are more likely, but I
do not investigate the issue further here.
'§ÿith
that àne exception, however, there is relatively strong evidence here
that economic sentiment responds asymmetrically to changes in the economy.
This is true in the United Stàtes and across all but one EU country (including
the EU countries for which data are available, that is). This has clear implications for macroeconomics, of course; the fact that there is a vast body of
work connecting economic sentiment to voting behavior means that this has
important impl[ations in politics as wel[. This political link is investigated
below.
Economic Sentiment and Government Approval

Trends in economic sentiment have political implications. This proposition
requires little justification - it is as clear in daily newspapers as it is in the
academic literature on political economy. There is a vast literature connecting
economic attitudes to government popularity and voting (e'g', Happy r989;
Lewis-Beck rg88; Mackuen et al. rggz;Price and Sanders r993; Nadeau et al.
r994, r996;-Clarke and Stewart r995; Sanders 1996, 1999) and to public
preferences for policy as well (e.g., Durr r993; Stevenson zoor)'
There is also a small literature exploring asymmetries in these relationships.
The political science literature has been motivated in large part by the observation in the American Voter that "changes in the party balance are induced
primarily by negative rather than positive attitudes toward the party controlling
ihe executive bànch" (Campbell et al. r 96o:5 54). Following this obscrv:tti«rt.t,

economic expansions had no impact on the vote, but economic contractions
did - and Claggett's j986) "re-examination" confirms their findings with a
larger body of data. Similar asymmetries have been found in work on presidential elections. Tufte's (rSZ8) analysis of macroeconomics and vote shares
points to a negativity bias (in plots at least; he did not model the asymmetry):
Mueller îSZl) finds that rising unemployment (negatively) affects presidential
popularity, whereas falling unemployment has no effect.' (Also see Lanoue
r987; Nannestad and Paldam 1997.)3
Discussions of asymmetry in the impact of positive and negative shifts in
the economy on presidents have tended to focus on relatively short periods
of time and often on specific elections. It is possible to examine asymmetries
using much more comprehensive bodies of data, however; this section thus
provides new and much more comprehensive analyses of asymmetries in the
relationship between the economy and government approval. The first analyses
rely on monthly time-series of both economic sentiment and U.S. presidential
approval. Approval ratings are drawn from Gallup polls, based on the following
question, "Do you approve or disapprove of the way [first & last name] is
handling his iob as President?," where a net approval measure is the percent
of respondents approving minus the percent of respondents disapproving.+
Approval is graphed alongside (prospective sociotropic) economic sentiment
(with both series lowess-smoothed using bandwidth .oz) in Figure 4.z.There
is clearly a relationship between the two, although it is far from perfect. The
figure illustrates what we already know about presidential approval, then: the
economy matters, but not exclusively. Consider the drop in economic sentiment
and the concurrent rise in presidential approval following 9-rr,for instance, or
the rises in approval that regularly follow an election, regardless of economic
sentiment (following zoo8 in particular).
It is of course possible to examine the relationship between these two series in
a more detailed way, and test for an asymmetric relationship, using a slightly

' Note that there are some contrary

findings as well. Headrick and Lanoue (r99r; following

in part on Norpoth r;871 do not find strong evidence of an asymmetric relationship in

the

United Kingdom, although they suggest that this may be the function of the period under study
(which included mainly negative economic trends). This is discussed in more detail later in the
chapter.
1 It is notable that, using individual-level data from a number of European countries, Lewis-Beck
(rgtl8) finds no evidence of a greater effect of negative economic views than positive economic
views. The analysis relies on two questions dealing with retrospective and prospective views of
thc government's economic policies, however, and may thus confuse judgments of government
with cconomic âssessments.
'I I)rrtl arc drawn frorn the conrpilation of Gallup results available at http://www.presidency.ucsb
.ctl rr.
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4.6. Economic Sentiment and Presidential Approual, United
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trend.
Full results are included in Appendix Table B.4.4. §fhere time is concerned,
it appears to be an individual's time in the presidency that matters most - those
time variables are negatively signed and statistically significant, as expeced.
'§7here
current changes in approval are concerned, results point to the significance of negative rather than positive shifts in economic sentiment. These most
critical results are summarized inTable 4.6.
The table shows the coefficients for positive and negative changes in economic sentiment, testing each of the four possibilities where measures of sentiment are concerned. In each case, the impact of negative changes is greater
than the impact of positive changes, although for retrospective sociotropic sentiment neither is statistically significant. In each of the other cases, however,
only the negative shifts are statistically significant. Asymmetries in reactions to
macroeconomic trends have real-world political implications.
Do the same results obtain outside the United Stastes? Figure 4.3 shows
equivalent time series data for the United Kingdom (another country for which
government approval measures are available over an extended period of timc).
The measure of economic expectations is the sociotropic prospective questiorl
from the ESI data used earlier; Government Approval is based on respol'lscs
to the MORI question, "Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way thc
Government is running the country?" The measure shown here takes the pcr
cent of respondents saying "satisfied" minus the percent of respondents sayirrg
"dissatisfied." There is a clear relationship between economic sentiment iln(l
government approval. Whether that relationship is asymmetric is the focrrs ol
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4.2. Economic Sentiment and Presidential Approval' united

adjusted version of the model of economic sentiment used earlier, in which
,..,ti*.rt is moved to the right-hand side of the model and the dependent
variable is now presidential apProval:

ÂApproval,

:

Cto

t

*

ô, Cycle,

B,ASentiment,

* Êt

*

Pr(Approvalr-r

*

BrSentiment,-')

Q'')

Note that the model also includes measures that capture the electoral cycle
(ô,Cycle,). \üork on presidential approval has sometimes included variables
àrptu.irl a .,presidential honeymoon" (e.g., Clarke and Stewart 1996;Brody
,99-; KË..h'ry82);work on orher countries has identified cyclical trends in
gor.rn-..t, popularity as well (e.g., Johnsto n 1999)'§ÿhere the current case is
fo.r."r.,.d, ii r"ay be an individual's time in the presidency that matters to the
gradual decay in approval; alternatively it may be the length of a political party's
\W. Bush has lower
,".n,r.. in the'presidency. (That is, it may be that George H.
approval ,o ,iu., because he is following Ronald Reagan, another Republican,

with the same new-president advantage as Reagan
or the other here - instead, the model includes
one
choose
not
need
did.) One
of months that a president hâs been ir-t
number
the
capturing
count variables
party has held the prcsidcncy' lr:rch
his
that
oimonths
number
the
office and
In l'»oth crtscs, vrrrirtlllcs rrrc ilrcltrclctl
nronthly.
upward
counts
zero
and
starts at

ori, -ry

be that Bush starts

with standard errors in parentheses.

in their linear and quadratic forms to allow for the possibility of a nonlinear

Economic Evaluations
Presidential APProval

Cells contain OLS regression coef6cients,
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analyses inTable 4.7.

Results here are based on a replication of the model of U.S. presirlt,n
tial approval, although in this case the focus is the UK government. Vilri
irbles capturing the impact of the electoral cycle are the same, althouglr irr
tl-ris case it appears to be the length of each Government that matters rathcr'
tlran the length of the party's control of the Government. (Full rcsults irrt,
irrcltrded in Appendix Table B.4.4). In Table 4.7, we see the impact of circlr
of thc four cliffcrcnt types of economic sentiment on Governmcnt appr«lvrrl.
lirlr fltrcc of thc forrl cvalnatior.rs, uegativc shifts in scntir.ncnt sccnr to nriltt(,r'
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not a driver of government approval, then, but a partial reflection of it.

One consequence here appears to be the disappearance of a negativity bias. The
situation is different for other economic evaluations, however. Egotropic evaluations, and perhaps prospective sociotropic evaluations as well, point toward
the same kind of negativity bias in government approval as we have already
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for evaluations themselves.
Note that the asymmetries revealed in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 serve to com-

seen

pound the consequences of a negativity bias in economic perceptions. Negative
changes in the economy have a greater impact on evaluations of the economy
than do positive changes, so economic evaluations are themselves already more
responsive to negative change. Negative changes in those evaluations (excluding
retrospecitve sociotropic evaluations, that is) then appear to be more systematically connected to changes in presidential/government approval.
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Asymmetric Reactions to Change, across Levels
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4.3. Economic Sentiment and Government Approval, United Kingdom

more to government approval. The case is clearest for prospective egotropic
evaluations, where negative shifts are significantly different from positive
ones; the other two cases point in the expected direction, but results are less
robust.
As in the United States, retrospective sociotropic evaluations are an outlier
in the United Kingdom; indeed, there appears to be a positivity rather than
a negativity bias in this case. The difference may well be a product of the
well-recognized endogeneity in retrospective economic evaluations (see, e.g.,
Duch et al. zooo; §(ilezien et al. 1997; Evans and Andersen zoo6). Respondents who favor the current government are more likely to view recent economic trends through rose-colored glasses. Economic evaluations are in this
'IABLE

4.7. Economic Sentiment and Gouernment Approual, United Kingdom
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Preceding analyses have revealed asymmetric reactions to short-term negative
versus positive change in both economic indicators and economic sentiment.
One of the underlying assumptions of those models has been that the magnitude of the asymmetry is constant across varying levels of the independent
variables. Put more specifically, estimates of asymmetric reactions to changes
in unemployment, for instance, have assumed that reactions to negative or positive changes in the unemployment rate are the same regardless of the current
level of unemployment.

This assumption seems questionable. Consider the following two possibilities. In the first, the unemployment rate shifts upward from 4.o percent to
4.3 percent; in the second, the unemployment rate shifts upward from rz.o percent to rz.3 percent. The increase in both cases is .3 percent. Preceding analyses
suggest that the .3 percent increase has a greater impact on attitudes than would
a .3 percent decrease, to be sure. But does a .3 percent increase (or decrease)
have the same impact regardless of where unemployment currently stands? Are

public attitudes differently affected by an upward shift from 4.o percent to
4.3 percent, as opposed to rz.o percent to tz.3 percent?
It seems likely that reactions to short-term changes in economic indicators
'§ÿhen
unemployment
are conditional on the current levels of those indicators.
is high, increases may affect attitudes less

- unemployment

is already high, after

all, and people are already concerned. §ÿhen unemployment is comparatively
low, in contrast, short-term increases may matter a great deal. It is possible
to examine this possibility empirically, through an adiustment of the ECMs
estimated earlier. To do so, I return to models of economic sentiment, with the
following adiustment:
AScntirrent,

:

cx.o

+

B,ÀEconomy, * pr(Sentiment,. ,
*
9+ÀEconomy, Economy,-, f Ê1,

*

-l

B,Fic<>nonry, ,)

Q.t)

I
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where B, captures the possibility that the impact of the current month's changes
in economic indicators are mediated by the last month's levels in those indica-

tors.

I

repeat this model

for each of the four economic sentiment variables

(egotropic/sociotropic, retrospective/prospective). The U.S. and EU data are for
these estimations combined - that is, the sentiment variable is drawn from the
Michigan Consumer Surveys for the United States and the Joint Harmonized
EU Programme of Business and Consumer Surveys for all other countries. §(hile
the two measures have quite different levels, the over-time variance in each is
very similar (and the difference in levels is accounted for in the fixed-effects
GLS estimation).1 4t 4 the economy is captured here not through the misery index, but by returning to unemployment and inflation separately. This is
because whereas unemployment provides an ideal test of this hypothesis, inflation does not. For the former, the story is relatively clear: the impact of positive
and negative changes in unemployment should vary systematically alongside
unemployment rates; when unemployment is low, negative shifts should matter a great deal; when unemployment is high, negative shifts may matter less.
lWhereas the unemployment rate captures the level of unemployment at a given
time, however, inflation is by definition expressed as a percentage point change.
\ÿith inflation, we are never really talking about levels, but rather always about
degrees of change (alongside increases or decreases in those degrees of change).
The tests that follow accordingly focus on unemployment, although they do so
while controlling for both lagged levels of inflation and current changes - positive and negative separately, allowing for the asymmetric effects of inflation
demonstrated earlier.
'§ÿhere
unemployment is concerned, the potentially moderating effect of
levels of unemployment is tested using four different specifications:

r.
z.

3.

A first model simply interacts the standard interval-level unemployment
measure with current changes in unemployment.
A second model then tests for the possibility that it is not the absolute
unemployment rate that matters so much as whether that rate is higher
or lower than is typical in a given country; ro percent unemployment
may mâtter less (that is, moderate the negativity impact less) in Greece
than in Sweden, for instance. In this case, the unemployment rate for
each country is both mean-centered and divided by its standard error.
A third model then allows for (one type of) a nonlinear moderating
impact of unemployment levels. In this case, the unemployment rate
is transformed into three categories: (-r) the lowest quartile for unemployment levels in a given country, (o) the interquartile range in unemployment levels for that country, and (+r) the highest quartile for unemployment in that country. This model thus allows for the possibility

5 For thc U.S. rreasure, thc variancc is 33; for thc I'l[.] nrcrrsurc, it is jtt.

4.

that there are significant differences in the negariviry bias whcrr lt,vr,lr
of unemploymenr are especially low or especiàlly high, relativc r() rh(.
average levels of unemployment in each country. Noie that this m.clcl
includes the threefold specification of unemployment as a linear variable; in so doing, it constrains the differenc. b.t."., the low-quartile
and interquartile range to be the same as the difference between the
interquartile and high-quartile. That is, there is an assumed linear effect
of moving from low-quartile, to interquartile, to high-tercile categories.
A fourth model relaxes this linear assumption by interacting positive and
negative changes with two binary variables each, one foi low-quartile
levels of unemployment and the other for high-quartile levels oiun"--

ployment.

Results for all models are,included in Appendix Table 8.a.5. Ail results point in
the same direction, namely to a shifting importance of positive andlor negative
changes across varying levels of unemployment. This is the case across ali four
measures of economic sentiment as well. In each case, when the economy is
doing badly, negative changes in unemploymenr appear to matter less and
positive changes in unemployment appear to matter more.
Results for the models using standardized levels of unemployment (Model
z) are stronger than models using absolute levels (Model rl, insofar as they
produce somewhat more robust estimates of the direct and interacted effects of
concurrent changes in unemployment. In both Models r and z, however, the
interactions tend to be insignificant. (This is partly a consequence of collinear-

ity, of course.) The models relying on a threefold specification of unemployment levels produce much more signiÊcant effects. Allowing for nonlinearity in
Model 4 makes no real difference to resulrs - indeed, mosùoefficients suggesr

that the moderating effect of moving from low-quarrile, to interquartil-el to
high-quartile unemployment levels is linear.6
Table 4.8 accordingly focuses just on the results from Model
_
3. The table
shows four coefficienrs from each model. The first column of coeffiiienrs shows
the estimated the direct effects of positive and negative changes in unemployment. Because the three-category unemployrnent variables ,rèd in interactions
is coded -r, o, *r, the coefficients for direct effects capture the impact of
changes in unemployment when levels are in the interquartile range. As we
have seen earlier, the impact of negative changes is highàr than the impact of
positive changes, although here there is once exceptioniprospecive sociàtropic
expectations show slightly stronger effects for positive changes than for negative ones. The difference between the coefficienrs is not statistically significÀt,
i'(loltsitlerrestrltsforbothsociotropicevaluations,forinstance,wherccoefficientsforlow-qurrtile
Itrrtl higlr-tltr;trtilc itttcracti«»ts arc ncarly rnirror inrages of eacl.r otl.rcr. Rcsults for cgàtr.,1ri.
Illr.lsllr('s rtrt tt,isit'r, ittlrrrittctlly, l;ttt tltc imprrct of ccononric corrrlitiorrs orr thcsc r)rcrrsrrr(.s

r'orrsislt.rrlly lt.ss lolrrrrl irr rrrry c;lst'.
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rRnI-r 4.8. Asymmetric Responsiueness across Varying Leuels of Unemployment,
United States and EU

Dependent Variable
Retrospective Egotropic
Prospective Egotropic

Independent
Variables

A Unr (Pos)
A Un1 (Neg)

A Un,
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.o5. Cells contain GLS regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. Full
models are listed in Appendix Table 8.4.5 (where these results are drawn from Model 3)'
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however, and the interactions suggest that at low levels of unemployment, the
negativity bias is readily apparent in this measure as well.
To understand how the negativity bias shifts across levels of unemployment,
we need to take into account the coefficients in the final column of Table 4.8.
For the egotropic measures of economic sentiment, only the coefficients for
negative changes are significant. Each is positive, suggesting that the (negative)
impact of negative changes in unemployment is reduced as unemployment
levels worsen. Consider the results for retrospective egotropic assessments,
for instance: when unemployment is low, the impact of negative changes in
unemploymeît is _ 3.75;- - r.434: -5.r86; when unemployment is high,
the impact is lust -3.752 + r.434 - -2.118. §7hen the economic climate is
negative, negative changes matter less.
Similar shifts are evident across all measures in Table 4.8, and for both
sociotropic measures there are statistically significant shifts in the impact

of positive changes as well. (Note that the interactions for positive changes
are correctly signed in the egotropic models, just not statistically significant.)
Figure 4.4 makes clearer the differential impact of negative versus positive
changes in unemployment, across low to high unemployment levels. The figure is based on results for retrospective sociotropic economic sentiment - the
measure that is most affected by unemployment rates. The figure shows the
estimated impact of a one-unit shift in unemployment rates, positive or negative, across lagged levels of unemployment. The dark bars show the overall
trend in the estimated effects for positive and negative changes; the estimated
standard error is shown with capped bars at each of the low-quartile, interquartile, and high-quartile unemployment levels. Although models produce negative coefficients for unemployment change (whcrc incrcases in urtctlploytrtcnt
lcrrl f«r dccrcascs ir.r cc<lnorrric scntinrcrlt), f<lr thc sitl<c «lf this figtrrc tlrc sign

Negative Changes
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FIGURE 4.4. Asymmetric Responsiveness across Varying Levels
United States and EU

of the coefficients is
y-axis.

reversed

-

of

Unemployment,

this way, larger impacts are higher on the

Results point to the possibiliry that the negativity bias readily evident in
many of the preceding results is an average of what actually are different
degrees of asymmetry, across varying levels of positive or negative information
environments (in this case, lower or higher levels of unemployment). \X/hen
unemployment is low, the gap between the impact of negative versus positive

information is at its highest. It is at this point that negative changes have quite
a marked impact on attitudes, whereas positive changes have no impact ai all.
As unemploymenr increases, however, the gap between the impact of negative and positive changes narrows. At high levels of unemployment, monthly
increases in unemployment matter less than they do at low levels of unemploy-

ment. Indeed, when unemployment is high, negative changes matter very iittle.
Positive changes in unemployment matter much more, however.
It is interesting that the gap between positive and negative changes when
unemployment levels are high is not as great as the gap between them when
unemployment levels are low.7 The positivity bias during bad periods does
not arppear to be as grear as the negativity bias during good periods, at leasr
" Nrttc tltrtt tlris is rtot il (r)tts('([t('ncc 0f tlre rtssulrr;ltion of ir lincar intcrrrctive cffcct, thit is,0f
rt'li:rrt.,rr r.srrlrs rrr l\l,rh l 1 r'.rtlr.r rlr;rrr Mrtlcl 4. St.c Appcrrtlix lrrblc Â.,1.5.
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in the data investigated here. I do not want to put too much emphasis on
these point estimates; there may be improvements to be made in the way the
moderating effect of unemployment is specified, and in the inclusion of other
measures of economic change (varying across levels of economic success). For
the time being, however, models in Table 4.8 point to a fact that is critical
to understanding negativity in modern politics (and indeed elsewhere as well).
The narrower, more cautious interpretation is as follows: changes in economic
indicators matter differently across levels of those indicators; that is, changes in
unemployment are reacted to based in part on current levels. The end result here
is that the gap in the impact of negative versus positive change in unemployment
is greatest when unemployment is comparatively low. But there is a broader,
more ambitious interpretation as well: a significant negativity bias is in all
likelihood at least partly dependent on an information environment that is zo,

predominantly negative.
Endlessly Negative?

Chapter 3 demonstrated a negativity bias in the way individuals connect traits
to overall assessments of candidates. Results illustrated the tendency for negative information to weigh more heavily than positive information does in our
assessments of political candidates. The current chapter has shown essentially
the same dynamic, on a different topic, and using a very different body of data.
In short, the chapter has shown that aggregate-level public opinion data on the
state of the economy is affected more by short-term negative changes in the
economy than by similar positive changes. This is not just true in the United
States - it is true across sixteen of seventeen European countries (both western
and eastern). These cross-national results lend support to the idea that a negativity bias is not (just) cultural - it may be (partly) biological. From the United
States to Finland, Poland, and Spain, there is evidence that negative information
has a greater impact on public opinion than does positive information.
Results presented earlier also suggest that these asymmetries may be magnified as they move from the economy to politics. An asymmetry is apparent not
just in the connection between economic indicators and economic sentiment,
but between economic sentiment and government approval. In both the United
States and the United Kingdom, we have seen both that economic sentiment
is affected more by downward than by upward change in the economy, and

we have seen that government approval is more affected by downward than
by upward change in economic sentiment. These compounding asymmetries
mean thât negative changes in the economy may have quite profound political
consequences, even as equivalent positive changes matter very little. And compounding asymmetries are likely not exclusive to the economic domain. For
instance, given the mass media's focus on negative information (see the following chapter), our tendency to react more strongly to negative inf«lruration in
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the real world is enhanced by the propensity for media to provide
informari«rrr
that is already biased roward the negâtive.
That said,_the magnitude of the negativity bias changes over rime.
§7hen thc
economy is doing comparatively well, the impact of nàgative
change seems to
be particularly strong. \When the economy ls doirg polrly, t
o*.u.., the gap
in the impact of negative versus positive change .rarro*r. In this more
negative
environment, we react somewhat less to negative change and somewhat
more to
positive change. Existing levels mediate thà impact oflhanges
in rhe economy.
Note that these findings fit well with "frequàncy-weight,;theories
of impression formarion (skowronski and carlston r9g9), as well as rheories
of loss
aversion in economics. In both cases, expectations play a critical
role in conditioning the relative impact of positive anà negative infàrmation. In shorr,
these
theories suggest that we give greater weight to information further
from our
expectations, and it is the tendency to expect mildly positive information
that
produces stronger reactions to negative lnformation-. Results
in this chapter
have shown that existing levels oflnformation clearly condition
responses to
change. They also have illusrrated the potential for the n.g"tiuity
bi* to disappear entirely under certain conditions, namely when the bàlun..
of information
is already predominantly negative. A negativity bias may be
dependent on an
information environment, which is, on balance, slightly positivel
These results are absolutely critical. 's7e are not i., ,., Ëndless
negative spiral
in part because a negative bias depends on a mildly positive inforriation
environment, and when the information environment tecomes more
negative, the
negativity bias decreases (or even disappears). This idea is discussed
further in
the concluding chapter. For now, the analysis turns to media
content, both for
further evidence of the negativity bias and for aclditional information
on the
mildly positive balance of information that produces it.

Media Content

/\

few police jurisdictions to keep (and make available) all crimc rcports ()v('r'
an extended period (r99r to the present). Access to crime reports trortt llrc
Bloomington PD, and a database of all crime stories in the Bloomingt«rn /'rlrtagraph, allows for a relatively rare, direct comparison of actual critnc itrttl
crime reporting. The chapter then turns to a somewhat broader approach.
Taking advantage of automated coding techniques, the chapter explores thc
relationship between economic news and macroeconomic indicators, drawing

5

Media Content

on 74,ooo content-analyzed economic news stories in the United States, United

Kingdom, and Canada. Both economic and crime news exhibit the same basic
dynamic: a much greater reaction to negative shifts than to positive shifts.
Media content, in short, reacts to information in roughly the same way as do
humans.

Negativity in Media Content

The real news is bad news.

- Marshall McLuhan

should thus exhibit
Mass media content is wriften by people and for people, and
and
4' Just as people
same kinds of biases as huul t"t" seen in Chapters 3

the

information, so
show asymmetric responsiveness to negative versus positive
too
-- should mass media.
relatively
rurrt ing the case for asymmetries in media content is, admittedly,
media
Mass
all'
at
easy. IndJed, it is not clear that a case needs to be made
negative.
the
on
rr"r" widespread and well-earned reputation for focusing
"
àriew that follows makei clear iust how widespread this view
À li,.rrrur.
toward the
is. There is near-universal agreement that media content leans
negative.
sense, empirically
There is however relatively little work that provides a good
what exacrly is
are.
,p.rking, of just how biaseà toward the negative media
information
negative
tire diffi'rence berween the distribution of positive versus
in the
information
in media and the distribution of positive versus negative
media
That
chapter.
this
real world? That is the central question addressed in
bias is relâtively clear; exploring and documenting the

.rîiUli a negativity

extent of that bias is the aim here.
of the
The fact that we do not already have a good sense for the magnitude
inadenamely,
negativity bias is most likely a product of-a few impediments,
media content' Adequate measures
lrii. -."r"res of both the real-world andnevertheless
presents some efforts to
t.nd to be hard to come by. This chapter
world and in media
real
."|,,-,. Ùoth the distribuiion of infoimation in the
an analysis of the
with
.or,"n,. The analytical portion of the chapter begins
casc sttrcly:
uniquc
a
using
relationship between n.ï, ,.,d trends in irime,
«rttc «lf thc
Illirtois,
crimc ncws colrtetlt irncl rrctttal crimc ratcs ilr Bl6«rlrirlgt«rll,

Clearly, mass media news content is largely negative. There are many accounts
and discussions of this fact; one of the best known is Patterson's Out of Order.
The book focuses on the mass media's increasing power in the U.S. political
process, but in describing that role it provides a particularly cogent account
of the tendency for mass media to be both sensationalist and negative in their
orientation toward politics. Patterson portrays the biases in media reports not
just as a consequence of heightened attention to negative information, but
rather as a product of an increasingly hostile relationship between journalists
and politicians. Post-\ÿatergate journalism, Patterson suggests, is imbued with

the sense that most politicians lie most of the time - even though there are
good reasons to believe that this is not the case. Journalists' attitudes, and the
resulting biases in story selection and framing, obstruct rather than enhance
the relationship between politicians and publics. The public is accordingly less
informed, and less interested, than they might otherwise be. Problems with
political engagement in the United States are partly due to the fact that "[t]he
press sends the wrong message" (r4).
Farnsworth and Lichter's accumulated work on U.S. election campaigns
(e.g., zooT) points toward similar issues. The authors find a "general pattern of
negativism," and indeed increasing levels of negativity, in the tone of electionperiod U.S. television news content from 1988 to 2oo4. Importantly, those
arenas over which candidates have more control such as interviews, speeches,
and ads are more positive than are regular news stories. This suggests that the
negativity bias is not a supply-side issue - it is not that candidates and parties
release only negative information - but rather a demand-side issue: journalists
seek out and publish critical/negative accounts. Like Patterson, Farnsworth
and Lichter point toward public cynicism and disengagement as likely byproducts of negativity in media content. The following captures the t<>ne of thc
book cluitc niccly: ".foumalists have descencled int<> a tnodc of rcp<lrtir.rg thrrt
is rr«ltlrhlc lirr its rrcgrrtivity, f«rr its rrcar-silcrrcing «rf tlrc candirlatcs tltctrtsclvcs,
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and for its obsessive pursuit of the trivial. . . . America's elections, its central
marketplace of ideas, is being filled by mainstream media with iunk food that
slowly rots our political discourse" (r86).
Similar themes are evident in a wide range of work that focuses more
closely on journalistic norms, or the sociology of journalism. Cappella and
Hall-Jamieson's 11997) Spiral of Cynicism echoes many of the criticisms of
journalists apparent in Patterson's work. Sabato's (rggr) Feeding Frenzy simi'
larly focuses on the post-'§ÿatergate tendency in American mass media to overmagnify certain events and to provide more cynical and contentious coverage
of politics. Fallows's GSS6) Breaking tbe News is one example of a number of
books written by journalists lamenting both the increasing negativity in U.S.
news content and the resulting damage to the quality of public debate on major
political issues.
These are just a few examples of the considerable body of literature discussing negativity in news content, and empirical evidence of the trend abounds.

Consider Miller, Goldberg, and Erbring's (r979) coding of ry74 newspaper
content, for instance, suggesting that. 3r percent of articles include criticism
whereas just 6 percent include praise. Benoit et al. (zoo5) examine New York
Times'coverage of presidential campaigns from 1952 to zooo and find that
57 percent of coverage was negative whereas only 39 percent was positive and this was true in spite of the fact that most candidate messages (e.g., television spots, debates) were positive. Similar results are evident in Just et al.'s
(rgs6) analysis of r99z election coverage. There exists, in short, a wide body of
work showing the relatively high proportion of news content that is both sensationalistic (e.g., Davie and Lee r995; Harmon r989; Hofstetter and Dozier
r986; Ryu r98z) and negative (in addition to the work already cited, see, e.g.,
Diamond r978; Kerbel rggS; Lichter and Noyes r995; Niven zooo; Robinson
and Levy r985; Tidmarch r985).
Much of this work echoes accounts of negativity evident in work by Patterson or Farnsworth and Lichter. There are other potential explanations as
well, however. F'or instance, Altheide (rggl; see also Altheide and Snow r979,
r99r) offers a quite different, but largely parallel, account of the importance
of negativity and sensationalism in modern news content. He argues that mass
media increasingly rely on "problem frames" and a discourse of fear, and that
these emphases have led to a popular and political culture in the United States
in which fear is pervasive. Drawing in part on work by Marshall Mcluhan,
Altheide argues that news media tend to rely on a limited number of "formats," which makes easier the production (and assimilation) of news; and that
the formats used are defined in part by the nature of the communications
medium through which information is transmitted. '§7here U.S. news content is concerned, commercial imperatives encourage television journalists to
present news in a more entertainment-oriented format, and one way in which to
achieve this is to focus on the "problem frame," and particularly «rn fear, which
makes news content seem both morc contentior.ls and rlorc intcrcsting. (()n tlrc
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melding of news and entertainment, see also work by Neil Postman.) §flhile
many of the preceding authors view negativity in news content largely as a
product of decisions made by journalists, Altheide emphasizes the importance
of communications mediums (and commercialism).
Both perspectives are captured in Hallin's bggz) work on "sound bite
news," in which he finds that the average length of a sound bite on network
news declined, from r968 through r988, from forty-three to nine seconds. The
shift is striking and serves for Hallin as an opportunity to examine changes
in news formats over the t'ü/enty-year period. The words of politicians (and
sources more generally) no longer dominate news stories; rather, their words
are chopped up and reshuffled to produce a narrative determined not by the
source, but by the journalist. This more journalist-determined account of daily
affairs is a product of (a) advances in technical expertise and capacity, (b) a
post-Watergate, more actively critical journalistic aesthetic, and (c) increasing
commercialism and the resulting need to generate and keep audiences. Importantly, each factor does not ,ust contribute to a reduction in the length of sound
bites - it also encourages criticism and negativity (for roughly the same reasons
as those outlined earlier). Hallin's account thus combines journalist-, mediumand economic-centered accounts of negativity in media content. It makes clear
that technical and professional factors have been contributing to an increasing
focus on negative information in news content.
Hallin's multisource account of the nature of new content is also echoed
in the vast body of work on media gatekeeping, discussed in some detail in
Chapter z. There is, in sum, a considerable body of evidence suggesting that
media tend to exhibit a negativity bias, and a correspondingly broad set of
hypotheses about why this is the case. Rather little of this work suggests the
possibility that is the focus here, however, namely the human behavioral tendency to prioritize negative over positive information. (There are t\ /o notable
exceptions, however: Shoemaker r996a and Ju zooS). But note that none of
the aforementioned hypotheses precludes the possibility that media negativity is
driven by this peculiarity in human behavior; indeed, some of those hypotheses
may depend on it.

For instance, the underlying assumption in work emphasizing the role of
competition in driving up media negativity is that media outlets attract audiences more easily with negative content. The same is true for work emphasizing
the impact of media formats and entertainment. IWhen there is a pressure to
present news in a more entertaining, easily accessible, and more widely attractive way, media are well served by leaning more strongly toward negative
themes.'§7ork by Altheide and colleagues in particular thus seems to be heavily
dependent on the notion that people, for one reason or another, are more easily
interested in negative information.
Critiques of the post-\ü/atergate state of American journalism by Patters«rn,
Iiarnsworth ancl Lichter, and others are not very different in this regard. 'l'lris
w<lrl< rrot only strggcsts that ncgativity secn.rs to proclucc an audicncc; it 1'roirrts
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to a paradigmatic change in the nature of political iournalism as a consequence
'§7ar
§fut.tgrte - that is, as a consequence of one or two
of the Vietnam
".rd
negative events. Patterson's work is particularly valuable in making this argumàt. The thrust of his work is that, even as politicians are regularly honest and
typically seek to fulfill campaign promises, iournalists remain focused on cynicâl interpretations and negative information. Journalistic practices, Patterson
(and many others) argues, seem to have shifted permanently following sevàr"l scr.rdrls in the r9|os. In essence, the entire practice of iournalism reacted
asymmetrically to negative information. A few scandals have led to a deeply
suspicious ,rrâ p.ssiÀistic approach to political reporting, and no amount of
positive information seems able to undo the damage'
The notion that institutions may reacr to information asymmetrically, iust
Iike the humans that create and populate those institutions, is taken up in later
chapters. For now, what is moit critical is that while there is a considerable
body of work suggesting a negativity bias, we do not have an especially clear
sen; for irst ho*larg.ihrt nàgativity bias is. Exploring the magnitude of the
negativity bias in -edia co.ttent is the focus of the remainder of this chapter'
Crime Reporting in Bloomington, [L
bleeds, it leads" is both a well-known and accurate description
of television news content, particularly where crime news is concerned' Much

The phrase

"if it

of the work discussed in the preceding section focuses mainly on news in the

context of election campaigns. But the same tendencies are clearly evident
in non-campaign periodi ai well, across a wide range of politically relevant
issues.

Here I explore directly the relationship between crime rates and crime reporting. The existing body of work on the subiect aheady suggests both (a) a weak
link between crime rates and the frequency of crime stories, and (b) a tendency
to give more coverage to crimes that are more violent. Garofalo's (r98r) lit.ruI.rr. review provides a nice summary of work up to the late r97os; Sacco's
the existing findings are
Ggg ) review provides a more recent account. Most of
reporting in Chicago
and
rates
itturtr"t"a by iiraber's (r98o) study of crime
findings is the fact
of
Graber's
interesting
in rg76, ho*err.r. Among the most

thaiwhile murders accornt.d for .z percent of all crimes in the r976 police
index, they received z6.z percent of crime mentions in the cbicago Tribune;
and while nonviolent crimes made up 47 percent of police statistics, they were

just 4 percent of mentions in the Tribune. sheley and Ashtins (r98r) Ênd a
ri-ilriditluncture in the proportions of violent and nonviolent crime, looking
at New Orleans media at about the same time.
The disjuncture between crime rates and crime reporting is evident not iust
in the cross-sectional gaps between coverage of violent and nonviolent crimes,
but in longitudinal trà.ràr in crime, media, and opinion. [-owry_ct al. (zoo3)
find that Àmerican public concern about crime is linked with thc v«rlttme of
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media coverage, and not necessarily the actual crime rate. Barlow et al. (r995)
suggest that coverage of crime in the United States increases during periods
of high unemployment, even when the crime rate does not; their analysis fits
well with Fishman's (rSZ8) argument that the reporting of crime waves may

be more about politics and ideology than about actual crime rates. '§flhere
the current analyses are concerned, the important finding in this longitudinal
work is simply that there are marked gaps between crime rates and crime
reports.

§ÿhat accounts for these gaps? The most common difference between realworld crime and media crime reports is the latter's emphasis on the more
negative crimes. Crimes tend not to be positive, of course, but they do vary
in their degree of negativity or sensationalism, and existing work suggests a
selection mechanism for crime that is roughly similar to what we have discussed where politics is concerned - namely, that more negative material gets
more coverage. This means not iust that violent crime gets more coverage than

nonviolent crime; the more uiolent the crime, and/or the more victims, the

aî zooT;Johnstone et al. r 994;
Chermak ry94.)
These 6ndings are clearly relevant to the current study, in that they both
(a) demonstrate a negativity bias in story selection and (b) do so in a domain
in which, unlike political news, cynical journalists are less likely to be the

more covcrage. (See, e.g., Chermak and Chapm

driving factor. The latter is particularly important to the argument that a
negativity bias in media is linked to negativity biases in human behavior more
generally, and we will return to it in more detail at the end of the chapter. In the
meantime, this section focuses on a new and more comprehensive explication
of the relationship between reality and media content on crime.
The focus is on Bloomington, Illinois, a city that is remarkable here because
of the availability of both crime rates and newspaper content over an extended
period. The following analyses of crime reporting in Bloomington are based on
a combination of two databases. The first is kept by the Bloomington Police
Department (BPD). The BPD was relatively early in its shift to an electronic
database. The database I was provided includes all reported incidents from
January r) zooz to April 3c, zoro - ro4,33z incidents over that 3ro4z-day
period, and all incidents in the dataset are labeled by offense codes and the
accompanying offense descriptions. The second database includes all stories
dealing with crime in the local newspaper, the Bloomington Pantagrapb. Stories
were downloaded from the Nexis full-text index, from January 2oo5 (the first
year for which complete data from the Pantagraph is available) to April zoro.
Stories were selected based on Nexis-assigned topic codes - any story with
a crime-related topic code as a "major" theme was included.' The resulting
clatabase includes 2,o77 crime stories.

'

Irrlorrtt;tliort ott I t'xis Ncxis topic corlcs is avrrilrrblc rrt lcxistrcxis.cottt.
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5.r. Media Couerage of Crime, Bloomington Pantagraph, 2oo j-2oo9
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l,rcuRE 5.r. Crime Rates and Meclia Coverage of Crimc, Bloon-rington Pantagraph,
zoo S-Loo.)

Both incidents

ar-rd stories were categorized

into subtopics. F'or newspaper

stories, subtopics were assigned using a combilation of existing Nexis topic
codes and full-tert searches for specific keywords (e.g., murder). All full-text
rnultisearches were conducted using Lexicoder, relatively simple Java-based,
(www'
of
text
alalysis
content
automated
platform software designed for the
iexicoder.com). IncicleÀts from the BPD database were assigned based on the
eristin g offensc descriptions.

A.,jyr.s that follow rely on iust two broad categories of offenses: (r) vio(excluding
lent c.ime, including -r.dei, assault, arson, weapons-related, sexual
includ-

prostitution), kidna*pping, and bomb rhreats; and (z) nonviolent crime,
ing all ..*"i.i.rg ofi*r.i, such as robbery, civil, fraud, trespassing, substance,
pàp.rry, rnd sà on. Figure 5.r sets out the basic data - the total number of
àffàr., and the totnl À*bèr of srories, monthly, from zoo5 to zoro.' The
figure shows that the crime rate i1 Bloomington was relatively steady over the
fiie-y.a. period, hovering at about r,ooo incidents per month. Crime reportirg alro rernai'red relativély steady, at roughly thirty stories per month. Therc
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are fluctuations in the series, certainly. But note that the relationship between
increases or decreases in one series and increases or dccreases in the other
is relatively weak. Indeed, the correlation between the two series using these
monthly data is .or. Clearly, increases in media coverage of crime are not
necessarily related to a concurrently increasing crime rate.
Of course, the existing literature does not suggest that crime rates are accLrrately reflected in the volume of coverage that media give to crime. Rather, it
suggests that media content is systematically biased toward reporting ccrtain

types of crime, namely violent crime. The general balance of violcnt versus
r-ronvioler-rt crime, both in Bloomington and in the Pantagraph, is shown in
Table 5. r. The table shows the average nurnber of both crimc stories and crime
incidents, monthly, for each year from 2oo5 to zoo9. (Note that zoro data
rvere available only until April, so that year is excluded from this table.) Again,
we see a relatively steady attentiveness to crime in the Pantagrapb; the steady
crime rate is also apparent. So too is the steady gap between the proportion
of stories focusing on violent crime and thc proportion of incidents actually
involving violent crime. Indeed, the PantagrapD's balancc of violent to non-

violent coverage gives roughly twice as much weight to violent crime as we
might expect given the actual distribution of incidents (about 3 2 percent versus
r5 percent). The complexion of crime, gleaned from the pages of the Bloomington Pantagrapb, is rather different from reality. Basically, it is much more
violent.
The gap between crime in the Bloomington Pantagraph and crime in reality
is particr-rlarly clear in Figure 5.2. The figure shows two distributions. The top
parrel shows the proportion of incident reports, from January zoo4 to April
zo r o, falling into the violer.rt and nonviolent categories. Roughly r 6 perccnt of
thosc incider.rts were related to violent crimes, while the remaining 84 pcrccnt
r,vcrc norrvi«llcnt. The bottor.r-r panel shows the proportion of ncws storit's orr
violt'rrl arrcl rronvi«rlcnt crinrcs.'fl-ris bott«rn'r pancl is, csscntiirlly, tlrt'Pictrrlt'
«rl r'r'inrt' llttl l'rtttlrt.qritTrlr tt'lttlct's worrltl lrrrvc (ltssruttirrg tlrcy rt'rr.l ,rll slot it's
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rABLE 5.2. Media Couerage of Crime, Bloomington Pantagraph,
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and remembered them all). In the news, crime is roughly twice as violent as in

reality.
One real advantage to Figure 5.2 is its portrayal of news content and reality
information. One approach in studies of media selection is to
look at individual pieces of information, or stories, and whether they find their
way into news content. The expectation is often that trends in the selection
(or not) of those individual stories are emblematic of a broader phenomenon a system of biases that produces a picture in media that is fundamentally
different from reality. This is the approach in, for instance, Meyrowitz's GSS4.)
fascinating study of the exclusion of Larry Agran from the Democratic Party's
as distributions of
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r99r-r992 primaries, or in Herman and Chomsky's (r988) comparison of
selectcd political deaths in Latin America versus Poland. In both cases, the
authors reveal biases in the selection of individual stories and use those biases
to make claims about the system in general.
Figure 5.2 is an effort to do the same, but drawing on a much larger body of
data than past work has done, over a much longer period of time. Figure 5.2
captures the gap between the news on and the reality of crime across a nearly

six-year period.
It is possible to explore the longitudinal relationship between crimes and
crime news as well, of course. Table 5 . z presents results from weekly time-series
rnodels intended to explore further the relationship between violent versus
r.ronviolent crimes and crime reporting. The table shows results from a simple
rrutoregressive distributed lag model, as follows,
#Crime Storiesl

:

* B, Crimer
* B1ÀUnemploymentr-, f t1,

cro
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the number of
in which the current number of crime stories is regressed on

current levels of crime incidents'
crime stories in the preceding week alongside
-included
in the model as a control'
are
Lagged changes in un.-pl;yment
will lead the newspaper
economy
worsening
a
;ll;i;ri;; ihe possibilitÿ that
crime. (Note, however,
to
less
and
news
to allocate more space to economic
crime rates, in line
with
correlated
positively
is
that the unemployme.r, ."r.
with findings by Barlow et al. ry95')
model - results
The first columns of Tabie 5.-r-r"no* results from this simple
number of incidents
thui ,ho* no significant relationship between the overall
show-a slightly revised
and crime reporting. The second toit'*t" of Table 5'z
and nonviolent incimodel in which crime incidents are divided into violent
between nonviolent
dents. Results are telling, there is no significant relationship
related to the
crime and ..i-. ."po.t"i.rg, but violen"t crimes are systematically
number of weeklY crime stories'

TheBloomingtondatathusillustratewhatmanyhavethusfarbelieved

paid.matkedly more
about media rep-o.ting of crime' In short, the Pantagraph
and while this is iust
uttentio., to viàlent Jri*. thr.r to nonviolent crime,
unique to
.r"*rp"per, there is no reason to believe that these findings are

àn.

Bloomington.
"

reliably
ùh;; i. that violent crimes find their way into newspa_persinmore
is
book'
the

earlier
than nonviolent crimes do? The answer, already noted
nonviolent crimes;
than
worse
as
viewed
often
most
that violent crimes âre
(such as, incidents of
and even when nonviolent crimes seem especially bad
more reliably find their
large-scale corporate malfeasance), we expect those to
as a critical driver
way into the news as well. The fact that we see "badness"
possibility that
of newsworthiness ls worth noting, however. So too is the

"goodness" matters for newsworthiness'
"u.rfo.,un"tely, the near-total absence of goodness-from stories about crime
the release
(saue perhap, foi rto.i., on the successful àpt.rr. of criminals,.or
with which to explore
of the falsely u..rr.J1 -ukes crime an imperlect topic
,t. i-p".*'of both negativity and positivity in media content' §7ith crime,

..ty ;; lool ,t variations in degrees of negativity. Results
But work on
J. i.a..a suggest thli -or. negative stories get more coverage..
to the importance

it ..,,

*.

are able

points
impression f<lr-m"tio., reviewedln previous chapters

ofcomparingnotjustn.g"ti,""ndlt"negativeinformation'butnegativeand

to another topic, one
positivË infoimation. To"accomplish this we need to turn
thrt g.tt".utes both bad and good news'
Economic News content in the united states, united Kingdom,
and Canada

Unemployment, inflaUnlike crime news, economic news can be good or bad.
in m()st cascs rlll
tion, and leading indices can all increase or decrease' And
btrt itls<r
nurnerically,
irrcrease in one or tÀ; other is not only readily capturcd
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pretty clearly either positive or negative. Economic news thus provides a relatively unique opportunity to examine directly the relationship between the
"real world" and media content. Put differently, it allows us to continue to
explore the difference between the distribution of information in reality and
the distribution of information in news content.
As in the preceding section) the difference between the tvvo distributions of
information is critical to the analysis here. Unlike results for crime, however, I
am now able to look at interval-level measures of both the economy and media
tone. I am thus able to get a much more nuanced picture of the gatekeeping
process and the negativity bias.

The basic thrust of the distributional approach used here is captured in
Figure 5.3.r The top panel shows a hypothetical probability density function
of some real-world phenomenon, which is distributed across a range of tone.
For the sake of simplicity - though perhaps also realistically given what we
know about many real-world phenomena - the distribution of the real-world
phenomenon across the range of x is Gaussian (with a mean of o and a standard
deviation of r).
If we were to receive all of this information directly, our experience would
look exactly like the top panel of Figure 5.3, labeled R'§7 (for "real world").
But if we receive it at least partly indirectly, through mass media, there is
necessarily some kind of filter applied to the information before we receive
it. That filter, or gatekeeping, can be depicted as a distribution as well - a
distribution of the likelihood with which a given piece of information is selected
for mediation. In the example depicted in the second panel of Figu re 5 .3,labeled
G (for "gatekeeping"), this likelihood of selection varies systematically with
dimension x.
Note that the illustration of G in Figure 5.3 owes much to Groeling and
Kernell's (rgg8) analysis of networks' decisions to both commission and report
on in-house polling on presidential approval. The authors examine whether
networks are more likely to report on in-house polls that are favorable or
unfavorable, or that show stasis versus change. Doing so allows them to plot
the probability of reporting across varying degrees and directions of change in
presidential approval. One strength of Groeling and Kernell's work - and an
advantage of the current line of analysis as well - is that it shows likelihoods of
reporting across the entire range of possibilities in x (in their case, all polling
results). Results provide a very clear picture of the outcomes that are regarded
as newsworthy, and those results do not depend on any a priori decisions about
thresholds on dimension x.
The second panel of Figure 5.3 shows the likelihood with which editors
or journalists will select and publish a given piece of information, across the
rirnge of tone. The likelihood of selection for a negative piece of information is
I Notc thrrt thc

rlescription of a distributional approach t() girtckecping in tlris scctiorr tlrrrrvs
torrsitlclrrhly ort Sorok;r (ro r z).
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about z:r; put differently, a single negative event is likely to produce about two
media stories. Conversely, the likelihood of story selection for a positive piece
of information is about r:4; put differently, only one in four positive events
produce a story. This is a purely hypothetical example, of course, but one that
fits with everything we have reviewed above.
The consequences of gatekeeping (G) are depicted in the bottom panel of
Figure 5.3, showing media content (M). This distribution is produced by multiplying the distribution in the top panel by the selection mechanism in the
second. That is,

M:

R§ÿ * G.

(s.z)

Note that media content in the bottom panel of Figure 5.3 is not dominated
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by very negative stories, because there are actually relatively few very negative
stories to begin with. But moderately negative stories are more plentiful, and
the multiplication of R'§7 and G produces an M in which moderately negative
stories clearly dominate.
This perspective on gatekeeping is not new in either process or outcome, but
it is more formalized in its theoretical explication than much past work is. This
has advantages and disadvantages where both theory and empirical analysis are
concerned. Empirically speaking, the advantage of this distributional account is
that it provides a model that can in principle be applied to real data, in a roughly
comparable way across media outlets and countries and policy domains. The
gatekeeping function (G) is of course not often directly observable, but we can
in certain circumstances measure both real-world indicators (R§7) and media
content (M).By doing so, we can (following from Equation 5.2) solve for G as

follows:

G:

M+

R§7.

(:.:)

To
Distribution oI Media Content (M)

Negative

Posilivs

Neutral

|

be clear: given sufficient measures of both the real world and media content,
we can directly measure the selection mechanism that turns the former into the
latter. We can thus directly observe the gatekeeping function.
There are several difficulties. '§7e must find an issue for which the "real
world" is readily observable and clearly varies across a dimension that is reliably measurable. There must also be a corresponding, and measurable, dimension in media content. These are by no means insignificant problems, and
there may as a consequence be a range of issues for which this distributional
perspective is theoretically interesting but empirically useless.
There are nevertheless a good number of issues (and related dimensions)
that are readily and reliably measured in both the real world and in media

content - and macroeconomic trends are one example. These are regularly
rcportcd in mcdia and readily available in the real world, alrcady in thc forn.r
of intcrvrrl-lcvcl clrrtrr scries. Thc unit of measurcnlcnt is diffcrcnt irr rr.rcclia tharr
in lrrllcrot'c'orrortrir' v:rrirrblcs, of c<lursc: wc cilnn()t nrcllsllrc rncrlirt c«rrtlr'nt irt
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rABLE 5.3. Sample Sizes, Economic Neuts Database
United States (r98o-)
New York Times
.Wasbington

rz,78o
8,4o7

Post

United Kingdom (r986-)
Times (London)
Guardian

r

Canada (r986-)
Globe and Mail
Toronto Star

17,r43
T1rlir3

TOTAL

73'963

t,z8

t

rrrzJ9

of unemployment. But we can look at the distribution of
111r.ro..à.,omic indicators ln standard units, the distribution of media tone
in standard units, the differences between these two distributions, and - most
importantly - the selection function that is required to convert one into the

percentage points

other.

That is the goal here, relying on simple summary measures of the economy,
namely leadin[ indicators series. Monthly leading indicators are. based on the
OECd Compàsite Leading Indicators (CLI, amplitude adjusted). The media
measure is bàsed on a database of economic news stories from two major
papers in each of the three countries: in the United States, the New York Times
à.rà tn. Washington posf; in the United Kingdom, the Times (London) and
ln
the Guardian; a-nd in Canada, the Globe and Mail and the Toronto Star'
available
dataare
reliable
as
early
as
start
and
each case data end in late zolr
in Nexis. For the united Stares, that means that series begin in t979; fot the
United Kingdom and Canada, r985.
Previous"work performs similar analysis using unemployment articles only
(Soroka zorz). Here I rely on a general economic indicator, and so the media
à.rrrr.. is similarly broad - I rely on all 74,ooo news stories. Sample sizes
across countries and newspapers are provided in Table 5'3'
All news stories ,.. .oà.â for topic ând tone using Lexicoder, automated
content analytic software that implements a relatively simply bag-of-words

- tÉat is, it counts the number of specific words, using a preestablished
diàio,',rry, in eacÉ article. Extracting employment articles is relatively simple the dictionary includes a battery of words dealing with employment and iobs'
The measure of tone is similarly simple, at least in principle: it relies on iust

approach

two categories of words, positive and negative'
the riiability of this a.rtomated measure relies entirely on the quality of
the dictionary oi positive and negative words. Since the r96os scholars have
been developing lexicons in which words are classified as p«rsitivc or rlcgativc. Thcre arc numcrolls machinc-readablc clicti«lntrrics avail:rlllc f«rr rcscarch
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(e.g., Mergenthaler r996, zoo8; Pennebaker et al. zoor; §Thissell r989; Bradley

and Lang 1999;Hart ry9ù. There is also a vast literature by computational
linguists interested in developing sentiment lexicons (e.g., Subasic and Huettner
zoor; Strapparava and Valitutti zoo4; Turney and Littman zooL; Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown ry97). The one used here, the Lexicoder Sentiment
Dictionary, was built on some of this existing work. In particular, it seeks to
expand the scope of coverage without compromising accuracy. The LSD is
the product of manually sorting and merging hundreds of affect-and-emotion
categories from three of the largest and most widely used lexical resources
for automated content analyses: Roget's Thesaurus (Roget rgrr), the General
Inquirer (GI, Stone et al. ry66), and the Regression and Imagery Dictionary
(RID, Martin dale r97 5, rggo). A full description, and testing, of the dictionary
is available in Young and Soroka (zotz).
For the current purposes, suffice it to say that the final dictionary includes
6,or6 words scored for positive or negative tone alongside the preprocessing
of over r,5oo words. "Tone" for each article is then the percent of positive
words minus the percent of negative words. The measure can in principle range
from -roo (where every single word in the article is negative) to +roo (where
every single word in the article is positive). Practically speaking, in these data
the measure ranges from roughly

-ro

to +ro.

I cannot completely avoid human coding, however, first because it is important to test the strength of the dictionary for the kind of economic news content
used here, but also because I need human coding to determine the neutral point.
In short, an equal number of positive and negative words may not be seen as
neutral to humans. (The neutral point will be affected by, for instance, the
structure and use of the English language, thc style in which newspaper stories
are written, and the effectiveness with which the dictionary captures positive
or negative tone.) To properly estimate the gatekeeping function, I need first to
establish the neutral point for the automated tone measure.
To do so, I compare the tone of articles as it is determined by the LSD to
codes from 3 human coders, across 6oo stories. The sample was selected so
as to produce human codes, to a certain extent at least, distributed across the
range of automated tone. The selection process was thus as follows. Based on
the automated tone measure, the entire body of data was divided into three:
one body of articles with tone one standard deviation below the mean, one
body of articles with tone one standard deviation above the mean, and the
remaining articles, all within one standard deviation of the mean. Then, for
each newspaper, r 5o stories were drawn entirely at random from each of these
three subsamples.
The use of human coders in this case was closer to what is typical in computational linguistics than to what is found in political science and communications.
-fhis
In tl-rc latter, researchers typically train coders to assign identical codes.
is clcarly irnportant when one is assigning topics, or frames, but rr.ray l'l()t l)c
cf fect ivt' wlrt'rt' torrc is c«lrrccnrccl. lior sonrc cor]lpr.ltrltional lingrrists, clil'fcrcrrccs
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rABLE 5.4. Mean Automated Tone, by Human Coding and Country
Human-Assigned Tone

Mildly
Negative Negative
Combined
Tone

N
United States
Tone

N
United Kingdom
Tone

N

N

Positive

o.217

o.5 84

o.966

r.251

zz6

77

175

44

48

-o.781
7r

o.z6z

o.747

3t

-o.78o

o.o88

-o'749

98

Canada

Tone

MildlY

Neutral Positive

-o.65
57

j

t

58

r8

r.572
I2

r.o7

o.592

r.ÿ6

20

56

9

r.269
r3

o.32r

o.425

o'6)9

t.o76

z6

6t

t7

2.3

across human coders are regarded as capturing real variation, or ambiguity,
given the natural and structural ambiguity in categories of sentiment (Subasic
ànd Huettner zoor; Andreevskaia and Bergler zoo6). Following this approach,
codes from the three human coders are arranged here into a five-point scale:
Negative, where all three coders selected negative; Mildly Negative, where two
.oJ.r, selected negative; Neutral, where two or more coders selected neutral;
Mildly Positive, where two coders selected positive; and Positive, where all
three coders selected positive.
Note that the appioach used here is similar to those in Young and Soroka
(zorz) and Soroka (zorz), although the current analysis takes two steps forward. First, there is no overlap between the stories used here and those used
earlier. This analysis thus provides a useful replication, and second test, of
earlier results. Second, this analysis includes far more economic news stories,

it is the first cross-national comparihuman coders, Table 5.4 shows
vis-â-vis
LSD
of
the
performance
son of the
for
each country.
results
separated
results
alongside
combined
rows,
showing the distribution
first
the
by
nicely
summarized
are
Results
stories combined- First,
for
all
scores
tone
mean
LSD-assigned
of stories and
move from negative
as
we
steadily
increases
tone
LSD-assigned
the
note that
are, at each step,
mean
values
(The
between
differences
positive
stories.
to
mean
score for stories
average
the
note
that
Second,
significant.)
statistically
(with
an estimatecl
but.58
zero,
is
not
coders
by
human
as
neutral
regarded
st«rrics arc
ncgativc
mildly
the
even
that
note
Third,
.rr).
of
error
standard
across three different countries. Because

scored above zero.
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Differences across countries are minor, but it is worth noting tlrrrt thc csti
mated mean for neutral ârticles appears to be highest in the Unitccl Statcs rrrrtl
lowest in Canada. This may have to do with the nature of writing across tlrt'
newspapers sampled here, although I cannot tell from these data alonc. \X/lrrrt
is most important for the current purposes is that, across all three c«xurtrics,
automated tone rises systematically across categories of human-coded tor.rc,
and that, across all three countries, neutral stories have an average estimatcd
tone that is above zero, ranging from .43 arld .74.
\X/ith this preliminary analysis in hand, I can proceed to an analysis of
the distribution of positive and negative tone in economy measures and in
media reporting on those measures. First, both the real-world (R\ÿ) and media
(M) measures have to be converted into more directly comparable units, by
dividing cach by its standard deviation (and thus converting them both into
standard units). The resulting distributions for the United States are illustrated
in the top and bottom panels of Figure 5.4. In each case, the illustrations show
smoothed (Epanechnikov) kernel density estimates, where the half-width is
relatively low - just enough to produce a smoothed plot without obfuscating
the underlying distribution.
The distribution for the CLI series is shown in the first panel. Recall that
these are monthly changes in the CLI, which have several advantages over levels:
they are, roughly speaking, normally distributed, and - most importantly - they
have a natural neutral point, zero. There is also good reason to believe that
media respond to change in, rather than levels of, economic indicators (see the
discussion in Nadeau et al. 1999: rt8).
The measured distribution of tone in media content is shown in the bottom
panel of Figurc 5.4. This panel shows not just a single distribution but a range
of distributions - note that the dark line is surrounded by a number of lighter
dotted lines showing proximate distributions, to account for margins of error
around the estimated mean value for neutral stories. Recall that the mean
for neutral stories was .58. The standard error of that mean, based on the
relatively small sample of human-coded stories, is .rr. So the distribution of
tone is shown in Figure 5.4 adjusting for a range in tone - .58 plus or minus
two standard errors.
Overall, the differences between RW and M are not as stark as we might
expect, but we should not underestimate what even small differences between
R\ÿ and M can mean for G; or, put differently, how powerful (nonuniform)
G must be to have even a small effect on the distribution of information in
media versus reality. That gatekeeping function is shown in the middle panel
of Figure 5.+. To be clear: this is the selection mechanism that likely exists
given differences between R\ü/ and M. As for M, G is shown here as a range of
1-rossibilities, based on the range of possibilities for M.
T"hc sclcction mechanism is much as we would expect given the existing
litcrirturc.'l-hc likclihood of story selection is almost always grcâtcr than orrc
on thc n('Baliv('sirlc «rf thc rirngc, artcl irln.rost always lcss than ()n('on th('
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positive side of the range. Somewhat more stylized accounts are as follows: (a)
a modestly negative piece of information is roughly twice as likely to receive
coverage as a similarly modestly positive piece of information, or (b) a single
piece of negative information produces between one and two newspaper stories,
while it takes roughly two pieces of positive information to produce iust one
story. Both accounts draw links between individual pieces of information and
individual stories, however - Iinks that are not directly observed here, only
implied. Even a more cautious account is noteworthy, however: the distribution
of information in media is more negative than is the distribution of information
in the real world.
Does the same gatekeeping mechanism apply outside the United States? The
literature on media negativity certainly focuses on the U.S. case; a resulting
impression is that media negativity may be a peculiarly American phenomenon.
Accounts of a cynical American media following the Vietnam'§(ar and'§ÿ'atergate seem to lend support to this idea. At the same time, work linking the
negativity bias to buman, not just American, traits and tendencies suggests
that we should see a bias toward negativity outside the United States as well.
Testing outside the U.S. context is thus much more than simple, cross-national
replication - it is a (partial) test of the relative merit of a number of different
hypotheses about the sources of the negativity bias, some sociocultural, some
biological.
Figure 5.5 thus reproduces analyses of the gatekeeping function for economic
news for both the United Kingdom and Canada. It is worth noting that these
countries are, culturally speaking, not particularly different from the United
States. There are differences between them, to be sure, but in the grand scheme
of world cultures, these three countries may be among the most similar. The
analysis is constrained to countries with readily available English-language
national newspapers, however, because the tone dictionary is in English only.
Even with that important caveat in mind, Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provide the
first directly comparable measures of media selection biases across countries.
And the results are telling: in both the United Kingdom and Canada, as in the
United States, there is a tendency for media to over-select negative stories and
under-select positive ones. The bias in the United Kingdom is roughly similar
to what we have seen in the United States - a roughly z:r selection ratio for
negative stories and less than r:r ratio for positive ones. In Canada, the bias
appears to be a little smallerl here, the likelihood of story selection increases
to maximum of r.5:r at the most negative end. Even so, the end result is a
distribution of information in Canadian newspapers that is more negative than
the distribution of information in the actual economy.
Clearly, these cross-national results provide weak evidence that the neg-

ativity bias in media is driven by biological rather than cultural factors thcre are jr"rst too many similarities between the cultures of the United States,
0

.'

|

.-:-.-- 1....

2

l;..,,,',,,":,. Nl,.',,. I I ( Ncwenn nars

Urritccl Kingcl«>rn, ancl Canada. But the results do raise some questions about
tlrc rclativc rut'rits ol:thc varions i'rccounts <lf nrcdia ncgativity survcyccl at tlrc
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the time, at least. Note that the preceding analysis focuses on media content
generally, and there are reasons to expect that that media content may be cautiously optimistic at certain times, for instance, following the election of a new
president/government.) Of course, for most people both real-world and media
content matters - we all typically experience the domestic economic directly,
and through media as well. The relative balance of one or the other likely governs how realistic our view of the economy is. And past work suggests that in
the case of the economy at least, much of our experience is direct - that is, not

through media.

That is the crux of the distinction in the agenda-setting literature on obtrusive
versus unobtrusive issues, at least, made famous by Zucker (rSZBl but discussed
Gatekeeping Function (G)
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elsewhere too (e.g., Behr and Iyengar r985; Soroka zooz). Related to work on
"media dependency theory" (Ball-Rokeach and DeFle:ur r976), this literature
argues that the potential for the media to affect issue salience for the public
increases for issues about which the public has little direct experience and
decreases for issues the public tends to experience directly. The economy is for
many of us one of the latter issues - an issue in which media accounts play a
comparatively small role. This is good news because it suggests that our views
of the economy are not profoundly biased (at least not because of media, that
is). But there is bias, in media, and likely to a certain degree in our views of the
economy as well. (Indeed, even as the economy is a relatively obtrusive issue,
there is a considerable body of work showing that the public's views of the
economy are shaped in part by media content. See, e.g., Soroka 2006, zorz;
Nadeau et al. ry99.) The important point here is that a bias exists, and is in
fact readily apparent in a domain for which the necessary data are available.
Other, less obtrusive domains may exhibit greater degrees of media influence and those domains likely exhibit the same systematic negativity biases we have
seen in crime and economic coverage as well.

the fact that media are negative is not a new finding, estimates of the

.1

.1

scope of that negativity, across domains and countries and over extended peri-
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beginning of this chapter. I return to those theories
the book.
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is negatively biased. Put,in the same

the economy
the preceding aialysis of crime, if we were to experience

more negative view
only through news .orrt..t,, we would have a somewhat

oftheeconomythanifweweretoexperienceit<lirectly.(Thisistrtlem()St()f

ods of time, are. The similarity in results for the analysis of crime stories in
the Bloomington Pantagraph and of economic news across six newspapers in
three countries is rather striking. In each case, there is roughly twice as much
negative information in news content as there is in reality.
'§fhere
does all this negativity come from? There are various accounts, as we
have seen. In light of the evidence assembled here, some of those accour-rts seenl
likelier than others. More specifically, the argument that negativity in political
news is a consequence of a particularly vicious relationship between iourn:rlists and politicians in the post-Watergate American context seems s<lrlcwhrrt
()vcrstatcd. lrirst, wc krr«rw that this negativity cxtcncls wcll bcy<>nd thc e«rv.

clagc of politic:rl crrrrrl'rrrigrrs, ancl indcccl «lf politics nrolc llcncrrlly.'l'lrcrt'is
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The previous chapter dernonstrateci a negativity bias in mec{ia content. It also
argr-red thrrt thc ncgativity bias is rr procluct of «rr,rr tendency to be more attracted
to negativc llcws - or, pLrt more forcefr-rlly, it is a product of hun-rans being
hardwircd to rerlct lrore to negative than to positive inforrnation. This chapter
explorcs this possibiliry further through two tcsts of our reactions to news
content.
-flre
tests take two (quitc clifferent) forrr-rs. First, I analyzc clata on newsstand
magazine sirles, weekly, ovcr the past two decacles, using sales data made
availabie by Macleon's magazine in Canirdir. These data arc lnatched to humancocled covers for every issuc. Controlling for seasonal variation in masazine
salcs, as well as the subiect matter of covcr stories, the tone of cover stories/
picturcs appcars to matter to nervsstand salcs: predictably, negative covcrs sell
morc than positive ones. 'l'his is taken as a first, aggregate-level indication that
humans (or at least the r.nedia-consuming public) are indeed more interested in
negative news contcnt than in positive one.
The second test of a negativity bias in olrr reirctions to news coutent occurs
at a rluch lower lcvcl of anillysis: it is based on results from psychophysiological experilrents in which participants watch television news stories while
lvc n.rorritor heart rate, skin c«rnductancc, and subtle c[-ranges in the facial n.ruscrrlrrturc. (Thcse experiments were donc irr conjunction with, in thc first casc,
Slcplrcn VlcAclanrs in tl.re Dcpartmcnt of Music at McGill Ulrivcrsity, ancl in
-I-hicrry (iiass<ln
tlte sccotttl crtsc, l)cttclope I)rrignault ancl
in (lorlntrrrric.rtions
rti l.rtr,:rl Urrrvt'r sit1'.) I)sycltoplrysiolog,icrrl tcchnirlucs rrre rvcll linorvrr irr ;.rs1
rltolotiv l)lrl;r'( ttst'tl ittlt't'tlut'rrtlv irr politicrrl scit'ttct'. Ilrrtt srritl, r't'srrlls rrr,tlit'
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clear the fact that we respond more strongly (physiologically speaking) to negative information than to positive information. Negative stories get and keep
our attention; positive stories have a much more limited impact. These experiments thus point toward one account for the asymmetries found in preceding
chapters. They make clearer still the possibility that negativity biases in politics
and political communications are a product of biases in the ways in which
humans react to positive and negative information.
Selecting the News We Read
Results in the preceding chapter suggest that there is a systematic bias in news
content, and that the systematic bias may well be a product of media consumers'

interest in negative rather than positive information. The data in that chapter
only suggest the latter possibility, however - we have not yet actually seen

evidence of biases in consumers' news selection.
Some past work nevertheless points to this possibility. There exists a small
body of work observing individuals' selection of news stories, for instance,
either in a lab setting or through monitoring selection from a CD or the \X/eb
at home. Meffert et al.'s (zoo6) findings in this regard are based on lab experiments in which participants select from a constantly changing list of stories
about a fictitious election campaign. (The design is based on Lau and Red-

lawsk's lrgsZl "dynamic information board" technique.) In essence, the list
of stories is intended to mimic the kinds of information that readers would
be able to select from in a regular campaign, and, as in a regular campaign,
experimental participants are asked simply to select whatever interests them though in this case software then tracks participants' choices. Results suggest that participants are inclined to select negative over positive information.
(There are a number of other studies that track news consumer behavior, but
in which the focus is not on a negativity bias. See, e.g., Donsbach r99r; Iyengar
et al. zoo4; Tewksbury zoo5; Coe et al. zoo8.)
There are some difficulties with lab experiments where examining news
selection is concerned, the most notable of which is that they really cannot
easily produce a setting that is close to the way in which most consumers
get their news. That said, it is also not easy to capture news consumption at
home, at least not without having participants turn on some kind of tracker on
their computers, at which point the "natural" news-consuming environment
changes slightly as well. One way around some of these difficulties is to look
at news consumption not at the individual level, but in the aggregate. Data
exist on newspaper and magazine sales, after all, or on the number of times
people click on news displayed on newspaper \ù7eb pages. The aim here is to
use this kind of data to explore media consumers' tendencies in news selection,
focusing on our proclivity to select negative information over positive one.
Ncws magazine covers may be an ideal resource f<lr this kind <lf invcstigati«>n.
Covers tencl t«r f<>cus on just orrc mirior st«rry, and thcrc irrc g«r«rcl rcrlsons to
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Maclean's Couers, by Topic, zoor-zoog

Topic
Business

No. of Covcrs
.35

National Affairs
Crime
Education
Environment
Health

Other
International Affairs
Culture
Entertainment
Human Interest

r3
5

IO
43

7z
55

36

zo
I

Other

1

Religion

I5

Science/Technology
Sports
Survey/Year

zl
r6

University

13

II

Nore: Data include all Maclean's covers frorn January 2oor to
December zoo8.

believe that newsstand sales are affected by what is on that cover. The central
question here, then, is whether newsstand sales of news magazines are linked
to the tone of the cover story, and this possibility is tesred in the analysis
that follows, using a database of all the covers of Maclean's magazine (the
main national news magazine in Canada), matched to data on newsstand sales
(where newsstand sales do not include subscriptions).
sales will be driven by factors other than tone, of course, and so properly identifying the impact of tone requires a multivariate approach. pirst, all
Maclean's covers were rated by hurnan coders for tone using a simple threepoint scale - positive, negative, neutral. At the same time, coders aisigned a
topic category. Topics were selected inductively - coders started with set of
basic codes, but as coding continued, the topics were expanded to better capture the content of Maclean's covers. (And when the coding scheme changeà,
previously coded covers were recoded.) In the end, coders used seventeen different topics, listed in Table 6.r alongside the frequency with which those topics
appeared over the eight-year period for which data are available.
Note that national affairs articles are divided into five different subcaregories. The same is not the case for international affairs articles, as mosr clealr
with forcign affairs broadly defined. And there is, <>f course, sorre «rverLrp wlrcrc rl c«lvcr is about rcligi<ln, for instance, it rnay bc clircctccl .lt ltiltioltrtl
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affairs, or international affairs, or both. The decision rules used for topic coding were thus as follows: if a cover clearly fits within one of the listed topics,
it is assigned there, and the National Affairs: Other and International Affairs
categories are used only when ân article does not clearly fit into one of the
other categories.
Of course, we are not directly interested in the distribution of covers across
topics so much as in the distribution across tones. '§7here topics are concerned,

however, it is worth noting first that the analyscs that follow ignore covers
in two categories: University, and Survey/Year. The former are the Maclean's
version of university rankings, similar to what would be released in the United
States in the US News and World Report. The latter are mainly year-in-review
issues, released at the end of December. Issues in both cases are very popular,
but they are also a different type of publication than the typical, weekly issue.
They are accordingly ignored in the following analysis.
The distribution of tone for the remaining 339 issues is as follows: r5.9
percent positive, 38.4 percent neutral, and 45.7 percent negative. (Examples of
covers are as follows: Positiue: "Canada's Best MP," or "Eureka! A Cure for
Mental Decline," or "Heroes of the Cross"l Neutral: "The Joy of Frugality,"
or "Measuring Health Care," or "How'§7ill It End?" with a picture of Harry
Potter; Negatiue: "Is God Poison?" or "Your Grocery Bill Is About to Hurt,"
or "The Scariest Man on Earth" with a photo of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.) The
fact that only r 5.9 percent of covers are positive is perhaps a first indication of
the relative weakness of positive covers where newsstand sales are concerned.
There are relationships between tone and topic, of course - there are no crime
or international affairs covers that are positive, only negative and neutral. For
all other topics, however, there are examples of covers in each of the three tone
categories.
lÿith codes for both topic and tone in hand, I am able to model the impact
that tone has on magazine sales. Table 6.2 presents results of a simple timeseries model, as follows:

Newsstand Salesl

-

cb

f

Ê, Newsstand Salesl-,

*

PrToner

*

BrTopic,

*

e;,

(6.r)
Including lagged newsstand sales accounts for a combination of (a) variations in sales over the course of the year and (b) trends in sales that are a
consequence of particularly newsworthy periods, such as elections. Tone is
then captured in the first model using a three-category variable where -r is
negative, o is neutral, and +r is positive. The possibility of an asymmetry
in the impact of tone is tested in a second model, where there are dummy
variables for positive and negative, with neutral as the residual category. This
approach allows for the gap in sales between negative and neutral to be greater
tharr the gap in sales tletween positive and ncutral. Topic is tlrcn c«>rrtrollccl
f<ll in cach rloclcl with just two clunrnry variablcs, onc [<lr Nrtti«rrrrrl Affrrirs
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6.2. Maclean's Newsstand

Sales

DV: Newsstand Salesl, Monthly, zooo-zoog
Synrmctlic Model
Tone
Tone: Negative
Tone: Positive

-862.893" $6o.oo4)

Salesr-,

.o5 r
r496.64

Topic: Business
Topic: Domestic
Constant

-ro69.o54x'(Sqr.SoZ)
6698.893" Q65.1oo)

N

317

R-rq
adj. R-sq

" p (.oj. cells

(.olS)
(872.4821

.o47
.o15

Asymmetric Model

846.95o (559.roo)
-888.417 0zl.loz)
.o5 r
(.ols)
r496.434 (873.8r5)

-ro7r.z3z

(S+5.+S6l

67rr.r38'r

(S6S.SZ6l

337

'o47
.o3z

contain oLS regression coefficients, with standard errors in

parentheses. Based on weekly newsstand sales, zooo_zoog,
excluding Survey/year

and University issues.

covers (6ve categories combined) and the other for Business covers.
The use of
these two categories was based on a series of preliminary
,-,ring various

-ud.l,

combinations of topic variables. These were the only two categories
for which
there were sysremarically different sales revels as'iable r..
ii.,n-r, generally
lower sales for domestic covers and generally higher sales for busiress
covers.
These are only controls for our purposes rrer.,-ho*ever; including
different
combinations of topic variables makes very little difference to the càefficients,
and allowing for interactions between topics and tone does not ..ueal
anÿ
systematic differences in the impact of tone on sales from one
topic to the
next.
Y/hat then do the results in Table 6.2 suggesr? The negative coefficient
for tone in thc first (symmetric) model shows Àat âs rone Ë..o-., positive,
newsstand sales drop. on average, a cover that is positive sells
sd3 fewei
copies than a cover that is neutral and r,726 fewer copies than
a cover that is
negative. This is no small shift, given that weekly newsstand sales
during this
pgriod (excluding university and survey/year issues) average
around ,"ooo.
The asymmetric model does not reveal a nonlinear effect of toie;
the coefficient
for negative stories is roughly the same as the coefficient for poriti* stories
(though they obviously have different signs), indicating that
tire gap in sales
from neutral to negative is no greater than the gap in salJs moving fiom
.re,rt.al
to positive. Even so, the impact of tone in these models is relatively
clear: more
positive covers lead to lower newsstand sales. This impact of ton"
on sales is

illustrated in F'igure 6.r, which plots expected sales u.io* tone based
on the
symmetric model in Table 6.2.
Thesc finclings clcarly buttress the argument that negativity i, news
c()ntent
is a fttltcti«rtt, rtt lcrtst in part, of mcdia cor1ssmers' intcrests. T6ilt
c()r.lsr.lrl.lcr.
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as
interests matter does not preclude the possibility that other things matter
well, however. In particular, we should not assume that consumer interests are
.o*pl.t.ly .*og.nou, - what people want may partly be a function of what
they get. ihi, ,rgr-.nt has been part of a recent literature on what publics
of welfar! states, for instance, where research suggests that even as
"*p".",
reâistributive policies aie affected by public preferences, the publics' beliefs
about what the state should do are cônditioned by the nature/extent of the
policies
existing welfare state (i.e., Rothstein î998).In short, preferences and
true
can belndogenous - each affects the other over time. The same can be
partly
for media content. \üe may be more attracted to negative news content
is associated
because we have been socialized in systems where newsworthiness

with negativity.
it . .îdog*.ity of preferences for news content is, of course, rather difficult
to show witî theie data. That said, even as we do not want to dismiss the
possibility that socialization affects preferences for news content, there are
àlro good reasons to believe that much of what drives our preferences for
.r"*, i, exogenous to the nature of news content. After all, preceding chapters
have showri repeated instances in which humans tend to prioritize negative
information. Tire following section provides further evidence that there rnay
bc somcthing special about negative news'

Chapter r has already outlined work in psychology, physiology, and neurology
suggesting that humans may be hardwired to prioritize negative information
over positive one. The subsequent chapters have also pointed to work suggesting that a negativity bias may be at least in part biological, and a product of
evolutionary processes. The idea that we can explore the root causes of negativity biases in politics through physiological experiments does not come as
any surprise, then. Alongside evidence of aggregate-level consumcr behavior
in news magazine sales, the experiments reported here are intended to demonstrate the possibility that the kinds of asymmetries discussed earlier may well
have bases not ,ust in consumer behavior, but in physiology as well. In so
doing, the idea is to draw a clearer link between the way humans react (psychophysiologically) to information and the way journalists (and other political
actors) select or create news stories.
The expectation in the following analysis is that participants will react quite
strongly to negative information and rather little to positive information. The
"reaction" we are interested in here is an emotional one - emotional, that is, as
captured by physiological measures. The use of psychophysiological methods
is motivated in part by recent work in political science that uses these methods
to explore the possibility that there are physiological and perhaps also genetic
sources of political preferences (e.g., Oxley et al. zoo8), as well as work by
Annie Lang and colleagues exploring psychophysiological reactions to media
messages (e.g., Lang r995). The experimental design draws on existing work
in psychology, but also on recent work in communication.

Experiment #r: Neus Content
The first experiment, conducted with Stephen McAdams at McGill University,
proceeded as follows.' There were forty-two participants - twenty-five tnale
and seventeen female - ranging from eighteen to thirty-five years of age, report-

ing varying degrees of media attentiveness. Participants knew only that this was
an experiment about the news, and that we would be monitoring their physiological responses as they watched. They watched a news program on their own,
on a large computer monitor in a quiet room, wearing noise-canceling headphones. They were connected tcl a number of biosensors on one hand, on their
face, and around their torso. The experiment lâsted roughly z5 minutes, during
which participants viewed 7 news stories. Stories were separated by r minute
of grey screen; there was a countdown indicated with a large white number on
the grey screen for the last 5 seconds, so respondents were not startled by the
start of a new story. The experiment also began with a full z minutes of grey

'

Botlr thc study description:rnd results ir.r this section:rrc drawn in large part fr<>tn Soroke arrd
McAclams (N.cl.). Full details on pirrticiptrnts and on news st()ries ârc rrvailablc thcrc.
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screen, to establish a baseline for the various physiological readings and also
to allow respondents to settle in and get used to the biosensors.
Stories were drawn from two months (mid-September to mid-November,
zoog) of national evening newscasts on Global Television, one of the three
major English-language broadcasters in Canada. Stories were selected on a
variety of topics, political as well as general news, and covered a range of tone,
from very positive to very negative. The stories were viewed and coded for
tone and topic by two coders. In the end, this precoding led to the selection
of nine stories: one clearly neutral, about the Toronto Film Festival, four that
showed varying degrees of positivity, and four that showed varying degrees of
negativity.2 Topics varied from health care policy, to employment benefits, to
vaccine shortages, to murder,
All respondents saw the Toronto Film Festival story first - a neutral and relatively boring story. They were then presented with six of the eight remaining
stories. Those six were randomly drawn and randomly ordered. Not all respondents saw the same batch of stories: each viewed a somewhat different selection
of stories, ir-r a different order. §ÿhen the experiment ended, participants filled
out a short survey capturing demographics, media use preference, and past
federal vote. Physiological responses were captured using a ProComp Infiniti
encoder from Thought Technology Ltd. and purpose-built software designed
at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and Technology
(CIRMMT) at McGill University. The analysis here focuses on two physiological responses in particular: skin conductance and heart rate.
Skin conductance (SC), reflecting the level of moisture exuded by the ecrine
sweat glancls, is capturcd by passing an infinitesimally small electrical current
through a pair of electrodes on the surface of the skin - in this case, electrodes
attached to the tips of the distal phalanx (outer segment) of the index and ring
fingers, captured using Thought Technology's SC-Flex/Pro sensor. The current
is held constant, and the electrodes monitor variations in current flow. More
moisture (sweat) leads to less resistance, or, conversely, more conductance. The
resulting conductance data can be used to look at both skin conductance levels
(SCL) and skin conductance responses (SCR). The former is simply the level of
conductance, measured in microSiemens; the latter is focused on the number
of peaks in the SCL signal. In the analysis that follows, we focus on the former.
Variations in SC are useful as an indicator of physiological arousal (Simons
et al. 1999; Lang et al. ry99; Bolls et al. zoor; see review in Ravaja zoo4). Note

t

Thc tone of the news stories was confirmed in two different ways. First, seven of the forty-two
experiment participants had rvorked as coders in past content-analytic projects. They knew no
more ab<>ut thc current project than the other participants did, but they werc asked to perform
one additional task: as they viewed stories, there were asked to code eaclr for tonc, using rr scvcrrpoirlt nL'girtive-to-positive scale. 'fhesc are what we might call "cxpert" coclers. Storics wcre also
rrtted «rn thc sirnte sevcn-poiltt scerle lry fifty-two unclcrgraclu;tte strrilcnts, drrring rr lccturc in;r
fourtlt-vcirr politiclrl scicncc clltss. llcsrrlts frorn both cxpcricnccrl cotlcrs lrrtl strrtlcrrls corrlirrrrcrl
thc initirrl corlirrl.i ol'torrc; lirll rcsrrlts rrrc inclrrtlcrl irr Soroli;r ;rrrrl McÂrlrrrrrs (N.tl.).
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that arousal is not thesame thing as valence arousal refers only to the
degrcc
of activation, not the direction (positive or negative, pleasant o. ïnpl.rr"nI;
of

the reaction (Larsen and Diener r99z; Russell .qsoj. But the degree
of arousal
'have
is what is most critical in this experimenr. .ü/e
stories, .oà.d ,, positive
and negative, and are interested in which ones generate the sirongest
reactions.
The expectation is that negative stories will elÈit a stronger ..r."ri,o.r.
Heart rate was measured using a blood volume putJe
1nvrrl sensor, captured using Thought Technology's BVp-Flex/pro ,.nror. The sensor
uses phàtoplethysmography (measuring the amounr of light transmitted througË
the
finger tissue) to detect variarions in the volumelf blood in the distaî phalanx of the middle finger. Because rhe vorume of blood in vessels varies
with
heartbeats, the resulting waveform can be used to determine heart
rate. In the
following analysis, hearr rate is examined at
5-second intervals.
Heart rate is often used as a measure of attentiveness, where decreasing
heart rate indicares increasing attenriveness (Lang r99o; üulder and
Mulder
r98r). Note that existing work suggests that h.ari.até is not exclusively about
attentiveness, but can be linked to emotional arousal as well; indeed,
the literature suggests that heart rate likely reflects a combination of arousal
and
attentiveness. My interpretation of heart rate relies in particular
on work by
Lang i-991, and hinges on the assumprion that any acieleration in heart
ratl
comes from arousal will be overwhelmed by the deceleration that
comes with
attentiveness. I thus expect heart rate to be lower for negative stories,
showing
greater levels of attentiveness.
For sc analyses, data are originally sampled 256 times per second,
but downsampled for analysis by taking averages ou.r rr5-*, iniervals. The
sc signal
is smoothed slightly for analysis, using Lowess smoorhing with
a banclwidth of
.oz. sc measures tend to decrease over the experiment (a-consequence
of mea_
surement issues with the electrodes), so the scls are de-trended ior
analysis by
regressing the entire time-series on a count variable, capturing time
at rz5-ms

intervals. Thc count variable was included in both lt, ti.r"à'. and quadratic
form, allowing for the possibility of nonlinear effects; predicteà values
were
then subtracted from the original variable to produce the hnal de-trended
series.
Analyses of scls rely on these downsamplèd, smoorhed, and de-trended
sc

series; for analyses of covariance (ANCoÿAs), values are also averaged
over
5-s intervals. Analyses of heart rate rely on a similarly lowess-smoothJd trend,
based on signals downsampled to rz5-ms intervals, and averaged
ou..5-,
periods.
Differences in psychophysiologicar reactions ro negarive versus positive
news

content are examined using within-respondent ANCovAs. In eàch case,
the
physiological measure is modeled as a funcion of the following: (r)
responde,t IDs, to account for level differences in physiological sym"ptoms across
resp,ndcnts; (z) an ordinal variable r"pr"r.rti.rg order of prËsentation
of the
st«rrics, t() cirl)trrre thc possibility that respondents,reactions change
basecl <16
thc rrrrrrrlrt'r'rl sr.rit's thcy havc sccn thui far; (r)tirrc (in
5-r".,r,id i,tcrvals)

r
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literature on political advertising. And one argument for the proliferation «rf
negative ads is no different from what we have just explored where ncws
content is concerned, namely that political ads are common because viewers
are more activated by negativity than by positivity.

. Physiological Reactions to Network News
Tone of Story

Physiological Measure

Positive

Skin Conductance Levels (SCL)
Mean, per storY
Mean, at ro seconds into storY

ry.87r
ry.897

lorg)

r8'o98 (.or7)

76t21

(rzrl

75.285!rc1)

t6.tzl ll++\

This second experiment is a direct extension of the first, then, conducted with
Penelope Daignault and Thierry Giasson of Laval University.l The experiment
was conducted during the zorr Canadian federal electoral campaign (in April

(ot4\

17.924

Heart Rate
Mean, per storY
Mean, at 1o seconds into storY

Negative

(.o16)

75.o99 Çr5o)

Rate' with standard
Nore: Cells contain estimated values for SCL and Heart
Tables B'6'r
Appendix
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models
ANCOVA
;;;.;, ; parentheses, based on
each' where physiologstories
seven
g.a.z.
across
participants,
N
and
= 42
ical data are measured in 5-second intervals'

tendency for both scl
and time squared, to capture the (potentially nonlinear)
experiment; and (4) a
the
of
unJ n.orr iate to decline slightly àver the course
stories' included
neutral
and
positive
Éinrry variable .on,rnr,i.,g i.grtiu" with
effect captures
direct
The
directly and in interaction" *ith the time variables.
is greater or
that
impact
initial
an
negarive stories produce

the possibility thar

tlian positive sàries; the interaction with time allows for
(or less) long-lasting'
in" prrriUiflly thot the effect of negative stories is more
Tables 8.6.r and
Appendix
in
eïtt."rrlt, from the ANCOVA;are included
it shows the
effects:
summary
simple
B.6.2. Here, Table 6.3 presents iust some
negative
versus
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for
rate
heart
pràa1.àa ,Éin .und*à,',.. l.r.lr and
tables)'
Appendix
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results
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g;.nrt" physiological measures vary with.time,
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,hur"ï.'ln the case of SCL, the table shows the estimated mean SCL
each
into
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seconds
"r.
exactly
at
scl
the entire story, as well as the estimated
at which it
,ro.y - based'on variations in physiological measures' the point
rate, the
For
negative.
or
poiitiu"
_heart
b".o-., clear that the story i, àitt-,",

i;rJ. i; -ngnlt,rd.

because heart
iJÈ rno*, estimated mean heart rate over the entire story, andrate
heart
estimated
the
3o seconds
,"i. .hrrrg., more slowly than SCL does,

into the story.
Results in each

case

to5

confirm our expectations. Negative stories show higher

and greater attenSCL and lower hear trate, suggesting both greater activation
(see
Appendix tables)'
significant
tiveness. In each."r., r.rrl,r"I." rtJtirti.rlly
for
some (if not all)
source
physiological
a
This first experiment thus points to

and May of that year), and thus it has the advantage of using cwrrent ads
being aired during the campaign. The selection of ads was based initially on
the r45 electoral ads broadcast during both the zorr and zooti campaigns by
the four main political parties, in both French and English. For the purposes
of this preliminary analysis, all ads were coded for tone (positive, negative,
or mixed; other variables are not analyzed here) by two research assistants.
Final coding decisions were confirmed by the authors, and in the end the
experiment focused on twenty-four ads: seven from the New Democratic Party
(NDP), seven from the Conservative Party (CPC), seven from the Liberal Party
(LPC), and three from the Bloc Quebecois (BQ), with the latter seen only by
francophone participants. These ads were selected to be representative of the
three tones: ten negative ones, four mixed ones, and ten positive ones. The two
official languages were also represented, with twelve ads in English (four frorn
each of three parties, excluding the BQ) and twelve in French (three from each

of the four parties).

As in the preceding experiment, the thirty-one participants were mainly
students, recruited through ads posted around the university campus. This
experiment was similar to the preceding one in almost all other regards as
well, although in this case participants were told they were going to watch ads
rather than news - in each case, a participant would see twelve randomly drawn
and ordered ads. The analysis of results is also very similar to the preceding
experiment, with the following changes: (r ) ANCOVAs include time as a linear
trend only, not in its quadratic form, because tl-re latter was insignificant in âll
models (this was likely a product of ads being just 3o seconds rather than
several minutes long); (z) ANCOVAs include a categorical variable capturing
the partisanship of the ad;a and (3) rather than just distinguishing between
positive and negative, coding of ads (necessarily) included positive, negative,
and mixed, where the latter included ads that alternated between positive
information about one party and negative information about others.
Full results for SCI- and heart rate are included in Appendix Tables B.6.3
and B.6.4. Table 6.4 shows the basic results - again, estimating SCL and heart

of the negativity biases outlined earlier'
Experiment

iÀ'. a.rlg*,

#z

I Thc analysis in this section is drarvn in part frorn Daignrult et al. (zor;). Full

: Political Aduertising
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of the first experiment is o"f cours. adaptable to other stirl-ltrli'
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rAr,LE 6.4. Physiological Reactions to Campaign Ads
Torrc of Story
Negative

Physiological Mcasure

Positivc

Mixed

Skin Conductance Levels (SCL)
Mean, per story
Mean, at ro seconds into storY

r8.ror

(.o27)
r7.956 (.o4rl

r8.rr5
r8.o5r

(.o29)
(.o43)

t8.or9 (oz7)

(.s18)
8S.SZl ltsl)

85.9o9
84.892

(.56r)
(.84t\

85.r39 ('53r)

Heart Rate
Mean, per story
Mean, at ro seconds into storY

86.gso

N,ta: Cells contain estirnated valucs for SCL ar.rd Heart Rate, with standard errors
based on ANCOVA models in Appendix Tables 8'6'3 and 8'6'4'

t8.o97 l.o4z)

84tzz ('8o1\
it.t parcntheses'

rather
rate based on full models. (The final line shows estimated heart rate at Io
are
ads
because
ideal,
not
is
than 3o seconds, even though the short interval
For
earlier.
seen
have
we
what
with
o.,ly lo seconds long.) Results are in line
(higher SCL)
ads, as for news, negàtive information leads to greater activation
and greater attentiveness (lower heart rate)'
TËe inclusion of a mixed category in this case is telling. §ÿhere heart rate
is concernecl, mixed ads show a mean heart rate that is squarely between
positive and negative ads - iust as the ads are middling, so too is attentiveness.
'sclpr.r.n,s a slightly clifferent story, however. In this case, mixed ads are
no di?ferent f.o- negrtire ones. Negative information tends to lead to higher
or
levels of activation, and this is equally true for ads that are entirely negative
way'
go
long
a
may
negativity
just partly negative. In the end, a little
The Market for News
Preceding analyses have explored what Iyengar et al. (zoo4) called the "market"
er.planattn f.rr .r.*s content: the possibility that negativity. in news is partly a
.onr.qu.r.. of what people wanr;o view. The explanation has been addressed
in the earlier discussion in tw,, quite different ways. First, aggregate-level sales
data suggest that Maclean's newsstand sales increase when covers are negative'
This Êrid"ing (likely well known by those directly involved in news publishing)
is rather p,i*".f"i evidence that bad news sells. A second set of analyses then
looks at ihe physiological sources of the strength of negative news. Using

either netwo.È ,.*, Jori.s or election campaign ads, it appears as though
negative information leads to greater activation and attentiveness on the part
of experimental particiPants.
TË. st.ength nr ,n" physiological experiments reported here is that they
show the imiact .rf .regatir,e infoimation using actual news content and actual
campaign aàs. There is a body of work ir-r psychology .and conlrlrtt'ticirti<>n
*itl.r ,i,îi1", rcstrlts rcgarcling ncgativity. of c«lttrsc, btrt thirt w«rrk is ollc stcll
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removed from everyday politics. Even so, existing work buttresses the findings
presented in this chapter (and vice versa). And the preceding experiments have
the advantage of making very clear the influence that physiology may have on
politics. In that way, the expcriments are emblematic of the broader obiectives
of this book: to draw together work in disparate fields, and to build a more
thorough account of the causes and impacts of negativity in the political sphere.
'§ÿhether
these experiments are good evidence of the importance of evolutionary processes in political behavior is, admittedly, another matter. Recall
the evolutionary account: evolution favors animals that exhibit a combination
of mildly optimistic and loss-averse behavior; you have to be willing to try
new food sources, but if your friend is poisoned in the process, you need to be
the animal that does not try that food again. Evolution has produced animals
with attentional systems that give preference to stimuli with adaptive significance, and foremost among those stimuli are signs of danger. In short, we
are, as a cause of evolutionary processes, biased toward prioritizing negative
information over positive one.
That said, even though thcsc experiments suggest that there may be a physiological source for the negativity bias, they cannot demonstrate that this is
because of evolution. As noted earlier, there is quite likely a circular process
whereby our interests both define what news is about and are defined by it. Put
differently, the production of predominantly negative information may well be
one cause of our ongoing interest in it.
Even so, we do not quite have a chicken-and-egg problem here - media were
at some point designed by humans, and though an iterative process may have
increased our interest in negativity over time, the negativity bias quite likely
started with us. Recall that early thinking - well before the development of
modern mass media - saw error monitoring as the central function of mass
media in representative democracy. Where political reporting is concerned,
at least, mass media were for the most part designed to focus on negative
information. The same may be true of other political institutions as well. This
is one topic addressed in the following, concluding chapter.

